






Budget 2017 Introduces Various Schemes For First 
Time Home Buyers
 
The theme of this year’s Budget 2017 is ‘Accelerating Growth, 
Ensuring Fiscal Prudence and Enhancing well-being of the Rakyat’, 
which has produced a range of schemes relevant for first time home 
buyers.

This year, the Government has placed more emphasis on providing 
affordable housing schemes and announced there will be more than 
100,000 units being built under the new schemes.

Under PR1MA, the Government has also introduced a ‘special end 
financing scheme’ in collaboration with Bank Negara Malaysia, 
the Employees Provident Fund (EPF) and four other financial 
institutions, including Maybank, CIMB, RHB and AmBank. This 
scheme will be effective 1 January 2017 and has been introduced to 
provide financing with a total loan amount up to 90% - 100%.

In addition, Government-linked companies (GLCs) and PR1MA are 
looking to buy vacant land to build approximately 30,000 houses. 
These new properties will be priced for sale between  RM150,000 - 
RM300,000, which is below the current market price (RM250,000 
- RM400,000).

You can read more about what other measures have been 
introduced in Budget 2017 on pages 26 - 27.

In this issue of our magazine, we also share more about the recent 
iProperty.com Asia Property Market Sentiment Survey for the 
second half of 2016. The report has found that while people’s love 
for property remains strong, property ownership has been hindered 
by stringent bank regulations. More information on this can be 
found on pages 20 – 25.
 
On a separate note, we would also like to encourage you to cast your 
vote in this year’s iProperty.com People’s Choice Awards, which are 
open until 11 November 2016. There are 13 categories, including your 
most preferred property developer and development. Please visit 
www.iproperty.com.my/awards to cast your vote.
 
Have a great read!
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Overwhelming response for final blocks of Conezion Residence at IOI 
Resort City

The final blocks of Conezion Residence service 
apartments which were launched on 2 October 
received overwhelming response from purchasers. 

Conezion is an integrated development located in the 
world-class destination of IOI Resort City in Putrajaya 
which consists of residential, retail and offices. 
Conezion Residence offers three different unit types 
and sizes, each comprising 2 or 3 bedrooms, with built-
ups from 780 to 1,278 sq ft and prizes starting from 
RM465,000.

The units feature captivating views of the Palm 
Garden golf course, Putrajaya and IOI City Mall. Every 
unit is equipped with digital locksets and comes with 
2 parking bays. Among the facilities available include 
a swimming pool with aqua bed, children’s art studio, 
learning lab, a mini-theatrette and more. 

Commenting on the successful launch, IOI Properties 
Group Bhd ‘s Chief Operating Officer, Teh Chin Guan 
said, “We are very pleased with the response of the 
final launch of Conezion Blocks A & D. The purchasers 
have made a right decision in purchasing Conezion 
due to its ideal location within a resort city with 
close proximity to amenities such as the IOI City Mall, 
five star hotels Le Meridien Putrajaya and Putrajaya 
Marriott Hotel as well as the 18-hole Palm Garden Golf 
Club.”

Customers present at the launch gave positive feedback 
about Conezion; which included their satisfaction with 
the high ceilings, which greatly enhanced the sense 
of spaciousness as well as large windows to usher 
in natural light and enable enjoyment of the scenic 
surroundings. Some cited the expected high return for 
Conezion Residences in view of the potential growth 
of IOI Resort City as a well-planned resort city with 
world-class amenities.

Some experts believe that the property market is 
expected to recover only in 2018 due to the weak 
property market sentiment and also oversupply. 
Nevertheless, there are still many buyers looking for 
homes as highlighted in the Asian Sentiment Survey 
H2 2016 on page 20.

In this issue, we also feature a summary of the key 
measures announced in Budget 2016 that affect 
the property market. The government in this year’s 
Budget has continued to focus on the demand for 
beginner homes.

Master mapmaker Ho Chin Soon shares with us on 
how he first ventured into the world of map making 
and Chris Tan, founder and managing partner of 
Chur Associates, spells out the do’s and don’ts when 

buying your first property. On page 68, Ishmael Ho 
examines the real cause behind the nation’s housing 
issue, land scarcity and what it takes to put a roof 
over our heads. 

How has he managed to accumulate a double-digit 
property portfolio without breaking his back – or 
the bank? Richard Lim under the Young Gun section 
explains it.

Till next month!

Roshan Kaur Sandhu

HAPPENINGS
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HAPPENINGS
Sunsuria collaborates with talented singer-songwriters to promote 
youth creativity
Sunsuria recently launched its #Inspired Life Music 
Video Short Film Competition for youths age 
between 18 to 35 years old. The competition was a 
collaboration with renowned local artists - singer-
songwriters such as Hanz Koay, Azmyl Yunor, 
Daiyan Trisha, Eunice Hoo, and Daniel Wong from 
Wanted Symphony.

Staying true to Sunsuria City’s tagline “The Inspired 
Side of Life”, in hopes that will inspire the young 
generation to dream, believe and create. There were 
over 70 storyboards submitted in the preliminary 
phase and 5 finalists were chosen, Tiong Ing Haw, 
Arieff bin Riduan, Kimberly Ching, Phoebe Cheong, 
and Teresa Pang, to gear up for their Grand Prize 
journey which will be announced later in November 
2016.

The Grand Winner for this competition will stand 
a chance to win a trip for 2 to the City of Future, 
Seoul, Korea and a RM 3,000 cash prize. The 
remaining finalists will be entitled for a cash prize 
of RM 1,500 each. Apart from these prizes, the Top 
5 finalists were given a lifetime opportunity for 

a-money-can’t-buy experience boot camp held 
on 25th September 2016’; where they get to learn 
from the industry experts including Michael Lim, 
Jojo Struys, Reuben Kang and The Ming Thing. 

They were tasked to produce a mash-up music 
video which composes of a short film alongside 
with the appointed singer-songwriter’s original 
music piece. The public is encouraged to watch 
and vote for their favorite Inspired Life Music 
Video and submit an inspiring pledge at www.
inspiredlifesunsuria.com 

Five lucky voters of the winning video with the 
most inspiring pledge will stand a chance to win a 
RM500 cash prize. 

IJM Corporation Berhad’s property development arm 
IJM Land Berhad and its joint-venture partner, Amona 
Development Sdn Bhd, recently broke ground for the 
construction of the 2.8 km Pantai Sentral Park Interchange 
that will link the 58-acre Pantai Sentral Park mixed-use 
development and the Pantai Dalam/Kerinchi area to the 
New Pantai Expressway (NPE). It will be constructed at 
an estimated cost of RM52 million over 18 months. 
 
Held at the ICE Gallery at Pantai Sentral Park, the 
groundbreaking ceremony was officiated by the Federal 
Territories Minister, YB Datuk Seri Utama Tengku Adnan 
bin Tengku Mansor. 

The new interchange will create direct access to the NPE, 
and connect the mixed-use development, consisting of 
7 residential phases and 6 commercial phases, to the 
mature commercial, retail and residential enclaves of 
Petaling Jaya, Kuala Lumpur, Bangsar and Mid Valley City. 

Upon completion, the interchange will position Pantai 
Sentral Park as one of KL’s most desirable addresses for 
residences and businesses, due to its strategic location in 
the heart of the new Golden Triangle that connects Kuala 
Lumpur, Bangsar and Petaling Jaya.  

“The spill-over effects from this new interchange will 
include bringing about better socio-economic benefits 
to the local communities and facilitating even greater 
access to the nearby areas and beyond,” said Datuk Seri 
Utama Tengku Adnan. “Naturally, this initiative benefits 
those who live and work in the area and neighbouring 
communities, and complements the development of the 
respective precincts and their vicinities. 

The project will help direct some of the traffic away from 
the existing roads, and vastly improve accessibility to 
local businesses and connectivity for pedestrians. Pantai 
Sentral Park’s strategic location and easy access will 
contribute towards sustaining KL city’s competitiveness.”

New interchange project by IJM Land and Amona Development enhances 
access to Pantai Dalam
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MALAYSIAN PROPERTY
TOOK CENTRE STAGE IN 

SHANGHAI
Attendees of the iProperty.com  
The Signature Series - Shanghai were 
treated with a showcase of one of 
Malaysia’s development projects.

Organised by the iProperty Group, the Signature Series 
- Shanghai was held for the first time at the exclusive 
Kee Club right in the heart of Shanghai city on the 22nd & 
23rd September 2016. The 2-day property showcase was 
attended by 70 guest clients, members and individuals 
who are interested in investing in Malaysian properties.

The event kicked off with a presentation by Dr Ronald 
Pua, Vice President of Malaysia Property Investment 
Association followed by a project viewing session where 
potential visitors were given a first hand look at one of the 
Malaysian developments. After, there was a networking 
lunch between the developer and the guests. 

The star of the occasion was Botanica.CT, a 300-acre self-
sustainable township located on the scenic southwestern 
coast of Penang Island, Balik Pulau. The project is a 
brainchild of MTT Properties & Development Sdn Bhd 
which is a subsidiary of  MTT Group of Companies that 
was founded by Dato’ Ong Chin Teik in 1963.

The township comprises nine residential phases and 
six non-residential phases nestled within lush natural 
surroundings. Botanica.CT introduces the concept of 
Resort Living with 29 units of Tropical Hillside Villas 
that span across 10 acres of land. Perched gracefully 
30-70 meters above sea level, the freehold 3-storey 
semi-furnished Villas come with seven exclusive designs 
complete with a private swimming pool, outdoor lanai 

Networking dinner hosted by iProperty.com Malaysia.

          Dr Ronald Pua sharing his insights of investing in properties in Malaysia.

Liu Daxin from MTT Properties and Development Sdn Bhd 
presenting details of the Botanica. CT project.
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and water feature (in some of its designs). The villas also 
come with an elevator, home security system, cabinets 
for the dry kitchen, hob, hood and oven, air-conditioning 
for the bedrooms and living room, and 24 hours security 
surveillance.

The six non-residential phases includes an international 
boarding school called the Prince of Wales Island 
International School which was established in 2011. 
There will also be a Clubhouse that offers a pool; a 
gym; in-house restaurant and hotel suites facilities; a 
Medical Centre; a Retirement Resort and a 5-star Hotel. 
A shopping mall will be added to the range of facilities 
and scheduled for completion in 2018. Upon completion 
in the next six to eight years, Botanica.CT will be the 
biggest township development in Balik Pulau-three 
residential phases have been completed so far while the 
other two are currently under construction.

THE DEVELOPER
The developer MTT Properties & Development Sdn Bhd 
presentation on Botanica.CT portrayed their sensitivity 
towards the emerging trend in Penang and the investors’ 
needs. A township as such will without a doubt elevate 
the development scene and add to the charm of Penang-
Botanica.CT was among one of the most well received 
projects that night.

The parent company MTT Group of Companies, 
pioneered in barging, stevedoring and shipping before 
diversifying their portfolio into other ventures.  Under the 
leadership of Dato’ Dr Kenny Ong, the group then made 
a bold entry into the competitive township and property 
development scene in Penang by establishing MTT 
Properties & Development Sdn Bhd in 2005.  Committed 
to providing the best of facilities to enhance the quality 
of life of their residents, the group founded the Prince of 
Wales Island International School, or POWIIS® as part of 
the township’s offering which welcomed its first student 
in 2011. 

MEETING ITS OBJECTIVE
Overall, the Signature Series Shanghai met its objective 
in bringing the best of Malaysian properties to the world 
stage. Penang in particular, known for its heritage, diversity 
and strong cultural assimilation is the perfect platform 
to connect and attract investors to make investments 
in Malaysia. Those who missed the event can visit  
www.mttgroup.com.my to learn more about what this 
developer can offer; or visit www.botanica-ct.com.my 
for more information on Botanica.CT.

Networking session.

Dr Angela Teoh, Group Executive Director of MTT Group and 
Development Sdn Bhd giving an insight on the project.

Guests mingling with each other during lunch.
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Redefining Suburban Living
ALBURY @ MAHKOTA HILLS 

Surrounded by lush greenery, Albury @ Mahkota Hills presents the 
splendour of suburban living with a touch of urban conveniences.

1

2
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The 382 double-storey units comprise 4 bedrooms 
and 3 bathrooms, while 331 single-storey units offer 3 
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. 

The development promises contemporary and stylish 
fittings and finishes. Ceramic tiles are used generously 
across the living, dining, kitchen, bathrooms and 
laminated parquet flooring bedrooms, whilst the 
terrace boast homes premium porcelain tiles. 

The use of top quality sanitary ware and the provision 
of ample electrical points testify to the development’s 
well-structured design and commitment to providing 
quality living spaces. Car porches have sufficient space 
to accommodate 2 cars.

Launched in 2016 and targeted at the mid-income 
group, Albury homes are priced from RM389,000 
and for single-storey units; whilst double-storey units 
are priced RM500,000 and below. A 10% Bumiputera 
discount is available. 

Semenyih in Selangor is rapidly experiencing the 
vibrations of urbanisation as the Greater Klang 
Valley expands its borders to embrace high-potential 
townships such as this. Once a quiet country-side town, 
Semenyih today is on the radar of Malaysia’s leading 
developers. 

With the soaring prices of residential property in the 
central areas of greater Kuala Lumpur and the Klang 
Valley, demand has increased for more affordable and 
spacious landed property. In response to this demand,  
UMLand with its last launch Albury @ Mahkota Hills 
presents 331 single-storey homes and 382 double-
storey units in Semenyih. The development is spread 
across 52.1 acres of freehold land and bears a gross 
development value of RM2 billion. 

Designed and built to provide a self-sufficient township 
with a myriad of amenities as well as excellent 
connectivity to neighbouring townships, the gated 
and guarded freehold development features single and 
double-storey terrace homes. 

SPACIOUS RESIDENCES
Albury @ Mahkota Hills offers discerning buyers 3 
double-storey design options namely, Type A, B and 
C, whilst Type D comprises single-storey units. Built-up 
sizes are as follows:
• Type A (18ft x 65ft) - 1,754 sq ft
• Type B (22ft x 65ft) - 1,964 sq ft
• Type C (22ft x 75ft) - 2,136 sq ft
• Type D (20ft x 70ft) - 1,223 sq ft

1 Guard House of Double Storey Terrace Homes (artist’s impressions)

2 Lifestyle of Double Storey Terrace Homes (artist’s impressions)

3 Facade of Double Storey Terrace Homes (artist’s impressions)

3
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CONTEMPORARY LIVING
Albury @ Mahkota Hills echoes the trappings of 
modern living with its exciting array of facilities within 
its guarded and gated enclave. The development 
boasts a children’s playground and a rustic recreational 
park with lush tropical greenery and manicured lawns. 
The clubhouse hosts a swimming pool, a fully equipped 
gymnasium, a common hall, a barbeque pit, a basketball 
court and a volleyball court. 

The enclave creates a cosy yet rustic ambience with 
paved streets, tree-lined boulevards and well-lit 
surroundings, setting the tone for a beautiful and 
peaceful community. 

HIGH POTENTIAL IN SEMENYIH
Embracing urbanisation, Semenyih today is a sterling 
locale for those seeking a suburban lifestyle albeit with 
urban amenities. This rapidly developing township 
promises excellent connectivity and accessibility 
via the Kajang-Seremban Highway (LEKAS) and the 
Cheras-Kajang Highway. 

4
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4 Lifestyle of Single Storey Terrace Homes (artist’s impressions)

5 Facade of Single Storey Terrace Homes (artist’s impressions)

Semenyih is also home to a myriad of amenities that 
include shopping havens, convenience stores, premier 
educational institutions, commercial business centres, 
and retail hubs. Mydin Wholesale hypermarket, 
Econsave Cash & Carry, AEON Mahkota Cheras and 
Tesco are located minutes away from Albury. IOI City 
Mall and Alamanda Putrajaya are within a 25-minute 
drive from Semenyih. 

The University of Nottingham Malaysia campus, MARA 
College and the elite Kolej Tuanku Jaafar are located in 
the vicinity, whilst other tertiary institutions within short 
drive from the locality include Universiti Kebangsaan 
Malaysia, University Tenaga Nasional, Universiti Putra 
Malaysia and the German-Malaysian Institute. 

The federal administrative capital of Putrajaya and 
Malaysia’s “silicon valley” Cyberjaya are 30 minutes 
away from Albury, whilst the Kuala Lumpur International 
Airport is only 40 minutes away. Kuala Lumpur’s central 
business district is approximately 45 minutes away. 

Healthcare facilities within a convenient distance 
include KPJ Kajang Specialist Hospital, Kajang Hospital, 
Hospital Serdang and Columbia Asia Hospital Cheras. 

Popular for its eco-tourism, Semenyih’s picturesque 
Broga Hill draws scores of climbers, jungle trekkers 
and nature enthusiasts who visit the area to savour the 
unspoilt natural sights and sounds of Malaysia’s tropical 
forests. Semenyih is also well-known for its untouched 
water-fall areas and natural jungle trails, which are 
popular hotspots for weekend activities. 

Albury neighbours other matures townships such as 
Bandar Baru Bangi, Bandar Teknologi Kajang, Nilai and 
Dengkil. 

THE DEVELOPER
Albury @ Mahkota Hills is another sterling development 
by United Malayan Land Berhad (UMLand), a recipient 
of the BCI Asia Top Developers 2015 Award. Ranked 
among Malaysia’s top 10 property developers.
UMLand was also recognised as the World Best in the 
International Property Awards 2015. 

The Group is also credited with other remarkable 
development projects which include Bandar Seri Alam, 
Seri Austin, The Waves at Puteri Harbour and the mixed 
high-rise development of UMCity at Medini Lakeside. 
Aside from Mahkota Hills, UMLand’s latest project on 
the fringes of greater Kuala Lumpur include Bandar 
Seri Putra in Bangi. 

For more information on Albury @ Mahkota Hills, 
contact 03-8723 2323 / 016-3611 002 or visit  
www.albury.my.

5
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Singapore’s revolutionary duo Macly Equity debuts a unique 
compact dual-key designer suites that could potentially elevate 
contemporary living in Malaysia.

The Infinitum (artist’s impressions)

Herman Chang, Managing Director of Macly Group and 
Teo Hong Lim, Executive Chairman of Roxy-Pacific Holdings Limited 
(L - R)

“With such excellent macro location 
the product offered there has to be 
right. Typically, the dual-key products 
in the current market are over 1000 
sq ft. What was missing was a more 
affordable compact version of that 
product and since we already have 
the skillset to develop a compact 
dual-key. It made sense to take a little 
bit of risk to fill that untapped niche,” 
shares Herman Chang, Macly Group’s 
managing director.

Distinctively different from The Colony, 
The Luxe comprises lesser units than its 
denser sister and yet it is built taller to 
give it a sense of prestige. With a total 
of 300 units spread across 43 storeys, 
it offers three types of unit: Duplex, 
Simplex and Penthouse. These units 
offer sizes that ranges from 675 sq ft 
to 1,155 sq ft, with a choice between 1 
bedroom+1 living room and 3 bedroom+ 
1 Living room to suit your business or 
personal needs.

To further elevate its reputation as 
a luxury development, high quality 
furnishing on floor furniture on 
porcelain tiles are used throughout the 
development and the units are given 
a facelift as well as furnished with 
upgraded quality appliances in the 
kitchen, pantry and bathroom. Some 
of these units come with a built-in 
wardrobe and a pantry.

Facilities Galore
There is a comprehensive range of 
facilities available spread over two floors 
at the top of Tower A (The Club Floor), 
which helps keep the density of tower B 
(The Luxe) lower without compromising 
its efficiency. To keep the building’s 
efficiency at an optimum, most 
recreational facilities are housed at the 
top of The Colony which can be easily 
accessed by residents of The Luxe. 

With a mesmerising view of the Kuala 
Lumpur glitzy skyline, exquisite lifestyle 
amenities and a prestigious address, 
the second instalment of the Wisma 
Infinitum project, The Luxe is set to 
raise the benchmark of compact living.

The Infinitum is a brainchild of Macly 
Equity, a dynamic joint venture between 
Singapore’s pioneering “shoebox 
apartment” property developer Macly 
Group and its longest standing property 
and hospitality group, Roxy-Pacific 
Holdings Ltd. Compact, contemporary 
and practical, the development plan 
broaches the untapped niche market 
of compact dual-key concept that 
caters to those who frequent KL city 
on a business trip and those who are 
operating either a start-up or working 
from home. 

Hitting the Right Notes
The freehold Mixed Commercial Retail 
and Residential sits on a 1.389 acres of 
land on the prestigious address of Jalan 
Dewan Sultan Sulaiman, in the same 
stretch of street as Shangri-La Hotel 
where amenities in the surrounding 
area is abundant. By building The Luxe 
on a locational sweet spot, it holds the 
promise of flexibility, accessibility and 
feasibility that only city living could 
offer.

With Quill City Mall sitting right next 
door, residents will have easy access to 
a shopping, dining and entertainment 
experience. For those without a mean 
of transportation, there is a monorail 
station located right in front of the 
mall that offers seamless connection to 
Lot 10 and Suria KLCC, Bintang Walk, 
KL Sentral, Kuala Lumpur International 
Airport and many other major locations 
in KL.

 As The Luxe caters predominantly to 
business people, the club floor provides 
the perfect settings for business 
dealings and for client entertainment 
purposes. The business lounge offers 
a sweeping view of the Kuala Lumpur 
skyline and the majestic Petronas Twin 
Towers. If you need a little nudge to 
seal the deal, treat your guests to a 
scrumptious dinner at the indoor dining 
area or throw a more laidback barbeque 
party. Other recreational facilities such 
as resident’s lounge, swimming pool, 
Jacuzzi, sauna, a children’s playground 
and a gym are also available for the 
resident’s enjoyment. 

Below it is a three-level retail space 
consisting of 31 commercial units with 
a GDV of 60 million. “It is important 
that the shops below complement the 
development and cater to what the 
residents want. Most of these shops will 
be visible from the outside therefore 
they don’t have to solely depend on 
the tenants for business,” says Teo 
Hong Lim, Executive Chairman of Roxy-
Pacific Holdings Limited.

There will be a total of 997 parking 
bays available out of which, 723 are 
reserved for the residence while the 
other 30  lots will be allocated for 
visitors; a total of 68 parking bays are 
reserved for female drivers while the 
other 20 will be especially reserved for 
the handicapped. To accommodate the 
retail businesses below, a total of 123 
lots will be allocated for shoppers at the 
basements while each retail outlet will 
be given two season parking passes. 

With expected completion in the 
3rd quarter of 2020, Macly Equity is 
confident in The Luxe’s ability capture 
the heart of local buyers.
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OWNING AND INVESTING 
IN PROPERTY REMAINS A PRIORITY FOR MALAYSIANS BUT 
DREAM IS HINDERED BY STRINGENT BANK REGULATIONS
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A survey by the iProperty Group, Asia’s leading online 
advertising business serving the real estate industry 
and part of REA Group, has revealed that the love affair 
for property remains strong but property ownership is 
hindered by stringent bank regulations. 

The iProperty.com Asia Property Market Sentiment 
Survey (H2) 2016, which has been conducted half-
yearly since 2011, is the longest-running study of its 
kind in Asia. The survey was conducted on iProperty 
Group’s leading websites in Malaysia (iProperty.com.
my), Indonesia (Rumah123.com and rumahdanproperti.
com), Hong Kong (GoHome.com.hk and Squarefoot.
com.hk) and Singapore (iProperty.com.sg).

THE SURVEY 
The survey polled close to 15,000 respondents and 31% 
of respondents were from Malaysia 31% from Singapore. 
23% from Indonesia and 16% from Hong Kong.  71% of 
respondents were aged between 21 to 40 years old. 
38% of respondents where those who already owned 
a property and were interested in buying another, 
26% were first-time home buyers and 14% were just 
monitoring the market. 

Commenting on the survey findings, REA Group Chief 
Operating Officer - International, Arthur Charlaftis said 
that the survey findings showed that first time buyers 
and investors are keen on purchasing property but are 
challenged by strict bank regulations as well as saving 
for a down payment.  

“The largest obstacle in purchasing a property – whether 
it be a first or for investment – is access to finance 
and securing a mortgage. This can be a significant 

challenge, especially in an environment where there are 
significant cost of living pressures,” said Mr Charlaftis. 

KEY FINDINGS

Demand for Affordable Housing Remains Strong 

Demand for housing, especially for young or first-
time home buyers, is still strong. Respondents are 
looking to purchase newly developed property and 
most respondents (69%) took between one to five 
years to save for a down payment. 69% of respondents 
indicated that they have a budget of below RM500,000 
to purchase a property.

Most respondents (64%) are either looking to purchase 
between 6-12 months from now or between 1-2 years. 
Almost a quarter (23%) are looking to purchase in the 
next 6 months.

The Dream Vs Reality 

An overwhelming number of respondents (85%) agree 
that it is harder to buy a home today compared to 
previous generations. As for the future, respondents 
also feel that it would be harder for future generations 
to buy a home. 

A residential property priced at RM500,000 and above 
is only within the reach of less than 6% of the Malaysian 
population, whose households earn at least RM15,000 
a month. Given the prospects of rising household 
income, half of Malaysian households could most likely 
afford property valued between RM200,000 and 
RM400,000.
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An income/affordability study by the Malaysian central 
bank focusing on four income group categories 
indicated that the average RM6,000 monthly income 
earner could afford a property valued at RM360,000, 
while those with a net monthly salary of about RM4,800 
could afford a RM265,000 house. 

Want More Measures to Meet the Demand for 
Affordable Housing 

According to the Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) Report 
2015, It is estimated that the nation requires 202,571 
new houses annually between 2016 and 2020 (or 2.5 
times more than the number of houses built annually 
in the last five years) to match the estimated growth in 
households. The supply should come from both public 
agencies and the private sector. 

Given the high demand for affordable housing, it was 
not surprising that a significant number of respondents 
felt that the government needs to do more to provide 
affordable housing. More than half of respondents 
(53%) also felt that the government should also regulate 
the prices of newly launched properties by developers.

Strong Interest from Singaporeans Wanting to Purchase 
in Iskandar Malaysia 

Within Iskandar Malaysia, Singaporean respondents 
showed increased interest in Nusajaya, up from 59% in 
H1 2016 to 84% in H2 2016. 

Affordable property prices, excellent bilateral ties 
between Singapore and Malaysia, and expected 
enhanced connectivity by 2018 via the RTS Network 
were the top motivations for investing in Iskandar 
Malaysia, unchanged from H1 2016.

CONCLUSION – YOUNG URBAN POPULATION WITH 
A STRONG DESIRE TO PURCHASE 
“Despite predictions that the residential property 
market is likely to remain flat this year, there is increased 
demand for affordable homes, particularly through a 
growing, young population looking for properties in 
the major urban centres,” said Mr Charlaftis.

“While Malaysians are concerned about the rising 
house prices and affordability, property is still viewed 
the most attractive investment choice and this is due to 
capital growth opportunities and it’s also more stable 
compared to other assets.” 

The full survey findings can be downloaded for free 
from www.iproperty.com.my.
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Commenting on Budget 2017, REA Group’s Chief 
Operating Officer – International, Arthur Charlaftis said 
that the budget introduced a number of measures that 
addressed the demand for affordable housing. 

Based on a survey conducted by iProperty.com 
Malaysia, part of REA Group (ASX:REA), respondents 
said they were hoping to see Budget 2017 provide 
more affordable housing schemes. 
 
“We commend the Government for listening to 
Malaysians who have expressed the need for more 
affordable housing. The measures introduced in relation 
to this will be helpful for first time buyers looking to get 
into the property market,” said Mr Charlaftis.  

To assist Malaysians to own a property, the Government 
will introduce a special “step-up” end-financing 
scheme for the Perumahan Rakyat 1Malaysia (PR1MA) 
programme to reduce loan rejection rate. The scheme, 
which is in collaboration with the government, Bank 
Negara Malaysia, Employees Provident Fund and four 
local banks — Maybank, CIMB, RHB and AmBank, will 
start from  January 1, 2017. 

At the tabling of Budget 2017, the Prime Minister, Naijb 
Razak also explained that PR1MA has been well-received 
with more than 12,000 units worth RM3.3 billion booked 
while 85,000 units are at various stages of approval. In 
addition to this, Government-linked companies (GLCs) 
and PR1MA are looking to buy vacant land at strategic 
locations to build more than 30,000 houses. These will 
be sold from RM150,000 to RM300,000 — below the 
market price of RM250,000 to RM400,000. 

Nerida Conisbee, REA Group Chief Economist, 
commented: “Malaysia has a relatively young 
population and workforce, and there is strong demand 
for affordable residential properties in major urban 
centres. With transport costs also increasing, this 
young and growing segment of property seekers are 
looking for property in the cities, often close to their 
workplace.” 

“There is high demand for properties within this range, 
and we are pleased that the government has addressed 
this important issue are looking to build more of these 
types of properties. Residential properties priced at 
RM500,000 and above are only within the reach of 

households earning at least RM15,000 per month, which 
equates to six per cent of the Malaysian population.”  

The government also announced that the stamp duty 
exemption would be increased to 100 per cent on 
instruments of transfer and housing loan instruments, 
to help reduce the cost of first-home ownership, 
compared to 50 per cent at present. This exemption is 
limited to houses with the value of up to RM300,000 
for first home ownership only, between January 1, 2017 
and December 31, 2018.

“The introduction of the MyBeautiful New Home for 
the bottom 40% of households in the country with 
a monthly income of RM3,900 and below is also a 
move in the right direction. Although more details of 
the qualifying process needs to be outlined,” said Ms 
Conisbee. 

Under this scheme, the government will look at with 
building 5,000 units (priced at RM40,000 to RM50,000 
each) and will finance RM20,000 with owners paying 
the rest in instalments. Houses to be built on owners’ 
land; land permitted by the landowner; and land 
awarded by state governments. 

The other housing schemes introduced include the 
building of 9,850 houses under the People’s Housing 
Programme (PPR), a total of 11,250 PPR houses are 
being built. These will be sold from RM35,000 to 
RM42,000 — much lower than the construction cost of 
RM120,000 to RM160,000 as well as some 5,000 units 
of People’s Friendly Home (PMR) will be built, which 
the government will subsidise up to RM20,000 per unit. 

Charlaftis also urged eligible Malaysian youths with 
permanent jobs to apply for 10,000 rental houses that 
the government is looking at building in urban areas. 
The scheme will allow youths to rent the property up to 
a maximum of five years, at below market rate. 

“Budget 2017 has certainly made it easier for first time 
home buyers to own a home. Even though the Developer 
Interest Bearing Scheme was not reintroduced and 
no new measures were introduced to curb escalating 
house prices, the government has introduced other 
measures to make it easier for first time home buyers 
to get into the property market,” said Mr Charlaftis. 

BUDGET 2017 ADDRESSES THE RISING 
DEMAND FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
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For Orang Asli 

- RM350 million to build and refurbish 17,000 units of 
destitute and dilapidated houses & Orang Asli settlements 

- Build 30,000 units on Government 
lands at strategic locations at 
RM150,000 and RM300,000 

- Special step-up end financing scheme for PR1MA houses, in 
collaboration with BNM, EPF and 4 banks 

Syarikat Perumahan Negara Berhad

- RM200 million to build 5,000 units of SPNB 
People’s Friendly Home (RMR) with subsidy 
of RM20,000 per unit 

For Youths 

- Build 10,000 houses in urban areas for rental to 
youths below the market rates 

Second-Generation House

- RM400 million allocation for Second-Generation House 
infrastructure development – FELDA (RM200 million), 
FELCRA (RM100 million) & RISDA (RM100 million) 

For Civil Servants 

- Increase the public servants housing loans 
eligibility to RM200,000 and RM 750,000

- Complete 30,000 units of 1Malaysia Civil 
Servants Housing (PPA1M) with selling price 
between RM90,000 and RM300,000

- Exemption on instruments of 
transfer and loan agreement for first 
time home ownership for the period 1 
January 2017 until 31 December 2018 

- For instruments of property transfer 
exceeding RM1 million, increase from 
3% to 4%. Effective 1 January 2018. 

Tax relief up to RM2,500 yearly 
effective year of assessment 2017 for 
the purchase of reading materials, 
computers, sports equipment, 
printed newspapers, smartphones 
& Tablets, internet subscription and 
gymnasium membership fees 

Effective 22 

October 2016 – 

December 2017 

15% discount on 
the outstanding 
debt for full settlement 
10% discount for payment of at least 
50% of the outstanding debt made 
in a single payment 
10% discount for repayment through 
salary deduction or direct debit in 
accordance with the repayment 
schedule 

- RM55 billion for the implementation 
of the new East Coast Rail Line 
connecting Klang Valley to the East 
Coast 

- Accelerate the implementation of Pan 
Borneo Highway in Sabah & Sarawak 

- RM100 million for the restoration of 
the East Coast railway line along Gua 
Musang- Tumpat 

- RM1.1 billion to increase frequency of 
ETS service and purchase of 19 sets of 
trains 

- Reduced tax rate between 1% and 
4% for companies with significant 
increase in taxable income for year 
of assessment 2017 and 2018 

- Reduced tax rate from 19% to 18% 
for SME’s with taxable income up to 
first RM500,000

- Extended double taxation 
promotion on operating expenditure 
borne by anchor companies for the 
Vendor Development Programme 
until 31 December 2020. 

- Monthly Household Income 

e-kasih – to receive RM1,200

Less than RM3,000 to receive RM1,200

Between RM3,001 – RM4,000 to 
receive RM900

- Single individuals  (Monthly income)

RM2,000 & below to receive RM450

- RM200 million to build 5,000 units of 
My Beautiful New Home at RM40,000 and 
RM50,000 per unit. Government will subsidise 
RM20,000

 - RM300 million to maintain and repair facilities 
at flats & People’s Housing Programme (PPR) 
through 1Malaysia Maintenance Fund 

- RM710 million to build 9,850 new units and 
complete 11,250 PPR Houses 

ON HOUSING

ON STAMP DUTY 

ON INCOME TAXES  

ON PTPTN 
ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

ON CORPORATE TAXES 

BUDGET 2017 AN OVERVIEW ON KEY POINTS 

People’s Housing Programme

For B40
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SABAH’S 
MINGLING 
NIGHT:
FUN TIMES!
In addition to the findings of its latest 
biannual survey, iProperty.com Malaysia 
captured the attention of its guests with 
the announcement of the company’s 
new product for developers. 

On 19th September 2016, the who’s who of the real estate 
industry turned up at the Party Play Lifestyle Café in 
Kota Kinabalu to enjoy a night of dining, fellowship 
and laughs. The iProperty.com Malaysia’s Developers 
Mingling Night, aimed at bringing together the 
industry’s biggest players for an evening of socialising 
was attended by some of Sabah’s biggest developers 
and property experts. 

Corporation Communication Manager - Phyllis Yap & team from Kinsabina. Guests enjoying the delicious buffet.

[L – R] Dr Daniele Gambero (co-founder & CEO of REI Group of 
companies) ; Kul Singh (GM - Developer & Media Malaysia) ; 

Premendran Pathmanathan.

Presentation of the iPropertyiQ data 
by Premendran Pathmanathan (GM of Data Services Malaysia).

[L - R] Chaw Ken Vun, CFO of KTI Group with Tim Yong.
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Among the many distinguished guests in attendance 
were representatives from Docomo Development 
Sdn Bhd, K.T.I Group, SP Setia (Aeropod Sdn Bhd), 
Mah Sing Group and Kinsabina Group Sdn Bhd. Also 
present was notable property industry speakers, Dr 
Daniele Gambero, Co-Founder & CEO of REI Group of 
Companies. 

The emcee for the evening welcomed the guests and 
then introduced Premendran Pathmanathan, General 
Manager Data Services of iProperty Group. Prem took 
to the stage to present the findings of the iProperty.
com’s Malaysia’s Asian Sentiment Survey for the second 
half of 2016. 

The highlight of the evening was the revealing of 
iProperty.com’s latest product - iPropertyiQ.com, a site 
that offers the most comprehensive source of property 
data. The analytics will cover Malaysia, Singapore, 
Indonesia and Hong Kong, thus delivering incredible 
value to property agents, investors and developers. 
Premendran shared the product’s features and offerings 
in his presentation titled, iPropertyiQ - Identifying 
Latest Property Trends with Demand Driven Data.
 
This was followed by a sumptuous buffet, where guests 
happily tucked into an array of mouth-watering dishes. 
Not long after, attendees stood a chance to win some 
exciting lucky draw prizes.

Altogether, it was a night of camaraderie and 
remembrance and we look forward to the next edition!

[L – R] Cheryl (Riverson Corp) ; Tim Yong ; Kelvin Chang (Pacific City).

[L - R] Chaw Ken Vun, CFO of KTI Group with Tim Yong.

[L – R] Tim (SP Setia) ; Fabian Wong (Sales and Marketing executive 
- Mah Sing) ; Tim Yong (Developer Sales Team Lead, iProperty.com); 

Jerome Wong (Hap Seng Land).
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SARAWAK MINGLING NIGHT:
A TOAST TO A GOOD NIGHT!

It was a night to remember as the industry’s biggest players came 
together for the first-ever Mingling Night in Sarawak.

The line-up of guests included representatives from 
the Travilion Group of Companies, Timber Land Group, 
Naim Land Sdn Bhd, CMS Property Development Sdn 
Bhd and Borneo Development Corporation (Sarawak) 
Sdn Bhd, Zaracon Group and Ibraco Berhad.

Brazzo Green House in Kuching was abuzz on 26th 

September as it played host to iProperty.com Malaysia’s 
2016 Sarawak Mingling Night. Highly anticipated 
by investors and developers, the event saw almost 
40 attendees, who came together to eat, drink and 
socialize. 

Premendran Pathmanathan presenting the key features of the iPropertyiQ.com website.

Guests tucking into the sumptuous buffet. Prem explaining about the 
Asian Sentiment Survey H2 2016.
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Getting the ball rolling was Premendran Pathmanathan, 
iProperty Group’s General Manager of Data Services, 
who shared the shared the findings of the  iProperty.
com’s Malaysia’s Asian Sentiment Survey (H2) 2016.
 
He highlighted that while the property market is still 
recovering from the various cooling measures, many 
are still interested in purchasing properties. 47% of 
respondents said that they are looking to upgrade while 
40% revealed that they want to buy newly developed 
properties. Those looking to purchase in the next 6 
months topped 23% while 32% of respondents prefer 
to buy in the next 6 - 12 months. 

Premendran moved on to introduce iProperty’s latest 
innovation, iPropertyiQ.com - a data-driven site which 
offers insight into Malaysia’s property market. The 
comprehensive data analytics aims to assist developers, 
realtors and investors in making their next property 
move. 

As the night carried on, guests were treated to a 
sumptous buffet dinner. The night was made all the 
more memorable by the lucky draw session.

[L – R] Alex Yap ( CFO – USG Boral) ; Julia Chung (Senior Sales 
Executive – USG Boral) ; Catherine Tai ( East Malaysia Regional Sales 
Manager – USG Boral) ; Kevin Choo ( Dicova Development Sdn Bhd).

Tim Yong (Developer Sales Team Lead, iProperty.com) 
and a lucky draw prize winner.

Tim Yong with one of the lucky draw prize winners.

Tenaga Seri Wangsa & team - with Tim Yong (Far left) 
and Roshan Kaur Sandhu ( Editor, iProperty.com ( third from right).

[L – R] Lee Sze Pinn (Sales Director – USG Boral) ; 
Jaime Ng (Head of events, iProperty.com) ; Alex Yap.
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way forward for a fast developing metropolis such as 
Kuala Lumpur. Many of Malaysia’s leading developers 
are now focussed on building townships that are 
centred on a mass transit hub in our cities and suburbs. 
Residential and commercial components housing retail 
and recreational facilities are connected to the transit 
hub creating a pedestrian friendly urban locality that 
enjoys reduced carbon emission and traffic congestion. 
Amongst developers making large investments in TODs 
which contribute to the development of a sustainable 
city is Sime Darby with its developments in Subang Jaya 
and Bukit Kiara. In April this year, Crest Builder Holdings 
Berhad and Prasarana Malaysia Berhad announced their 
plans to jointly develop Latitud8, Malaysia’s first TOD.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
EFFICIENCY: KEY TO KLANG 
VALLEY’S TRANSFORMATION
The vision to transform Kuala Lumpur into a financial and commercial capital of 
high income nation by 2020 has made it essential for a comprehensive and efficient 
transportation network with good inter and intra city links.

The Klang Valley must be able to provide an efficient and 
equitable city structure that allows all members of the 
community equal accessibility to all areas and facilities 
so that everyone may enjoy the maximum benefits of 
city living. The current public transportation system in 
Kuala Lumpur consists of bus, light rail, monorail, airport 
express rail link and commuter rail. There are several 
initiatives based on the Greater Kuala Lumpur Land 
Public Transport Masterplan underway to achieve a 
sophisticated public transportation system.

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENTS: THE 
FOCUS OF PROPERTY DEVELOPERS
Transit Oriented Developments (TODs) are seen as the 
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KTM KOMUTER: A MORE ECONOMICAL WAY TO 
TRAVEL
KTM Komuter, the first electrified commuter train service 
in Malaysia was introduced in 1995 to cater especially 
to commuters in Kuala Lumpur and the surrounding 
suburban areas. The KTM Komuter train network covers 
more than 280km length of railway network that 
accommodates 57 stations. The service operates on a 
daily basis with two lines for the Central Sector, namely, 
the Seremban - Batu Caves Line and the Tanjung Malim 
- Pelabuhan Klang Line and was further expanded in 
2015 with the introduction of the Northern and Southern 
Sectors. 

For the Northern Sector, the first of the two lines to 
operate was the Kamunting - Butterworth - Gurun Line. 
The KTM with its lower fares and a more leisurely is 
integrated to Kuala Lumpur’s other main transportation 
lines through transit hubs such as Bandar Tasik Selatan 
TBS, KL Sentral and the Tanjung Malim Stations. It also 
conveniently allows passenger to switch to LRT lines and 
the KLIA transit services. 

Over RM70 billion investments in land public transport 
infrastructure projects have been made by the 
government in the last five years. Projects such as the 
LRT and MRT which are seen as catalysts for economic 
growth have been the priority. More importantly land and 
public transport system and policies have been designed 
to become more commuter-centric and responsive to 
fundamental demographic changes. Commuters in Kuala 
Lumpur must be convinced that public transport can 
serve their needs, and get them to their destinations 
reliably and comfortably for Kuala Lumpur to become 
the envisioned city of the future.

MRT TO FACILITATE A FIVE FOLD INCREASE IN 
RAIL RIDERS
One of the biggest public transportation projects 
undertaken by the government is the Greater Kuala 
Lumpur’s Mass Rapid System (MRT). The 3-line, 150 
km MRT in Kuala Lumpur (KL), which comprises two 
northeast-southwest radial lines and one circle will 
become fully operational by July 2017. The KL MRT system 
will radically improve KL’s poor and sorely inadequate 
public transportation coverage. The new lines will 
increase Greater Kuala Lumpur’s rapid rail network from 
15 km per million people in 2010 to 40 km per million 
people once completed. A five-fold increase in rail riders, 
in line with the government’s target for public transport 
usage in the Klang Valley of 40% by 2020 from 18% in 
2009 is expected. Only an efficient and well-planned 
system such as the MRT can move large numbers of 
people during the morning and evening rush hours in a 
large city.

GREATER INTER-CITY CONNECTIVITY WITH LRT 
EXTENSIONS
Kuala Lumpur’s inter-city connectivity has also been 
improved with the recently completed LRT extensions. 
The Kelana Jaya LRT extension runs from Lembah 
Subang – Kelana Business Centre, through Subang, USJ, 
Alam Megah and ending at the hub in Putra Heights. 
The Ampang LRT extension line commences from the 
Sri Petaling station, passing through Puchong, Kinrara 
and ending at the hub in Putra Heights. In August this 
year, Prasarana Malaysia Berhad also announced its 
plans to build LRT Line 3 to service the western region 
of Greater Klang Valley. It will be operated on sustainable 
technology and will feature the implementation of 
rainwater harvesting technology, noise reduction system, 
better energy management system as well as natural 
ventilation in the station’s design.
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Cities are growing and becoming denser at exponential 
rates - A United Nations’ report, World Urbanization 
Prospects 2014 revealed that an astounding 66% of 
the world’s population will be living in urban areas by 
2050. The global urban population topped 3.9 billion in 
2014 - of which Asia accounts for 53%.

The increasing density of cities will pose challenges 
of livability - the toughest one being urban mobility. 
Generally defined as “the movement of people in an 
(urban) population, as from place to place”, mobility in 
Malaysia’s urban areas is a growing problem. Ask any 
urbanite, especially those living in the Klang Valley (KV) 
what their number one daily frustration is - topping the 
list is traffic congestion.

EASING OFF THE GAS - MUCH ADO ABOUT MOBILITY 
The daily jams in KV have been worsening steadily over 
the years - we have reached a point where leaving one’s 
home just 10 minutes later could result in an additional 
hour of commute. With the increasing population, can 
you imagine what our roads would look like in the 
coming years?

Even more worrying, the impact of traffic congestion 
goes beyond frustration and wasted time - it is also 
draining our wallets and the economy. World Bank’s 
2015 Malaysia’s Economic Monitor revealed that lost 
hours and fuel for each person in Greater KL came to 
at least RM3,100 each year - which is more than the 
monthly local average salary of RM2,795; and the total 
cost of traffic in GKL in was estimated to be 1.1 - 2.2% of 
the country’s GDP in 2014. 

Nevertheless, efforts are underway to improve urban 
mobility and in turn, improving the quality of life of city 
residents. There are a number of government initiatives 

under the 11th Malaysian plan to expand the modal 
share of public transport to 40% in the KV and GKL 
region, and 20% in other major Malaysian cities. These 
include long-awaited projects such as the extension of 
the Light Transit Rail (LRT) and the construction of the 
Mass Rapid Transit (MRT). 

POD: REVOLUTIONIZING
URBAN MOBILITY
With the rapid urban growth in major Malaysian cities, the time to invest in 
pedestrian-oriented developments (POD) is upon us. Craig Czarny shares how POD, 
which priotises walkability and the public sphere has a better shot at improving 
urban mobility. - REENA KAUR BHATT
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we still have problems at the last-mile destination, i.e 
after departing the transit (LRT/KTM) stations. 

There is a symbiotic relationship between TOD and 
walkable destinations - you cannot have good transit if 
you cannot walk with ease when you arrive. 

PROMOTING WALKABILITY: PUTTING PEOPLE 
FIRST
Walkability is a challenge in many urban 
neighbourhoods around the world, GKV being no 
exception. Automobile-dependent places actually 
eliminate mobility for non-drivers. Mobility for all exists 
in a place that accommodates not only drivers, but 
pedestrians, transit users and cyclists as well.

How well can commuters in GKV connect to popular 
destinations such as offices, schools and colleges, parks 
and shopping centres - using pathways, neighbourhood 
streets, bike lanes and other pedestrian-friendly 
infrastructure? 

Sharing his own experience in moving around on foot 
in the KL city centre, Czarny says that few localities 
in KL are pedestrian friendly - there are few covered 
walkways leading off to transit stations, footpaths are 
narrow, there is conflict  with oncoming traffic as well 
as the lack of proper lighting, signage and crossing 
signals at intersections.

Czarny therefore notes that successful places are 
people AND pedestrian friendly. The TOD concept has 
to adopt a new people-friendly mode, promoting a 
human scale, fine grain and pedestrian amenity - this is 
Pedestrian Oriented Design (POD). 

INTERCONNECTION OF NODES IS KEY
POD relates to the design and presentation of public 
space and associated facilities to encourage walking 
and cycling linked to transit nodes. Interconnection of 
nodes is vital - the different forms of public transport 
have to be intimately connected in order for transit to 
be successful. 

Also, improving the public realm experience around 
transit nodes will create a network of dense, walkable, 
interconnected neighbourhoods. This makes it possible 
to reduce private motorised vehicle trips and prioritize 
active transportation. The idea is to make work, home, 
leisure, commerce and school close enough to one 
another to make daily travel on foot or by bicycle 
viable, and travel by car unnecessary.

It is, therefore, essential to apply the principles of TOD 
and POD together in order to create a pedestrian realm 
that centers on walkability. This will mean creating 
room to walk comfortably, aesthetically pleasant 
surroundings, a perceived sense of safety from crime, 
presence of businesses/other community members 
and safe surrounding vehicle/pedestrian traffic. 

REFINING THE TRANSIT ORIENTED 
DEVELOPMENT (TOD) SOLUTION
Enhancing transit infrastructure is just part of the 
solution to decrease the number of cars on roads and 
in promoting livability in cities. We will have to work 
on creating sustainable urban neighbourhoods which 
promotes the work, live and play concept - areas with 
vibrant streets and safe public spaces for commercial 
and social interaction. 

Town planners all over the world have the answer 
to wean cities off their dependency on cars and the 
financial and environmental costs that come with them 
- transit-oriented developments (TOD). 

TOD is the functional integration of land use and 
transit through the creation of compact, mixed-use 
communities around transit corridors or nodes. TOD 
brings together people, jobs, and services in a way that 
makes it an efficient, safe, convenient and attractive 
to travel on public transport in a sustainable way. But 
what is missing here? 

Craig Czarny, Director of Urban Design at Hansen 
Partnership Australia highlighted that the there is a 
simple and easy way to improve the current approach 
to  TOD projects - by promoting walkability, which is a 
measure of how friendly an area is to walking. Things 
are getting faster for commuters to travel by rail, but 
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A prime example of a pedestrian city is Copenhagen, 
the capital of Denmark. Its main street was transformed 
into a pedestrian thoroughfare 40 years ago, and city 
planners have taken numerous small steps to transform 
the city from a car-oriented place to a people-friendly 
one.

These include turning parking lots into public spaces, 
converting streets into pedestrian thoroughfares and 
promoting cycling as a major mode of transportation. 
Is it any wonder that the World Happiness Index 2016 
ranked Denmark as the happiest country on Earth?

Well-connected communities are not only beneficial 
to citizens, but can also deliver economic value to 
businesses. It only makes sense that businesses flourish 
more in highly pedestrian-oriented neighbourhoods as 
there is more foot traffic.

As Czarny puts it, sometimes it’s just about making 
sure people can use streets and public transit with ease 
and without harm. 

People walking along a pedestrian street in London.

Near face of Kastrup in Copenhagen, 
Denmark - more parking places for 

shoppers and more comfortable 
benches for elderly people. Pedestrian flyover in Bangkok, Thailand.

CONCLUSION
As Malaysia gradually transforms into a high-income 
economy, we will require a new model to manage 
the challenges that our cities face. Doing ‘business 
as usual’ is not an option anymore.  Improving urban 
transportation is essential to reducing the high costs 
of traffic, boosting economic growth and improving 
people’s lives.

BEYOND MOBILITY - POD HELPS TO SHAPE 
MORE SUSTAINABLE CITIES 
Many developments in cities have single-use 
environments that are large and alienating, with no 
human-scale community implicit in its urban fabric. 
Not only does POD serves to correct this form of auto-
dependence, it also works to enhance public life and 
social interaction.

Czarny is a firm believer of how mobility breeds success 
of cities. An urban transport network which is seamlessly 
connected to public spaces will create vibrant, human-
centered places of activity where people will be able 
to interact and connect with one another more. This, 
in turn, supports human life and habitat, builds civil 
society and creates a safe, welcoming public society.

Craig Czarny is a leading urban design and landscape architectural practitioner with over 28 years experience 

across design practice and research with an outstanding array of local and international project experience.  

Over the past 5 years, Czarny and his team from Hansen Partnership have been working closely with the 

World Bank to introduce TOD initiatives that can work better through a POD approach. One such project 

is the transport oriented redevelopment corridor around the proposed north-south tramway in central 

Surabaya, Indonesia. 
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2017 BUDGET WISH LIST:
ALL EYES ON HOME OWNERSHIP
REENA KAUR BHATT spoke to several industry experts and developers to find out what 

their hopes and opinions are for this year’s Budget. 

EXPERTS

(1) If you could have your way, what property-related regulation would you add 
 or amend in the 2017 Budget?
(2) What would be on your 2017 Budget Wish List? Please name three.

I want a comprehensive and committed 
sustainable master plan to address the issue of 
affordable housing once and for all instead of 
the stop-gap measures announced every year.

Housing is a real issue as Malaysia is on its last lap 
to a developed nation status. There are clear signs 
in the market that home ownership moving forward is 
out of the reach for single income earners.

WISH LIST
• Getting the banks’ commitment to finance affordable 

housing.
• Incentives in attracting foreign talents and 

establish good practices to improve the property 
management sectors in Malaysia.

• Setting aside funds for strata living education and 
awareness

I would like to have more budget allocated for 
the My First Home Deposit Scheme for 2017. In 
2016, RM200 million had been allocated. However, 
there are still many young Malaysians who did not 
get to apply for the scheme. In addition, I feel that the 
government should seriously look into the PR1MA 
schemes as they are still many young Malaysians 
who are without a home. Many have applied some 
two to three years ago but they have yet to receive 
a reply or any other form of acknowledgment from 
the government. The government must make more of 
an effort to engage this group who are sadly, left 
wanting. 

WISH LIST
• The government should set up a special body to 

educate young Malaysians on the importance of 
financial literacy. They must address the importance of 
clearing their PTPTN loans, car loans and so on before 
applying for their first home. There must be outreach 
programmes in schools across the country.

• A central body being set up to specifically solve the 
housing issues among young Malaysians. The central 
body must look into their financial background and 
match them according to the types of homes they can 
afford. 

Khalil Adis
Founder & Managing Partner 

Khalil Adis Consultancy Pte Ltd

Chris Tan
Founder & Managing Partner 

Chur Associates
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The following property related regulations should be 
reviewed:

(A) Commercial properties were slammed with a 
new GST ruling in August 2015. The superfluous 
ruling will result in double taxation for purchasers 
and does not encourage healthy transactions. 
It creates a wide-cast net which will inadvertently 
create an unreal pricing to avoid GST. The August 
2015 ruling should be removed.

(B) RPGT rates on properties sold after 3 years of 
acquisition should be reduced to 10% and 5% 
for the 4th and 5th  year, respectively. The first 3 
years at 30% is already a deterrent from unhealthy 

speculation. Those who sell after this period should 
be seen as investors, hence the rates should 
be reduced. It is also one way to stimulate the 
economy by placing more money in the market for 
more investment.

(C) Under the Strata Management Act 2013, 
recovery of outstanding maintenance fee can 
currently be recovered by the seizure of chattels. 
This is not effective in the management of strata 
properties. It will be better to allow for said property 
to be auctioned, as practiced effectively by other 
countries. This will reform the mindset of defaulters 
as it will be very costly to default. 

WISH LIST
 • A proper definition of affordable housing 

which takes into consideration the location and 
demographic profile of an area should be adopted. 
In a smaller town, prices should be capped between 
RM100,000 and RM250,000 while in larger cities, the 
range should be RM250,000 - RM500,000.

• The Government should take steps to improve 
transportation infrastructures in the country. 
Infrastructure by itself creates value for the landowners 
in the new frontiers. 

• Unnecessary compliance costs for developers should 
be abolished as these only add to the selling prices.

Samuel Tan
Executive Director

KGV International Property Consultants Sdn Bhd
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The following initiatives are proposed to further 
incentivise first-time home buyers in Malaysia and 
also to property developers in undertaking the 
construction of residential property:

(A) Additional tax relief for first-time home buyers 
in respect of the interest on loans taken for 
residential property from any financial institution 
for the purchase of residential property of a 
value up to RM500,000. The above tax relief 
should be given for the full duration of the loan 
tenure rather than limited to a specified period.

(B) Full stamp duty exemption for instruments of 
transfer and loan agreements for first-time home 
buyers for the purchase of residential property 
not exceeding RM500,000. The existing partial 
stamp duty exemption to effect the above will 
be expiring on 31st December 2016.

(C) Partial income tax exemption in respect of 
the income derived by property developers 
in undertaking residential property below 
RM500,000 on the condition that said 
residential property is sold to the first-time 
homeowner.

(D) To zero-rate GST on the sale of residential 
property below RM500,000 instead of the 
current categorisation as an exempt supply in 
order to:

 • Reduce the cost of property development,  
 whereby the GST incurred by the developers  
 will be claimable. This will lower down prices of  
 properties, increasing the chances of low and  
 medium income earners to own their own  
 home.

 • Relieve property developers from the need  
 to claim any GST incurred on the acquisitions  
 of goods and services used or consumed on an  
 apportionment basis. 

 

WISH LIST
• Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are 

the backbone of the country ’s economy which are 
expected to contribute 41% to the country ’s gross 
domestic product by 2020 compared to 32% in 
2012, according to the Minister of International Trade 
and Industry (MITI). With the weakening of the ringgit, 
declining oil prices, rising costs of doing business and 
the weak market sentiment both locally and globally, 
many SMEs have been negatively affected by the 
uncertainty of the overall Malaysian economy.

• Many of the existing tax incentives are not accessible 
to the SMEs due to the stringent requirements and 
the restricted interpretation by the relevant authorities 
which have dampened their success. To support the 
development and continuous growth of SMEs, we 
would suggest that the tax bracket for the existing 
preferential income tax rate at 19% of RM500,000 to 
be extended to RM1 million.

• Some of the proposed initiatives to alleviate this 
problem are to increase the Employees Provident 
Fund (EPF) and life insurance tax exemption limit 
from RM6,000 to RM10,000, to increase child relief 
for child below 18 years of age from RM2,000 to 
RM6,000, the special tax relief for middle income 
group of RM2,000 to be extended for 2 years 
and also medical insurance to be increased from 
RM3,000 to RM6,000.

Owen Tan
Director

PKF Tax Services Sdn Bhd 
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The need for affordable housing has to be 
monitored closely. The government can assist 
private developers in ensuring speedy and 
continuous delivery while remaining relevant 
by producing quality products at the lowest 
cost possible. This can be achieved with lesser 
compliance costs or rebates to spur the supply of 
such products to meet market demands. Guidelines 
drawn have to be ‘non-compete’ among local 
and federal governments too. 

Financing goodies from the banking sector for 
first-time home buyers should be encouraged with 
a higher loan-to-value (LTV) model based on entry 
level property prices and type, which is consistent 
with the mass market purchasing power. 

WISH LIST
I would propose for the good of our future generations, 
a considerable amount of allocation is highly required to 
invest in our education sector to kick-start areas such as:

• Entrepreneurship - The young mindset has to open 
up for the self-sustaining economic model from an 
early age and to be given a fair opportunity to excel 
in their field of talent and passion. A nation driven 
by entrepreneurs shall produce a high-income nation 
and eventually contribute back to the society through 
taxes. The fact lies in the current lack of exposure 
of such subject academically. In essence, one must 
be taught how to fish than to be given one. While 

handouts and goodies are popular, they are never a 
permanent solution to a nation building process.

• Financial Management - For many, this subject is only 
privy to those who seek them earnestly later in life and 
by then, many would have been caught in the vicious 
cycle of bad debt and lose all hope in building their 
golden nest of retirement not to mention the elusive 
financial freedom status. Given the macro perspective 
of things where the government manages our public 
finances, it is imperative the micro financials are taken 
care of from the onset as well. Otherwise, promoting 
ideas such as developers providing supplementary 
loans or even proposing the withdrawal of higher 
pension funds for asset buying could spell disaster if 
financial management is being taken for granted. As 
the saying goes, “Failure to Plan is Planning to Fail!”

• Investment (and Real Estate) Education - When 
the core of sustainable enterprise with good financial 
habits are in place, the mastery of wealth building 
becomes a necessity. Why start later when one can 
start young? Reinvesting back taxpayers monies into 
educating the future generation can only make sense 
when the monies are spent on proper investment 
education: the bigger picture!

Alan Poon
Founder and Chief Trainer 
Superior Wealth Mastery
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The main issue with housing affordability is the size 
of the demand which, alone, the government can 
hardly face and satisfy. It would be best to work 
on a stronger cooperation between the public 
and private sectors to address the huge demand 
for affordable homes. Researches done by REI 
Group and supporting data from the Department 
of Statistics Malaysia, have showed that values 
of affordability are very different state by state in 
Malaysia.

If we all look at how to solve this issue in a pro-
active and positive way, Malaysia could be one 
of those few countries which will properly address 
the housing affordability issue before it becomes 
an “unmanageable” one. The next 5-6 years will be 
crucial in solving this issue. 

WISH LIST
• Waiver for GST on construction costs of residential 

properties priced below RM700,000.
• Waiver of low-cost quota for residential projects 

sold below RM500,000 and with a minimum size of 850 
sq ft.

• A discount on developer ’s premium and utility 
contributions for residential projects sold below 
RM500,000 and with a minimum size of 850 sq ft.

• Possible revision of the Bumi quota (partial to total 
waiver) for residential projects sold below RM500,000 
and with a minimum size of 850 sq ft.

• An increase in density for residential projects 
within certain areas (highly populated ones) and 
shifting from unit per acre toward plot ratio.

I would want to see the following amendments to 
existing property regulations:

(A) Mortgage interest rates only payment 
for a two-year period and the principal 
repayment to be held in abeyance. Stricter 
fundamentals in banks’ lending checklist now 
include a net income regime in the form of 
TDSR and student loan repayments, namely 
PTPTN which apparently has broached a mind 
boggling figure of RM20 billion. The price of 
essential foodstuffs and the general costs of 
living in lieu of the shrinking ringgit have had 
their dire consequences on purchasing power 
with its ill effects reverberating across the retail 
sector.

(B) Reconsider the RPGT
 The RPGT was obviously initiated to keep in 

check runaway prices of properties over the 
last couple of years as easy credit, incentives 
like the zero down, Developers’ Interest 
Bearing Scheme (DIBS), furniture/refurbishment 
vouchers, and holidays abroad were amongst 
the sweeteners dangled to lure investors. 
Nevertheless, the current legislation is all 
encompassing - a one shoe fits all example 
irrespective of the value of the property. 

I would encourage the authorities to initiate an 
exhaustive study of all residential properties and 
compartmentalising them into fixed price ranges 
for different ‘levels’ of properties. The current 
affordable pricing threshold is RM250,000 - 
RM400,000. I would request that RPGT takes on 
a tiered structure and all properties priced below 
the affordable threshold be exempted from RPGT. 

Dr Daniele Gambero 
Co-Founder and CEO

REI Group of Companies

Warrick Singh
Director of Business Development/Training

Asian Realty Sdn Bhd, Asian Land Auctioneers Sdn Bhd
and Starfish Training Sdn Bhd
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(A) Relax lending requirements for first-time 
homeowners and owner-occupied commercial 
properties. Debt to service ratios (DSR) should also 
take into account future and potential earning 
capacity; eg: promotions and cumulative working 
experience.

(B) Supply of social housing (low-cost) to be fully 
borne by the Federal Government (with specific 
allocation to Sarawak and Sabah) to reduce 
development costs by private developers in 
Sarawak (and rest of Malaysia, where applicable). 
This is because the cost of building low-cost 
housing is priced into the cost of building medium-
cost and higher-end homes instead - which are 
then shouldered by the M40 and U40 groups. This 
shifting of responsibility to the private housing sector 
is one of the root causes of a national housing 
problem of inadequate public housing which are 
sometimes poorly located, built and maintained.  

(C) GST and stamp duty (on loan documentation & 
assignment/transfer) waiver for first-time homeowners. 
As residential properties are GST exempt, 
developers have to price in the cost of construction 
into properties’ selling price. Residential properties 

An exercise along these lines would offer an exit 
strategy for the financially distressed albeit create 
transactions and liquidity in the market.

WISH LIST
• Developers should not be given money lending 

licenses; instead, a national housing policy on 
actual needs and demands should be carried 
out taking into consideration plot ratio’s density in 
tandem with supporting infrastructure. The authorities 
should also put in place a corporate liability pledge 
whereby company directors are to be personally 
held liable for non-subscription to building by-laws 
and standards.

should be zero-rated affordable and low-cost 
housing and other projects for first-time homebuyers.

(D) Regulations and government policies should 
be amended to reflect a level playing field for 
private developers. Other government housing 
agencies such as PR1MA are providing schemes 
which are directly competing in the middle-income 
market. 

It should be noted that the household income in 
Sabah and Sarawak are much lower as compared 
to states in West Malaysia. Hence, it should only make 
sense that the cap selling price of PR1MA homes 
and other government housing schemes’ in East 
Malaysia must be apportioned accordingly and 
not lumped in with their West Malaysia counterparts.

WISH LIST
Facilitate Home acquisition by:
(1) Continuing MyDeposit and other similar first home owner 

schemes with higher Federal Budget allocation; which 
should also include a specific grant for Sabah and 
Sarawak to be administered by respective State Ministry 
of Housing.

(2) Increasing allocation from Account 2 of EPF from 30% 
to 50% for first-time homebuyers to help with the down 
payment and part payment. It should be considered 
that a home is also a form of inflation-adjusted long-
term saving plan and provides a sense of security for the 
house owner and their dependents.

 
Reduce developers’ compliance cost of doing 
business by:
(1) Reducing utility capital contribution cost (including 

water, electricity, gas, telecommunications).
(2) To relax the open space and public use infrastructure 

to be built by developer requirement as well as allow for 
higher density by shifting to the plot ratio system for urban 
areas which have scarce unutilised land. 

(3) Tax relief - Income Tax, GST, RPGT and stamp duty.

GST relief order for residential properties
(1) To allow low-cost and affordable homes currently under 

construction/ being planned for construction to enjoy 
zero-rated status.

(2) GST relief for all secondary property transactions to 
avoid further increase in the cost of building property 
with each transfer/transaction. This is an example of 
increasing the cost of doing business without much input 
to the productivity of the economy.

(3) GST relief order for all building materials that go into 
affordable housing to reduce construction costs. Besides 
that, to include a 50% subsidy (or income tax deduction) 
for capital contribution in all utility capital contribution 
costs and connection charges levied, in particular to 
Telekom Malaysia and Tenaga Nasional Berhad.

Dr Christopher Ngui
Chairman

Sarawak Housing and Real Estate Developer Association
(SHEDA) - Kuching Branch
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DEVELOPERS

As property developers working towards 
supporting the national vision, we hope that the 
government will consider the following:
(A) Relaxing of loan approvals 
 • Banks should consider relaxing loan  

 approvals and have the flexibility of  
 providing up to 95% financing for first home  
 buyers, 90% for second homes and 70% for  
 third homes.

 • Allocate a higher debt service ratio of  
 70%-80% for first time home buyers.

(B) Increase the allocation percentage of 
EPF Account 2 

 • The Government can consider revising  
 the percentage of funds in Employees  
 Provident Fund (EPF) Account One and  
 Two. By increasing the funds in Account Two  
 from the current 30% to 40% of EPF  
 balances, EPF contributors will have more  
 funds to pay for the down-payment of their  
 property purchase and their monthly  
 housing loan installments.

(C) Reduce compliance costs
 • The government shoul lower the cost of  

 developer charges and land conversion  
 premiums as these charges results in heavy  
 compliance costs. 

(D) Increasing supply via government lands
 • We believe that the Government can  

 greatly mitigate the problem of housing  
 supply shortage by systematically releasing  
 Government lands for joint ventures with  
 private developers at reasonable prices for  
 the construction of affordable homes.

I would suggest the following: 

(A) For affordable homes to be given maximum 
incentives so that cost savings can be 
passed down to home buyers. This would 
include:

 • exemption on levies
 • tax incentives on building materials
 • tax relieve for R&D efforts to encourage  

 creativity in affordable home designs.

(B) Supporting Housing Development Act 1966 
(HDA) regulations and Sale and Purchase 
Agreements (S&P) for affordable homes to 
ease developers and generate savings 
which can be passed down to buyers. 

(C) For Sabah to do away with the certificate of 
practical completion (CPC) and occupation 
certificate (OC) and instead emulate the 
certificate of certified completion (CCC) 
system in West Malaysia. This step will speed 
up the handover process and passes on more 
responsibility to consultants, which in turn will 
ensure the higher standards of buildings and 
shorter approval period for projects.

 
(D) Special exemptions on the uniform building 

by-law for affordable homes to ease 
approval, construction and maintenance. For 
instance, reduce the required 20 ft setbacks 
for landed properties, which is still enforced in 
Sabah. 

(E) Standardised or transparent calculation 
for utilities contributions to be paid by 

Stella Loke
Director of Marketing and Sales 

Landmark Property Sdn Bhd

Tan Sri Dato’ Sri Leong Hoy Kum 
Group Managing Director

Mah Sing Group
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Property Wish List
• Incentives to be granted to developers who build 

affordable projects.
• Revocation of the Bumi quota and Bumi discount.
• Revise foreign purchase minimum price to RM 500,000 

for high-rise properties/strata title properties.

General Wish List
• Reduction of personal and corporate tax.
• Reduction of GST to 3%.
• To revise down the cost of utilities such as water and 

electricity and to reduce the price of petrol.

developers. There should be clearer guidelines 
from the state/federal government on this issue.

WISH LIST
• BNM to introduce less stringent requirements 

for housing loan approvals, i.e lower interest rate 
or reduction in the minimum net household income; 
to increase the eligibility of first-time home buyers, 
especially for the purchase of affordable homes.

• The formation of a single affordable home 
regulating body controlled by a board which 
will amalgamate PR1MA, PPA1M, MYHomes, state 
affordable home schemes, etc. This would go a long 
way in efficiently managing all affordable homes 
projects in terms of allocation/balloting, eligibility, 
construction guidelines, handover and maintenance.

• Clearer and more friendly guidelines and eligibility 
codes on government loans regulated by Lembaga 
Pembiayaan Perumahan Sektor Awam (LPPSA) 
especially for affordable homes built for civil servants.

WISH LIST
• The government should continue with policies that 

encourage property purchase and ownership. For 
example, we believe initiatives to assist first-time home 
buyers should be extended and continued.

• Re-introducing income tax relief on interest for 
housing loans by individuals should be considered. 
This relief had previously been provided for 
properties purchased between March 2009 and 
December 2010. We believe the relief helps increase 
disposable income and in turn, increase the ability of 
individuals to purchase or upgrade their properties. 
Similar tax reliefs are also available in countries like 
Australia and the UK.      

There have also been suggestions to increase the 
allocation of funds in the EPF Account 2 from the 
current 30%. We concur with this proposal as it will allow 
property purchasers to withdraw a greater amount 
from their Accounts 2 to help with the down payment, 
especially those who have been granted a lower 
margin of financing from the banks. We believe property 
ownership is also a form of savings and will not negatively 
impact the EPF contributors or their retirement plan.

Sarena Cheah
Property division (Malaysia and Singapore) 

Sunway Berhad

Dato’ Sri (Dr) Vincent Tiew 
Managing Director
Andaman Group
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There were differing views from the public on Tan Sri 
Noh’s proposal for property developers to offer housing 
loans at interest rates of between 12-18% per annum:

I have gathered some feedback from the public, and 
most share the following sentiments: 
1) The interest rate between 12% - 18% is too high
2) Many will end up higher debt
3) Malaysia will face a subprime crisis
4) Overall - It is a bad move

Nevertheless, let us dissect the issue further from an 
objective viewpoint:

• Developers offering financing is not really new - 
Some developers with money lending licence have 
started offering this service years ago. 

• The interest rate being charged is not within 12-18%. 
The interest rates allowed under a money lending 
license is capped at 12% for asset backed facilities 
and 18% for no collateral. A recent discussion with a 
developer revealed that said developer is providing 
financing to its purchasers at an interest rate of 
3-5% per annum.

FINANCING BY 
DEVELOPERS:
GOOD MOVE?

The Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local 
Government Minister, Tan Sri Nor Ahmad 

recently caused an uproar in the real 
estate industry when he announced a 
proposal to allow property developers 

to give out loans. MIICHAEL YEOH shares his 
insights on the matter.
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Miichael Yeoh
CEO & Founder 
GM Training Academy PLT

IS IT A GOOD IDEA?
Most developers in fact prefer purchasers to submit 
their home loan applications to the banks first. Many 
will see financing their buyers only as a last resort. This 
is because financing will require deep-pockets and 
only big developers will be able to afford such a facility. 

Developers who do give out financing however, 
will carry out the necessary check and balances on 
borrowers to ensure that they will be able to afford the 
monthly instalments. This scheme by developers does 
help out prospective purchasers as it eases their cash-
flow burden.

In turn, buyers can figure out their finances and conduct 
proper financial planning in the few years until the 
property is completed and have the option to refinance 
the property to a bank down the road, if they want too. 
The completed property would have increased in value 
by then as well. 

Besides that, the developers’ loans will help lower the 
banks’ margin of finance and reduce bank’s exposure.

CONCLUSION
This article does not aim to point fingers to who is 
right or wrong. I believe making a financing decision 
boils down to the purchaser itself. The key word here 
is PROPER FINANCIAL PLANNING. The best way is 
still to manage your finances well to save up enough 
to afford one.

POINTS TO CONSIDER BEFORE SIGNING UP
Borrowers must be aware of the following conditions 
before signing up for a developer’s loan:

• The interest rate is based on fixed rates
 As the financer is not a bank, developers cannot 

give you an interest rate calculation based on the 
Base Lending Rate or Base Rate. It will have to be 
a fixed rate similar to a car loan calculation. Hence, 
the effective interest rate will be higher.

• Borrowing is not reflected in CCRIS
 One plus point on this is that your facility will not 

be reflected in Central Credit Information System 
by Bank Negara. Thus, it will not affect your future 
borrowing.

• A shorter tenure (15-20 years)
 A shorter tenure will result in higher monthly 

repayments.

• The instalment payments starts immediately
 Even though the projects are under progressive 

release, borrowers will have to start the full payment 
immediately.

• The margin of finance could go up to 90%
 The margin of finance for residential and commercial 

is higher - it can be as high as 90% regardless of 
Bank Negara Malaysia’s ruling.

• Not all developers will be awarded a Money 
Lending Licence

 Not all developers will be awarded the license. I 
would think that, only a handful of big developers 
can afford this scheme as the cost involved is very 
high.

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Miichael Yeoh and is not in any form an endorsement or recommendation 

by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments.
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at CH Williams, Talhar & Wong 
and did his articleship (all 

paid for by the company) 
while working there. 

After 12 solid years 
of devoting himself 

to the corporate 
world, he decided 
that it was time 
to start his own 
venture. 

“It all came to light 
during a presentation 

for the analysts who 
came in to evaluate 
the company I was 
working for then, Island 
& Peninsular Group. 
They wanted to see our 
land banks and they 
were enquiring about 
our competitors. So I 
came in with the map 
and did my presentation. 
And the analysts ended 
up wanting to buy the 
map, but it was not for 
sale. So instead I told him 
that I could get somebody 
to draw one up-that was 

where the idea of starting 
HCS research come about,” 
says Ho. 

It was a steep uphill 
climb for him 
starting out with 
no knowledge 

about business in 
his arsenal. But Ho is 

a smart man with the propensity 
for success-he knew he had to do 

whatever it takes to build a presence 

KEEPING A LEGACY ALIVE
Master mapmaker HO CHIN SOON drew a successful succession plan 

and breathed new life into Ho Chin Soon Research.

After 28 years of a successful 
run as the country’s leading 
mapmaker, Ho Chin Soon 
Research still shows no 
sign of slowing down.  
Many founders die in 
the saddle, but unlike 
them, Ho Chin Soon 
is familiar with the 
pitfalls of succession 
from many examples 
around him. So when 
it was time to leave, 
he stepped aside without 
so much as a ripple in the 
company’s performance 
as his successor took over. 
It was probably one of the 
smoothest transitions of 
power Malaysian corporate 
history has ever seen.

His heir and son, Ishmael 
Ho who is a law graduate 
with no prior experience 
as a surveyor or as a 
mapmaker turn out to be 
a fearless visionary, much 
like his father. Within two 
short years of leading the 
company, the young Ho 
had introduced newer and 
modern approaches that 
took a brand with a humble 
beginning new heights. 

HOW IT ALL BEGUN 
Penang-born Ho never 
had the privilege 
to further his studies 
due to his family’s financial 
constraint, but the lack of qualification had 
never stopped him from shooting for the 
stars. He landed a job as an assistant valuer 
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in the market, it wasn’t dumb luck that got him where 
he is today.  The first map was the hand drawn ammonia 
print, ‘Chin Soon’s Golden Triangle’ which was sold for 
RM200. Before long, the Ho Chin Soon map became 
an essential tool in every developer and valuer’s office. 
Today, the iconic map is worth RM15,000. 

A PERFECT SUCCESSION 
When the young heir, Ishmael 
Ho joined the company, he spent 
the first six months learning the 
trade and picking up as many 
skills as he could from all the 
senior managers. Most of them 
have been serving for close to 
two decades, therefore they 
were better equipped to show 
him the ropes. Ho then spent 
two years grooming Ishmael 
to slide into the role of a CEO 
and a leader. “My management 
style is definitely different from 
my father’s. It was quite a struggle initially since most 
of our staff were already very much accustomed to my 
dad’s way,” explains Ishmael. 

Coming from a generation where information is easily 
accessible, Ishmael understood the significance the 
internet and technology play in promoting a business. 

He revolutionised the Ho Chin Soon Research’s modus 
operandi by making the maps more accessible and 
mobile with the introduction of the Ho Chin Soon 
App. “Since Ishmael has taken over, we have expanded 
exponentially. I did not hand the throne to him 
because he’s my son but because I was confident in his 
capabilities. And that is why he is holding my share a 
100%,” says Ho.

Despite his successes so far, 
Ishmael admits that his father is 
a tough act to follow. After all, 
Ho was one of the consultants 
selected to plan and draw 
the boundaries of Iskandar 
Malaysia during its inception 10 
years ago. Ishmael expresses 
his desire to contribute to 
nation building and be part of 
something that could bring a 
difference to the country. So far 
the young CEO has been very 

vocal about issues pertaining to affordable housing 
and the Malay Reserve Land. 

“There are a lot of people talking about the number 
of units and lowering housing cost, but ironically no 
one talks about the locations of these affordable 
housing. Most of those looking to buy a property are 
the young ones and building these affordable housing 
in areas outside of the city does nothing but kill 
their productivity due to the unnecessary long-hour 
travelling,” shares Ishmael. 

Ho adds on to his son’s point, “It’s also time we do away 
with the Malay Reserve Land. It has done nothing but 
suppress the development of these areas, they need 
to realise this. We are working on keeping the people 
informed and changing their perception.”
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MIDDLE-MAN: PROPERTY MANAGEMENT FIRMS
The truth is that not many partnerships can achieve 
the results/growth they want without the help of an 
intermediator, who serves as a bridge between two 
parties. This is where service providers come in.

One such entity is CORE Home Management Sdn Bhd  
the only property management firm specialising in 
corporate and institution accommodations in IM.

Its Head of Business Development, 
Gregory Low shared,” We started off 
with providing our clients, who are 
MNCs and educational institutions 
with accommodation for their staff/
students and managing the entire 
tenancy process.

“It was during discussion sessions with 
our clients where we discovered that 

most of them, have the concern that IM does not have 
enough supporting facilities and services for a good 
quality of life,” said Gregory.

Recognising an under served market in IM, CORE Home 
Management has since then taken on the ‘middle-man’ 
role in IM connecting the dots between prospective 
tenants, developers and the local authorities in IM 
through communication with all three parties.

It works very much along the lines of capacity 
development which is about engaging the relevant 
stakeholders, assessing capacity needs and assets and 
finally implementing a response.

IMPORTANCE 
OF SYNERGY 
IN BUILDING 

A CITY’S 
LIVABILITY

Building new cities and new communities is a complex and challenging endeavour. 
It goes beyond constructing buildings - how do we get people to move into a new 
area? Gregory Low, explains how synergy between public and private sectors can 

support the long-term strategy of a city’s sustainability. - REENA KAUR BHATT

We are all familiar with the Live, Work, Study & Play 
concept, but not many comprehend the importance of 
these elements gelling together in ensuring that a city is 
successful.

ADDRESSING THE LIVABILITY ISSUE
Regardless of a strategic location and Grade A office 
buildings, when there is no supporting infrastructure and 
commercial elements as well as transportation services 
in a green field development, people will not want to live 
there.

Case in point, some developers in the aspiring regional 
business hub of Iskandar Malaysia (IM) had trouble 
securing corporate and institutional tenants a few years 
back due to this one reason. The underlying factor could 
be attributed to the lack of synergy and communication 
between the public and private sectors the state and local 
government (authorities) makes money from income 
and property tax collections while developers’ rice bowl 
depends on the sales volume of their developments.

With different agendas as their focus, the interests of 
its (potential) citizens might slip through the cracks 
and unfortunately, get sidelined. Nevertheless, there is 
also the financial constraint issue government funding 
alone will not be able to sustain the development of the 
city, particularly in developing countries and emerging 
developments like IM.

Hence, there is a need for public-private partnerships, 
namely “creative alliances” formed between government 
entities, developers and private service providers in order 
to achieve  the common purpose of building a successful 
city.
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CREATING THRIVING NEIGHBOURHOODS
One of their success stories includes the bridging of two 
populations, namely the University Of Newcastle, based 
in Educity, Iskandar and the nearby Bukit Indah township.

The university has an existing student population which 
CORE helped bring in and are currently managing the 
company provides total tenant management solution 
which includes weekly checks of units; cleaning and 
maintenance services; outsource contractors for 
plumbing and renovation issueAnchors.

CORE played a part in supporting the commercial 
retail component of SP Setia’s Bukit Indah township in 
Iskandar Puteri by bringing in the student population 
and corporate crowd into the area which features outlets 
such as the Aeon Shopping Centre, Tesco Hypermarket 
and an entertainment centre.

As Gregory shared, “We saw how these two developments 
could complement each other we could cater to the 
basic requirements and lifestyle needs of the student 
population and guarantee a steady flow of spending 
consumers for the commercial vendors.

Feedback garnered from students were shared with the 
developer to enhance the tenant mix of these commercial 
centers in the Bukit Indah township. On the other hand, 
we worked to provide transportation services, i.e regular 
shuttle buses from the university, making it easy for 
students to access these localities in Bukit Indah”.

So much so, the students’ daily routine now include 
going to university in the morning and heading on to 
Bukit Indah after classes for dinner, grocery shopping or 
to just relax over a cup of coffee.

“This is a great example of how structured synergy 
could result in improving both citizens’ quality of life and 
businesses’ competitiveness. The proper development of 
public goods and services in a zone will foster clusters of 
thriving neighbourhoods,” explained Gregory.

CONCLUSION 
Gregory believes that strong communities arise from well 
resourced and well functioning neighbourhoods,  which 
is made possible through the cooperation and pooling of 
resources between public and private sectors.

Similarly, CORE will determine what are the requirements 
of potential tenants/citizens and needs as well as what 
they are looking for in an area/neighbourhood namely 
commercial vendors and food outlets, service outlets 
such as launderettes as well as transportation.

This will be conveyed to developers, from an advisory 
standpoint who then provide the funding to bring in the 
necessary infrastructure and commercial facilities. At the 
same time, CORE will communicate with the relevant 
public agencies such as Iskandar Regional Development 
Authority (IRDA) to discuss allocation plans and to 
obtain project approvals.

A ONE-STOP SOLUTION
CORE has since worked with developers and local 
authorities for projects in Medini and Iskandar Puteri, 
especially for office developments.

Most MNCs and big corporations perceive that 
Singapore is a better option for their branch offices or 
regional headquarters’ location as they believe IM is still 
in its transition phase and cannot support the needs and 
lifestyle of their staff. This sentiment is shared on the 
micro level many working professionals prefer to work in 
mature cities such as Klang Valley and Singapore as they 
will have the ability to be mobile and can access friends, 
employment and activities easily.

CORE is working with Medini Iskandar Malaysia Sdn Bhd 
(MIMSB), the master developer of Medini in an effort 
to change this mentality by developing Medini’s built 
environment in order to attract talent and corporations 
into IM.

This is where companies like CORE adds value by filling in 
the gaps. Not only do they provide property management 
services, they build the surrounding environment as 
well by sourcing the proper commercial tenants such 
as malls and retail outlets as well as providing private 
transportation services such as scheduled shuttle buses 
and vehicles for working professionals.

“Corporations are more than happy to invest into these 
one-stop solutions,” said Gregory.

“Throughout this whole process, we will liaise with 
MIMSB to ensure that all planning is done on a people 
scale and the projects executed aligns with the interests 
of all parties be it the citizens, businesses, developers 
and the local government itself.

“For instance, we facilitated the execution of the 
‘Causeway Link’ bus service a public bus service made 
available for the students Iskandar and Johor Bahru. It 
provides easy accessibility to localities such as malls and 
offices in areas such as Kota Iskandar and Bukit Indah 
Commercial zone, the CIQ Second Link as well as across 
the Causeway to Jurong East and the Kranji MRT station,” 
he added.
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Developers are taking the cue from the government by building acquiring land 
parcels and building new projects close to the upcoming Klang Valley MRT 

(KVMRT) as well as Ampang and Kelana Jaya LRT Extension Lines. 
- KHALIL ADIS

million allocated during Budget 2016 
to resolve this issue, it is no wonder 
connectivity and TODs have become 
the buzzwords in the Malaysian 
property market. 

In Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur City 
Hall (DBKL) is spearheading this by 
encouraging developers to build close 
to train stations to encourage more 
commuters to take the train to and 
from the city.

This had resulted in the rise of TODs all 
over Kuala Lumpur and Greater KL as 
evidenced by the many newly launched 
projects as well as developers who had 
started to acquire land parcels that are 
located close to MRT and LRT stations.

For example, a recent site inspection 
along the newly opened Ampang LRT 

Browse through any developer’s 
sales brochure and the word “transit-
oriented development” (TOD) seem to 
be the rage in the property market in 
Kuala Lumpur. From Sungai Buloh all 
the way to KL Sentral, it seems every 
developer is name dropping the term 
TOD like the latest fashion trend.

With chronic traffic jams that still 
plague the Klang Valley and RM900 

Extension Line spanning from Awan 
Besar to Bandar Puteri showed a 
significant number of newly completed 
condominium projects and apartments 
within close range to the stations as well 
as upcoming residential developments.

Over at the Kelana Jaya LRT Extension 
Line, Sime Darby Property Bhd’s new 
iconic township development, Subang 
Jaya City Centre is located just next 
to the Subang Jaya LRT station with 
plans to connect it seamlessly to its 
development,

Likewise, TODs are also making inroads 
along the upcoming KVMRT Line from 
Kampung Selamat and all the way to 
Kajang. In the latter, for instance, the 
MRT station is located adjacent to 
Mah Sing Group’s D’Sara Sentral and 
SqWhere respectively.

OF TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

RISE
Khalil Adis
Founder
Khalil Adis 
Consultancy Pte Ltd
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While TODs may help to reduce traffic congestions, some 
inherent challenges remain. One glaring example is the lack of 
punctuality when taking the KTM Komuter Line causing many 
Malaysians to turn their back on taking public transport. As 
a result penetration rate is extremely low at a ratio of 30:70 
for public transport ratio versus cars. This is still way behind 
DBKL’s target of 60:40. In comparison, the penetration rate 
for Singapore and Hong Kong is around 80 per cent.

While penetration rate has increased significantly from the 
approximately 20% since 2008 due to improvements work 
made by Prasarana, a few key issues need to be addressed in 
order for TODs to truly take off in a big way in Kuala Lumpur. 
They include the reliability of bus feeder services, punctuality 
of trains plus technology that will enable commuters to know 
when the bus will arrive similar to the Singapore model - 

either the private or government sector needs to drive this via 
applications. 

In addition, the political economy in Malaysia presents a real 
challenge when delivering high impact projects as it very 
much depends on “who you know” rather than “what you 
know”. This has resulted in projects being awarded to those 
who are politically connected. 

As history has shown, this does not necessarily translate well 
for commuters and the public-at-large resulting in take over of 
the various train lines that had suffered from low ridership and 
connectivity issue. Only by putting the public first and a greater 
political will to make things work, can TODs work. Enhancing 
commuters’ experience from start to finish is the way forward 
for ridership to increase, just like the Singapore model.

However, not all the developments that are being marketed 
right now are considered TODs.

At the first ever Malaysia Property Report Congress held in 
August in Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur City Hall (DBKL) had 
shared that it is offering various incentives for developers in 
building high-density developments. 

In order to qualify for a TOD, developers can either opt for a 
30% discount on development charges but by building with 
a higher density or with at least 30% of the development to 

feature a Park ‘n’ Ride scheme. This scheme involves building 
car parks next to train station to encourage Malaysians to park 
and ride the train to Klang Valley.

Not only that, according to DBKL, the development must be 
between 200 to 400 metres from the MRT or LRT or other 
train stations. In addition, it must have a seamless connection 
from the train station to the building similar to the Singapore 
model. Anything that is more than 400 metres is considered 
as “Transit Adjacent Development (TAD) and does not qualify 
for DBKL’s incentives.

Buying a TOD versus a TAD project greatly affects you as 
a consumer. For example, buying a TOD project can cost 
significantly lesser compared to a TAD. As housing affordability 
is a serious issue among first time home owners in KL. DBKL 
has set a development guideline for developers to build homes 
at around 800 sq ft but priced below RM450,000.

At the congress, Dr Daniele Gambero has suggested a public-

private partnership for this to happen. Mohd Salem Kailany, 
Chief Executive Officer of PNB Development Sdn Berhad 
(PNBD) also agreed that this model is possible through a 
public-private partnership by building on government-owned 
land to reduce land acquisition costs, leading to lower cost 
when building such homes. Thus, TODs will not only reduce 
traffic congestions but also will help to address housing 
affordability within Kuala Lumpur. 

What qualifies as TODs?

How does it affect you?

Challenges

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Khalil Adis, Founder of Khalil Adis Consultancy Pte Ltd and is 

not in any form an endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent 

advice prior to making any investments.
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Big plans are in store for the public transportation 
system in GKL - the state government recently disclosed 
an ambitious roadmap for development, the Selangor 
Public Transport Masterplan. 

The master plan, which is yet to be announced publicly 
will see the state government lobbying the federal 
government for 316km of mass rapid transit (MRT), 
light rail transit (LRT), bus rapid transit (BRT), personal 
rapid transit (PRT) and a new KTM freight line - all 
which are to be completed by 2035.

The long-term plan which aims to expand existing rail 
lines to connect the whole of Greater Klang Valley, 
is based on a “Wheel and spoke” design, very much 
similar to a (semi) circular shape of a wheel with spokes 
cutting across to the radius to the centre. 

There are 12 proposals in total. Some of them are 
highlighted below:

MASS RAPID TRANSIT (MRT)
The Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) project is the country’s 
largest infrastructure development up to date and 
includes three phases in total – MRT Line 1 (Sungai 
Buloh-Kajang), MRT Line 2 (Sungai Buloh-Serdang-
Putrajaya) and MRT Line 3 (Circle Line in KL City 
Centre). 

Commuters in Klang Valley will soon have cause to 
rejoice - The first phase of MRT Line 1, which connects 
Sungai Buloh to the Semantan station in Damansara 
Heights is scheduled to begin operations next month. 
Phase 2, on the other hand, which is between the 
Semantan Station and Kajang will be operational in 
the not-so-distant July 2017. This line will feature both 
elevated and underground stations and is expected to 
run at a frequency of 3.5 minutes.

UPDATES: 
GREATER KL’S 
RAIL LINES
REENA KAUR BHATT met with Ishmael Ho, 
CEO of Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn 
Bhd, who shared the latest updates on 
transportation and infrastructure plans 
in Greater Kuala Lumpur (GKL).

Meanwhile, the Prime Minister recently officiated 
the groundbreaking ceremony for the MRT line 2 in 
September. It will serve the area from Sungai Buloh via 
Central Business District of Kuala Lumpur to Bandar 
Malaysia, Kuchai Lama and Serdang before ending at 
Putrajaya. Some of its 37 stations will include Jalan Tun 
Razak, KLCC, Kepong, Sri Damansara, Kampung Batu, 
Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah, Seri Kembangan, Kuchai Lama 
and Cyberjaya.

Stretching 52.2km, MRT Line 2 line will include a 13.5km 
underground section, where there will be 12 stations 
between Jalan Ipoh and Kuchai Lama. The first phase, 
from Sungai Buloh to Kampung Batu is expected 
to be completed by 2021 while the second phase, 
from Kampung Batu to Putrajaya Sentral, is set to be 
completed by 2022.

The second route will also intersect with all other rail 
lines a total of 12 times, with three different stations 
connecting to the Ampang-Sri Petaling line  and the 
KTM rail respectively.

The MRT line 3, which is also known as Circle Line 1 due 
to its circular track, will be built entirely underground. 
Construction is expected to commence in 2022 and 
completion is scheduled for 2026. The exact locations 
of the stations are yet to been confirmed but a rough 
estimate could be deduced based on the boundary 
lines set. (dotted yellow line) [P3]

It is expected to cover Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 
Ampang Jaya, Jalan Bukit Bintang, Tun Razak 
Exchange, Bandar Malaysia, KL Ecocity, Pusat Bandar 
Damansara, Mont Kiara and Sentul. The MRT Circle 
Line will be integrated with the other two MRT lines.
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SENTUL

KUALA LUMPUR

PANDAN JAYA

CHERAS

BANDAR TUN RAZAK

AMPANG

SETIAWANGSA

BUKIT DAMANSARA

E4: LRT Ampang Line
E5: KL Monorail

E3: LRT Kelana Jaya Line
C1: LRT Extension

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

SHAH ALAM

SUBANG JAYA

SUBANG JAYA

ELMINA WEST
KOTA

DAMANSARA

SETIA ALAM

BUKIT RAJA

C4: LRT Line 3 (Bandar Utama - Klang)
R4: Propose DASA Highway

R3: Proposed DUKE 2A Highway
C3: MRT Line 2 (Sungai Buloh - Serdang - Putrajaya)

PROPOSED EXTENSION OF MRT LINE FROM SUNGAI BULOH TO KLANG
Interestingly enough, these are not the only updates for the MRT lines. There is a proposed extension to the 
existing MRT Line 2 by the federal government.  The route will connect Sungai Buloh and Klang, as can be seen in 
the image below. (Yellow Line). [P8]
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PROPOSED EXTENSION OF EXISTING LRT 
LINES
The proposed extensions will connect existing LRT 
stations to new areas in GKL.

The first one, will connect Putra Heights (Sri Petaling & 
Kelana Jaya LRT Line) to the future LRT Circle Line 2. 
(dotted yellow line). [P11]

KOTA KEMUNING

SUBANG JAYA

H3: Proposed KESAS - SKVE Highway
(Branch to USJ - Puchong Prima - Puchong Permai

- Putra Heights - Bukit Puchong)

H1: Proposed Shah Alam South Lingkage Alignment

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

SHAH ALAM

BANDAR SUNWAY

SUBANG JAYA

KOTA KEMUNING

CYBERJAYA

PUTRAJAYA

SERDANG

CHERAS
SEKSYEN 14

SERI KEMBANGAN

BANDAR TUN
RAZAK

E4: LRT Ampang
E2: ERL

E5: KL Monorail

LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (LRT)
The LRT system will be seeing the introduction of two 
NEW routes as well. 

The first one - LRT Circle Line 2 South will connect 
Shah Alam to Putrajaya. (dotted yellow line). [P7]

Whereas the LRT Circle Line 2 North will extend from 
Rawang to Shah Alam. [P6]

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd
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SUBANG JAYA

ELMINA WEST

KOTAELMINA

LAGONG

KOTA DAMANSARA

BANDAR SAUJANA UTAMA

BANDAR PUNCAK ALAM

C3: MRT Line 2 (Sungai Buloh - Serdang - Putrajaya)
C4: LRT Line 3 (Bandar Utama - Klang)
C2: MRT Line 1 (Sungai Buloh - Kajang)

R3: KL Monorail
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The second proposed route, which is 22 km long, will begin at the existing Gombak station (Kelana Jaya LRT Line) 
and run through Selayang and Kepong. [P4]

Currently on Prasarana Malaysia Bhd’s agenda is the construction and completion of the LRT 3, a new LRT line 
consisting of 25 stations running from Bandar Utama to Klang, where its final station will be Johan Setia. Route 
mapping and pre-development matters are currently being formulated. The third proposed line will extend from 
Johan Setia to Nilai in Negeri Sembilan. [P12]

KEPONG

SENTUL

BATU CAVES

SELAYANG

E3: LRT Kelana Jaya Line
R2: Proposed DUKE 2A Highway

C3: MRT Line 2

C3

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd
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C4: LRT Line 3 (Bandar Utama - Klang)
E4: LRT Ampang Line

H4: Proposed SKIP - Bukit Jalil Highway
E2: ERL

H3: Proposed KESAS - SKVE Highway
(Branch to USJ - Puchong Prima - Puchong Permai

- Putra Heights - Bukit Puchong)

H3
H4

E4
E2

C4

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd
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KTM FREIGHT LINE 
A new KTM freight line, consisting of two parts - the 
north route (Serendah-Klang) and the south route 
(Klang-KLIA-Senawang) is also part of the master 
proposal.

CONCLUSION 
Implementation of all the proposed rail lines will take 
place based on which areas have “immediate demand” 
for public transportation access. Hence, we can only 
wait and see!

With the population spreading outwards to areas 
such as Rawang, Cyberjaya and Seremban, there is a 
pressing need to expand transportation infrastructure. 
The Selangor’s Economic Planning Unit’s masterplan 
will be a significant step towards alleviating the chronic 
traffic congestion experience in Greater KL.

The final proposal, LRT Bukit Lanjan, is a short route 
measuring 7km. It will connect Kepong to Bukit Utama, 
which interconnects with the proposed PRT line. [P5]

PERSONAL RAPID TRANSIT (PRT) 
There is also a proposal to introduce Malaysia’s first 
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) within a small radius 
(17km) in Petaling Jaya. The plan is for a tram service 
which will run through the following areas - the Petaling 
Jaya KTM station, Seksyen 52, Bandar Utama and 
Taman Tun Dr Ismail (TTDI). [P10]

BUKIT DAMANSARA

KOTA DAMANSARA

KEPONG

C2: MRT Line 1 (Sungai Buloh - Kajang)
C3: MRT Line 2 (Sungai Buloh - Serdang - Putrajaya)

C4: LRT Line 3 (Bandar Utama - Klang)
R2: Proposed DUKE 2A Highway

SEKSYEN 14

BANDAR SUNWAY

SUBANG JAYA

PUCHONG

E6: Subang BRT
E4: LRT Ampang Line

C4: LRT Line 3 (Bandar Utama - Klang)
C1: LRT Extension

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

* Source: Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

Ishmael Ho
CEO
Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Ishmael Ho and is not in any form an endorsement or recommendation 

by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments.
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Ecosystem 
OF AFFORDABLE LIVING

In my opinion, affordable living is to have a positive quality of life in an ecosystem where people only 
need to travel short distances for work, groceries, sending their children to school, or to engage in social 
activities. A well-located neighborhood saves significant traveling cost and improves overall cost of living, 

even if the rent of a home is higher than those located in a poorer living condition.

Mature public infrastructures allow a place to be accessible 
and livable for inhabitants in the long term. Available waste 
management, drainage system, power and clean water supply 
ensure periodical upkeep and provides functionality for the 
city.

Police stations, public hospitals and public schools 
located around the city ensures that security, health 
and education welfare are available to all inhabitants.

An area with efficient and direct highway and road 
connectivity reduce commuting time and costs between 
work and home. Higher accessibility provides more housing 
options for blue collar workers to live near their workplace.

Multiple highways and road access to nearby cities alleviate 
traffic stress and distribute traffic load across different entry 
and exit points going in and out of the city.
Strategically located taxi, bus, LRT and KTM stops that 
connect the high-density neighborhood to popular 
commercial areas, reduces vehicle count on the road. High 
frequency of taxi and busses on the road also reduce interval 
waiting time for all passengers.

This article explores the five contributing factors of affordable living, 
along with field images and statistics for comparison.

-JASON LIM, DATA ANALYST, iProperty.com Malaysia

1 2

Mature public infrastructures to sustain 
affordable livelihood

Connectivity to neighboring cities and 
commercial areas

Hospital Tengku Ampuan Rahimah Klang, Selangor. (image source: Google Map). KTM Station in Klang, Selangor (image source: Google Map).
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An anchor industry provides job opportunities and 
employment to the majority of the population, creating 
social safety nets and stable income for workers. The 
anchor industry attracts horizontal and vertical service 
providers to set up offices, warehouses and manufacturing 
plants that are nearby each other, further diversifying the 
local economies.

Low-cost labor and workers that were able to live 
within commuting distance due to available public 
transportation make it easy for the industry to 
provide competitive salary without putting their staff 
under wage pressure. Some of these employers may 
also choose to subsidize or provide living quarters to 
their staff so that they live very near to where their 
business operates to ensure that their employees are 
on time for their work-shift.

People do have to consider between paying more for 
housing to reduce commuting time and expense, or accept 
a long and expensive commute to obtain a home that is 
more affordable. Affordable housing can also improve the 
supply of low-cost labor, and reduce pressure on public 
transportation systems as workers do not need travel far 
between jobs and house.

When affordable housing price is low, workers have more 
housing choices. When price between affordable housing 
areas is small, mobility for the labor market increases.

When faced with q few options for affordable homes, people 
may be forced to find cheaper houses by buying or renting 
further away from the city. The long commutes often result 
in higher transportation costs.

‘Affordable housing’ allows consumers to reduce their 
mortgage arrears and debts, thus increases their 
consumptions on other avenues. Plenty of established 
hawker food and open air eateries such as ‘economy rice’ 
and hawker stalls are open to serve the needs of those living 
nearby, increasing commerce activities and income for the 
local dwellers.

The neighborhood retailers also provide a wide range of 
specialty goods and services from hardware, grocery stores, 
fresh goods, dental, clinics, optics, laundry, health and beauty 
care, commercial banking, bakeries and workout centers.

Familiar neighborhood supermarkets like Tesco, Giants, Mydin, 
Econsave, Aeon shopping malls, cinemas, grocery chains like 
Speedmart 99, KK Mart, and major fast food restaurant chains 
like Starbucks, Coffee Beans, McDonalds, KFC and Pizza Hut 
are also available. Their decision to set up business in the 
neighborhood provides a positive indicator of increasing 
household count and income level that is required to keep 
businesses as those, profitable in the long run, and businesses 
creating more jobs in return.

4

5

3

Nearby work opportunities for blue 
collar workers

Price and size of affordable homes

Access to broad range of eateries, 
neighborhood stores and supermarkets

Palm Oil processing plant in Semenyih, Selangor (image source: Google Map).

Terraced houses in Taman Telok Gedong Indah, Klang (image source: Google Map).

New commercial center at Taman Semenyih Sentral, Selangor.
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Model Cities
Klang, Rawang and Semenyih shares high similarity in terms of 
elements for affordable living. All three cities are also located 
within the same distance from Kuala Lumpur. The three 

satellite cities encompass the north, south and west of Kuala 
Lumpur, meanwhile the Titiwangsa Mountain Range is located 
at the east side.

Location of Klang, Rawang and Semenyih around Selangor, encapsulating Kuala Lumpur at the center.

COMPARISONS OF ECOSYSTEM FOR AFFORDABLE LIVING

AFFORDABLE ELEMENTS

Mature public 
infrastructures to sustain 
affordable livelihood

Connectivity to 
neighboring cities and 
commercial areas

Access to broad range of 
eateries, neighborhood 
stores and supermarkets

Nearby work opportunities 
for blue collar worker

KLANG

9 hospitals and medical 
centers. 33 primary and 
secondary schools.

5 major highways, 5 KTM 
commuter stations along 
Batu Caves-Port Klang 
Route and Klang Sentral 
Terminal for buses and 
taxis.

AEON Shopping Centre, 
Big Mall, Centro Mall, 
Giant Hypermarket, Tesco 
Extra, GM Klang Wholesale 
City, Klang Parade, Shaw 
Centrepoint and KSL City 
Mall.

Anchor economic activities 
include commerce and 
manufacturing. Port 
Klang and surrounding 
warehousing services. Major 
industrial park located in 
Bukit Raja, Kapar, Meru, 
Taman Klang Utama and 
Sungai Buloh, Pulau Indah 
and Teluk Gong.

RAWANG

7 hospitals and medical 
centers. 5 universities, 22 
primary and secondary 
schools.

North-South Expressway, 
Guthrie Corridor 
Expressway, Kuala 
Lumpur-Kuala Selangor 
Expressway and Batang 
Berjuntai trunk road.

Rawang Central Market, 
NSK Supermarket, Tesco, 
Parkson, and Giant, Aeon 
Jusco.

Anchor economic activities 
predominantly plantation 
for palm oil, and tin mining 
activities. Manufacturing 
activities includes car 
production for Perodua 
and cement production 
for La Farge. Major 
industrial park at Rawang 
Industrial Park, Rawang 
Integrated Industrial Park 
and Kawasan Perindustrian 
Kundang.

SEMENYIH

16 medical centers. 25 
primary, secondary and 
universities.

Kajang-Seremban 
Highway, Kajang Silk 
Highway and Lekas 
Highway.

Semenyih Central Plaza, 
Karuma Supermarket, The 
Store, Tesco and Mydin.

Anchor economic activities 
include plantation, 
processing plants and 
factories. Major plantation 
includes Semenyih Rubber 
Estate, Ladang Dunedin, 
Ladang Geleworie and 
Ladang Sydney. Major 
industrial park at One 
Semenyih Industrial Park, 
Taman Industri Mega, 
Kampung Rinching Hulu 
and Villaraya Industrial 
Park.
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 (Table #3, source: brickz.my, 2015).

 (Table #1, source: brickz.my, 2015).

 (Table #4, source: brickz.my, 2015).

 (Table #2, source: brickz.my, 2015).

KLANG

Bandar Armada Putra, Bayu Villa 
Apartment, Golden Villa, Kemuning 
Aman, Apartment, Kota Pendamar, 

Pangsapuri Akasia, Pangsapuri 
Palma, Perdana Villa Apartment, 

Taman Mewah Jaya, Taman 
Pendamar Indah, Taman Sentosa, 

Taman Sri Sentosa and Taman Telok 
Gedong Indah.

PRICE AND SIZE OF AFFORDABLE HOMES

Following are transacted median price and size for the year 2015, in comparison for 
terraced houses, apartment and flat located at Klang, Rawang and Semenyih:

NOTABLE NEIGHBORHOODS FOR AFFORDABLE LIVING

Following are lists of primary neighborhoods surrounding the cities of Klang, Rawang and Semenyih:

CONCLUSION

An ecosystem that provides affordable living has all of the 
elements of mature public infrastructures, along with good 
connectivity for logistics, to reach the bustling commercial 

RAWANG

Bandar Baru Kundang, Bandar Tasik 
Puteri, Laguna Biru, Taman Bukit 

Rawang Jaya, Taman Bukit Rawang 
Putra, Taman Jati, Taman Matang 
Jaya, Taman Pelangi, Taman Setia 
Rawang, Taman Tun Teja, Taman 

Velox Rawang and Tasik Biru.

SEMENYIH

Anggerik Villa, Bandar Rincing, 
Bandar Teknologi, Taman Asa 

Jaya, Taman Dusun Jaya, Taman 
Segaman, Taman Semenyih Impian, 
Taman Semenyih Indah, Taman Sri 

Haneco and Taman Sri Tanjung.

Area

Klang
Semenyih
Rawang

Area

Klang
Semenyih
Rawang

Area

Klang
Semenyih
Rawang

Area

Klang
Semenyih
Rawang

AVERAGE

Terrace House

Flat

Apartment

Median Price (RM)

180,000
220,000
220,000

Median Price (RM)

70,000
62,500
47,000

Median Price (RM)

225,000
280,000
135,000

Terrace House

68%
74%
71%

71%

Size (sqft)

700
800
1,075

Size (sqft)

675
650
650

Size (sqft)

750
850
800

Apartment

24%
3%
13%

13%

PSF

257
275
205

PSF

104
96
72

PSF

300
329
169

Flat

8%
23%
17%

16%

Median price, property size and PSF for Terrace Houses

Median price, property size and PSF for Flats

Median price, property size and PSF for Apartments

Market Share by building type

area and nearby available work opportunities as a source of 
income. They are required in order for the ecosystem to grow 
and be sustainable for the inhabitants.

DISCLAIMER: The source of Sale data is from the Valuation and Property Services department (JPPH) which officially records a property transaction 
once the stamp duty for the Sales and Purchase agreement is paid while the source of rent data is from agents’ listings listed at iProperty.com. 
Analytics are based on the data available at the date of publication and may be subject to revision as and when more data becomes available.
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SINGAPORE
Singapore population has seen a boom in the last 
decade and its train systems is now a key consideration 
for property purchase. On an average, properties 
within walking distance of a train station can command 
a premium of between 10-15%. 

In a recent study, it was found that HDB flats located 
within walking distance to a station command as much 
as a 20% premium over those further away. 

It was also found that flat prices nearer to train stations 
were more resilient, falling by between 5-10% while 
those further out fell between 12-15% during the bearish 
period of 2013-15.

The effects on private homes especially in the more 
affluent areas, on the other hand, were mixed and too 
inconsistent for any conclusions.

It appears that the effect of public transportation 
seems to have its greatest impact on areas with higher 
population density and lower affluence.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION - 
THE OSMOSIS EFFECT

In some of the largest and densest cities in the world, congestion has resulted in 
many places where those living closer to the cities can take twice as long to get 
there compared to those who live double the distance out. - DAN TOH

Welcome to the new world where public transportation 
is no longer just a poor man’s option, but an essential 
service that caters to all walks of life. Whether it be in 
Singapore, Sydney, Hong Kong, Shanghai, London or 
New York, it is no longer about how close one is to the 
city, but how fast you can get there. Hence, the need 
for Transit Oriented Developments (TODs).

By providing efficient movement of people and goods, 
transport systems play an important role in encouraging 
economic prosperity, lifting living standards and 
equalising people and wealth.

Where transport is easily accessible and efficient, 
people are less resistant to move into once discriminated 
zones. This reduces the effect of class differentiation by 
location while lifting housing demand and prices. Public 
transportation is not just a matter of convenience. It 
now holds the power to alter the cultural and economic 
fabric of our societies.

Let us take a closer look of some major cities to see how 
transportation has impacted property prices, and learn 
principles that will serve us well as property investors.
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UK/LONDON
Central London is notorious for its traffic congestion. As 
the population continues to grow alongside economic 
prosperity, both housing supply and the transport 
network is having a hard time keeping up. Rail lines 
have been expanded both in terms of capacity and 
reach, yet it never could quite keep up with demand. 
The Cross Rail project is one of the recent major 
developments that is already under capacity even 
before it fully completes. 

Not expectedly, developers in London are now focused 
on regeneration projects next to rail stations especially 
in socially below par areas beyond zone 1. Lendlease’s 
effort in Elephant & Castle, Deptford and Westfield and 
Hammerson’s partnership in East Croydon are good 
examples of TODs striving to keep pace with the ever-
growing housing and transport demands.

The High Speed Two (HS2) takes public high-speed 
transport beyond London to the West Midlands (Phase 
1) and West Midlands to Leeds/Manchester (Phase 2). 
The project will cut the Birmingham-London journey to 
49 minutes and Manchester-London stretch to 68mins, 
making both cities commutable to London on a daily 
basis. 

Completion is planned for 2026 but already the project 
faces opposition from those who fear that the project 
will move more jobs and people to London instead of 
away from it. Agencies have been fast to jump on the 
bandwagon to promote properties in areas such as 
Manchester and Liverpool although we would strongly 
encourage investors to tread with much caution as 
developers can be rather quick to price in the future to 
maximise their profits.

AUSTRALIA/MELBOURNE
Australia population is set to exceed 40 million 
by 2060, from its current 23 million. Melbourne is 
expected to overtake Sydney and be home to a quarter 
of that number. Needless to say, transportation is a key 
concern.

Across the major cities, railways, highways and bicycle 
paths are being upgraded or developed to enhance 
capacity and shorten travel time. 

TODs provide alternative housing locations without 
compromising travel time and convenience by locating 
itself along major train lines. When you consider that 
most Australians do not like living in the cities, TODs 
allow them to maintain a suburban lifestyle efficiently. 
The ability to commute to the city easily combined 
with significantly lower rent also presents a convincing 
argument for businesses to seek premises further out, 
thus reducing the load on transportation and services 
in the cities.

In Sydney, where public transportation is some of the 
worst in Australia, TOD’s are critical. Plans to increase 
housing density by the State Government has been 
identified along the North Shore rail line with Chatswood 
CBD at its heart. In Melbourne, developments are 
booming across the Southern and Western suburbs as 
transportation continues to improve. 

In Brisbane, developments are heading South and 
South East for the same reasons. Such TODs include 
residential, commercial and retail elements in their plans 
and are proven to bring regeneration and prosperity to 
their areas. Investors will do well to take note.

CONCLUSION
Efficient transportation essentially creates an economic 
osmosis effect, reducing concentration at one end while 
increasing concentration on the other. The direction 
of the flow will be different for different aspects be it 
businesses, jobs, housing demand or retail spending. 

This can occur between different cities, countries or 
even just between suburbs, affecting property prices in 
different ways. One thing for sure, TODs are inevitable 
as global urbanisation drives more and more people to 
cities. 

This will be especially true in Asia where rural-urban 
migration is is rampant and if left unchecked, will result 
in massive urban sprawl, crippling infrastructure and 
services, causing massive demands in cities and driving 
up property prices incessantly. While this might be a 
positive for investors in the short, it will be a nightmare 
for governments and societies as a whole in the long run.

Dan Toh, CEO of RunningStream and have been involved in various projects across Asia, Australia, Europe and the UK 
for over a decade. He has coached many investors across Asia and leads a team of highly qualified professionals helping 
investors with their global real estate portfolios.
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they allocated a subsidy of RM1 billion with a target 
of 80,000 units of PR1MA housing. The year after that, 
the subsidy allocation was increased to RM1.3 billion for 
another 80,000 units to be built. And in the following 
year, the target more than doubled to 175,000 units 
with 1.6 billion subsidy,” shares Ishmael.

He added that according to 
PR1MA, as of Q1 this year there is 
a total of 74,399 units currently 
under construction and yet by 
the end of 2015, only 883 units 
have so far been completed and 
delivered.

THE EFFECT OF 
POPULATION ON HOUSING 
DEMAND
Throughout history, the pressure 
to provide quality, affordable 
housing has never been more 

pressing than it is today. The wave of urbanization 
has millions of people streaming into the cities which 
created a demand for shelter. Ishmael points out that 
the data on price trend should reflect the correlation 
between the growing population and the booming 
market. “When population is going strong, that’s when 
the market will also strengthen in tandem. By looking 
at the data on price fluctuation over the years you can 
easily identify when was the best time and where was 
the best place to buy properties.”

HOUSING IN MALAYSIA:
THE REAL ISSUE

ISHMAEL HO examines the real cause behind the nation’s housing issue,
land scarcity and what it takes to put a roof over our heads.

The inadequacy of affordable housing is one of the 
most challenging issues plaguing cities all around 
the world-and Malaysia is no exception. With tighter 
lending rules, high living cost and stagnant wage 
growth, purchasing a home has become an impossible 
dream for the low and middle-incomed; steep property 
prices have also made it more 
difficult for many people to get 
a foothold. The government 
has recently introduced an 
initiative that enables property 
developers to give out loans 
to buyers who face difficulties 
in securing housing loan from 
banks.

While it is unclear whether 
this is the best solution to 
encourage the slowing market, 
according to Ishmael Ho, CEO 
of Ho Chin Soon Research, 
what it does prove is that buying interest is still strong. 
Presently, there is a total of 1.4 million Malaysians in 
need of affordable housing and out of this number, 
350,000 are those residing in Selangor. Many initiatives 
have been taken to solve this housing issue such as 
PR1MA and Rumah Selangorku among others, however 
the problem still persist.

“The government has targeted to develop a total of 
500, 000 units of affordable housing by 2018. In 2014, 
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THE CATCH 22 OF AFFORDABILITY
Despite having a strong population growth rate 
and high GDP per capita, Selangor has been slow in 
meeting the housing demand of its dwellers. Ishmael 
opines that this is largely contributed by the challenges 
they face because of the separation of power between 
the federal and state government. Land cost often is 
one of the biggest factors in improving the economics 
of affordable housing development, thus it is important 
to unlock land in the right locations. 

This however gets a little complicated due to 
sovereignty or perhaps political reasons. While land 
matter is a state matter, PR1MA is a federal government 
initiative. Therefore, there is a larger volume of PR1MA 
homes in states that are governed by the ruling party 
instead of the cities that are actually in dire need of 
affordable housing due to its rapid population growth 
like Greater Kuala Lumpur. 

“Some of the states that received most of these PR1MA 
houses have lower GDP per capita, slower population 
growth and significantly lower property price 
transaction as compared to Klang Valley,” says Ishmael. 
To solve this, each state has come up with its own 
affordable housing initiative which made providing 
quality and affordable shelter for the millions of people 
streaming into the urban areas one of the most pressing 
challenges we face today.

“Under the Rumah Selangorku initiative, developers 
who are building townships are required to build 
affordable units as part of their project, which means 
they have to concurrently develop their projects and 
supply the market with affordable housing. While it 
does help solve the shortage problem, the catch is 
that when it gets too costly for them, the cost gets 
transferred to non-affordable housing. It’s a cycle that 
keeps driving property prices up.”
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Ishmael Ho
CEO

Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

THE BUYING DILEMMA
Since most affordable shelters are built outside of the 
main city areas, those working in the city and looking 
to purchase a home will find themselves in quite a bit 
of a pickle. Living closer would mean paying the cost of 
an arm and a leg for a shoebox, while living farther out 
equal long hours travelling in exchange for a spacious 
home. When faced with such buying dilemma, Ishmael 
advises to let your career trajectory be your benchmark.

“If you’re in the early 20s and you’re quite optimistic 
about your career path (i.e. future promotion, salary 
increment), sacrifice space and stay within the first tier, 
i.e within a 20km radius from the Kualau Lumpur City 
Centre. This eliminates the need for long commute that 
could negatively affect work productivity. But as first 
tier properties come with a bigger price tag, be humble 
with your selection and buy within your affordability.”

“On the other hand, look for property within the second 
tier (30km radius) if you’re more or less financially 
stable and you’re ready to settle down. Especially if you 
already have a child/children, make sure you purchase 
landed property instead of high rise because at this 
point, space is absolutely essential for you,” advises 
Ishmael. 

While it’s tempting to buy a shiny new property, Ishmael 
suggests to look for secondary market opportunities 
in areas such as Puchong, Kajang, Kepong and Sentul. 
“Study the Ho Chin Soon Research map and pay 
attention to these matured areas. Also, follow the MRT 
and LRT lines as better infrastructure and mobility 

tends to create new opportunities. The only issue you 
may face when it comes to purchasing a secondary 
market property is that you need to have solid capital 
outlay.”

IN A NUTSHELL
Despite claims of rising material, labour and land cost 
as factors that lead to the rise of property prices and 
keep it at an all-time high, the demand for property 
particularly the affordable ones is still strong. But the 
elephant in the room remains the complication that 
arise from the separation of power between the state 
and the federal government that contributed to the 
shortage in certain states.

“One of the excuses that we constantly hear is that 
we don’t have enough affordable housing due to 
the scarcity of land. The irony is that there is a lot of 
reserved land in areas such as Puchong and Semenyih 
that has not been put to use. There are plenty of lands 
in other areas out there yet to be unlocked,” shares 
Ishmael.

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Ishmael Ho, CEO of Ho Chin Soon Research and is not in any form an 

endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any 

investments
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the government’s commitment towards first time 
home buyers. These days, there are also the Home 
Buyers Tribunal and the Strata Management Tribunal 
to look after the interests of property owners and to 
solve disputes. He further points to the abolition of the 
Inheritance Tax since 1992 as yet another incentive for 
first time home buyers. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Chris says that when you buy a property, it can be used 
in four different ways:
1) Buy
2) Sell
3) Rent or personal use
4) Borrow

It is the last item that Chris is keen to highlight as 
he says “banks are your best friend” as the financial 
institutions that provide workable purchase options. 

He also draws the analogy to the king of the jungle when 
advising how purchasers should approach property 
acquisition. “Be like the lion. It hunts in packs and that 
is the best way to search for property,” he says.

THE GOSPEL 
FOR FIRST TIME 
PROPERTY BUYERS
CHRIS TAN spells out the dos and don’ts when buying a first property.

“There has never been a better time to buy your first 
property,” proclaims Chris Tan, the founder and now 
Managing Partner of Chur Associates. “With many 
governmental policies aimed at encouraging home 
ownership, homebuyer protection is better than 
investor protection.”

CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION
Chris believes few countries offer home buyers such 
comprehensive legal protection as Malaysia, gleefully 
pointing out that not even Singapore can match. Home 
buyers in Malaysia are protected under Article 13 of 
the Federal Constitution that allows both local and 
foreigners direct ownership of property. 

He points out that the system is based on an established 
Commonwealth system and is governed by the 
National Land Code. “In Malaysia, you can have freehold 
ownership which allows ownership in perpetuity and 
no one can take the property away without reasonable 
compensation,” he explains. 

A MATTER OF POLICY
Though policy is not law, Chris says that the many 
initiatives such as MyRumahKu and MyDeposit signal 
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Chris has also devised, what he calls, commandments that first time property buyers should adhere to:

Chris spells out the correct procedures and highlights 
the many pitfalls if the not followed. For instance, 
a prospective buyer should conduct the requisite 
background, land, CCM, and CTOS searches to remove 
any lingering doubts. 

With regards to the multitude of legal documents that 
need signing, Chris suggests that the sheer volume is 
there to remind you of the heavy burden that is home 
ownership. Chris advice is to never sign any documents 
related to the purchase of a property in a rush. Engage 

a lawyer and have unclear clauses explained to you and 
never be afraid to ask if unsure on anything. 

Chris also spells out the duties, rights and responsibilities 
of the parties that are involved in the sale and purchase 
of a property. He also advises home buyers to  avoid 
cost-cutting measures such as sharing the services of 
the same lawyer, explaining that unlike an impartial 
judge, lawyers must take sides, and thus cannot 
represent two different parties in the same transaction.

1) Thou shalt have no doubts btefore signing the legal documents

2) Thou shalt not make condition of the property at delivery unto assumptions of norm

3) Thou shalt not take possession in a rush

4) Remember the timelines and keep it holy

5) Honour thy rights and thy obligations

6) Thou shalt not share the same lawyer

7) Thou shalt not commit to a purchase without having the funds in place

8) Thou shalt not take the enforcement into thy own hand

9) Thou shalt not bear thy late payment interests

10) Thou shalt not neglect thy utilities, upkeep, management and maintenance

Chris Tan
Founder & Managing Partner

Chur Associates

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Chris Tan is the founder and Managing Partner of Chur Associates and 

is not in any form an endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent advice 

prior to making any investments.
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KNIGHT FRANK PRIME GLOBAL 
RENTAL INDEX Q2 2016:
Prime global rental index enters positive territory

Knight Frank’s Prime Global Rental 
Index, which tracks the change in luxury 
residential rents across 17 cities globally, 
recorded annual growth of 0.5% in the 
year to June 2016. The number of cities 
where rental growth has increased rose 
from seven in the previous quarter to 
ten this quarter.

The index increased by 0.5% in the year to June 2016 - Taimur Khan, senior research ana-
lyst at Knight Frank analyses the latest results.

* Source: Knight Frank Research
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* Source: Knight Frank Research

Moscow holds the top spot, with 
prime rents rising by 11.1% year-on-
year. Sizable infrastructure investments 
in the city, combined with a marked 
slowdown in the contraction of the 
national economy and substantial gains 
in oil price over the last quarter have 
underpinned rental growth.

Nairobi continues to be the weakest 
performing market with prime rents 
falling by 9.2% annually. Since Q3 2011 
Nairobi has recorded annual prime 
rental growth of 9.7% on average, the 
market is now looking to rebalance.
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DISCLAIMER: The data above represents the findings of Knight Frank and is not in any form and endorsement or 

recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments.

The slowdown in the prime central 
London rental market continues with 
rents falling by 3.0% in the 12 months 
to June 2016 with higher stock levels 
and uncertainty in financial markets 
contributing to the fall. The data for 
London largely covers the period 
leading up to the UK’s EU referendum; 
our latest Prime Central London Index 
can be found here.

The gap between the top and bottom 
ranking cities has risen considerably. 
The strongest performing city 
(Moscow) and the weakest performing 
city (Nairobi) are separated by 20.3%. 
A year earlier the comparable figure 
was 15.1%. North America, for the third 
consecutive quarter, registered the 
strongest increase with prime rents 
rising by 4.4% in the year to Q2 2016.

Over the same time period, Africa 
recorded the weakest performance with 
prime rents falling by 3.9% on average. 
Whilst uncertainty caused by Brexit and 
the US presidential election still lingers, 
we are starting to see a more positive 
global economic landscape develop.

Sustained and positive economic 
data from the US, growth in emerging 
markets led by easier access to credit 
markets and increased demand from 
China for commodities suggest a 
positive outlook for the remainder of 
2016. For prime rental markets, these 
factors are likely to stimulate demand 
from corporate tenants.

*The Knight Frank Prime Global Rental Index 

is an important resource for investors and 

developers looking to monitor and compare 

the performance of prime residential rents 

across key global cities. Prime property 

corresponds to the top 5% of the housing 

market in each city. The change in prime 

residential rents is measured in local currency. 

The index is compiled on a quarterly basis 

using data from Knight Frank’s network of 

global offices and research teams.
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As the saying goes, good things come to those who 
wait. Richard Lim, however, blows this quote clear 
out of the water. He is a firm believer of seizing the 
opportunity and to always trust his gut feeling. It is this 
pluck that has seen him actively acquiring more than 
70 auction properties over the past 5 years – of which 
he rents out or sells off for a profit. Currently an auction 
manager with Rina Properties Johor Bahru, Richard has 
never been happier. 

FINDING HIS NICHE
Rewind to 2006, when Richard equipped with an 
Accounting diploma, started off his career as a 
mortgage broker with a bank. Moving on to being a 
Relationship Manager and after obtaining his license as 
a Certified Financial Planner (CFP), he joined a local 
bank as an Area Sales Manager - overlooking a group 
of sales personnel handling mortgages. 

It was at this post that Richard became acquainted 
with the auction property market. As his team dealt 
with property loans, Richard oversaw quite a few 
foreclosures as some borrowers failed to keep up with 
their monthly repayments. 

“Dealing with repossessed properties, I had the 
opportunity to learn the lingo, rules and nuances 
of the whole auction process. Also, as the bank’s 
representative, I met and made friends with many 
dealers who exposed me to the world of auction 
brokering.

Over time, my interest in the market was piqued. 
I saw how auction is a growing factor in the real estate 
marketplace and realised that I can match my interest 
with an opportunity. That was how I found my career 
sweet spot – and in 2011, I finally decided to make the 
jump from the banking line to be an auction broker 
instead,” says Richard.  

THE FIRST BUY
Being in the industry and knowing first-hand what deals 
are out there, it was only natural that Richard himself 
would invest in an auction property not long after. 
What he found most appealing about the auction 
market is that it is not susceptible to the market forces. 
Unlike Forex, stocks or options; the value of auction 
properties could possibly be controlled by the buyers 
and sellers’ hand. 

His first acquisition was a joint effort as he did not 
have sufficient cash in hand for the down payment. He 
and a few friends pooled money together to bid for 
a low-cost flat worth 40,000. They purchased it for 
RM30,000 - at a 25% discount. 

BANKING ON 
BARGAINS 
32-year old Richard Lim tells REENA 
KAUR BHATT how he has managed to 
accumulate a double-digit property 
portfolio without breaking his back – or 
the bank. 

   My cheapest purchase was at 
RM7,000 for a flat.
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THINKING OF GETTING STARTED?
Richard’s advice for those looking to get started in 
auction investing is to firstly determine why one is 
purchasing a property – Is it for rental income, capital 
appreciation or for inheritance purposes?

For rental properties, he recommends looking for 
lower-end to medium-cost properties as they will 
fetch a better rental yield. As he puts it, “A RM50,000 
apartment unit can fetch a monthly rent of RM 500 - 
that is a rental yield of 12% per year.

Whereas, a unit worth RM200,000 will bring in roughly 
RM700 per month, translating to only a 4% yield per 
year. However, the latter will enjoy a much better capital 
appreciation growth, hence, it will be perfect for those 
who have the holding power as they can then sell it 
after a few years.”

FUTURE PLANS
Richard is also looking to take his investing journey a 
step further by getting into land investment in the near 
future.

Richard’s maiden purchase proved fruitful – He has 
been receiving a monthly rent income ever since, which 
sum is RM600 at the moment and the property’s value 
has doubled to RM80,000.

That was the beginning and he has not looked back 
since. To date, Richard had acquired an impressive 73 
properties over the years, mostly collectively with his 
group of friends and the rest, individually. 

“I am not partial to a certain product or stick to only 
one location; my purchases include apartments, landed 
homes, shop offices and even factory units – spread 
across Johor, the Klang Valley and Penang”, he adds.

THE AUCTION PROCESS 
According to Richard, the auction process is relatively 
simple. Many Malaysians are pretty hesitant to purchase 
properties through auction as they believe that only 
high-end properties go under the hammer. 

“There are tonnes of good deals out there – Every time 
there is an auction and nobody bids for the property, 
the price gets slashed by 10% in the subsequent 
auction. My cheapest purchase was at RM7,000 for a 
flat,” he shared. 

DUE DILIGENCE
My mantra is simple – as long as I am purchasing a 
property for at least 30% below its market value, it is a 
guaranteed good deal. 

Even if I have to spend some money for renovation 
works or for paying the required Real Property Gains 
Tax (RPGT), I will recoup the expenses from a gain in 
capital appreciation or rental income,” explains Richard.  

1Don’t’ Overthink – As a broker, I 
have met many investors who attend 
numerous seminars and talk about 

investing but they don’t actually make 
the first move! To quote Norman Cousins, 
Optimism doesn’t wait on facts. It deals 
with prospects. Pessimism is a waste of 
time.

2Do not overspend on renovation 
works and fixtures & fittings for 
rental properties – never exceed 10% 

of your property’s value. 

3Find an agent specializing in 
foreclosures – they will help you 
deal with all the paperwork and nitty 

gritty details involved

4Do not scrimp on the agent’s 
commission – they will definitely 
give you a call first whenever there 

is a good deal in the market. Also, many 
have a long-term relationship with banks 
and they know of listings that haven’t even 
come on the auction list yet. 

TIPS

Nevertheless, purchasers cannot dive in unprepared - 
As soon as the hammer goes down, you have bought 
the building unconditionally and you will be expected 
to pay a deposit of 10% immediately. 

A purchaser has 120 days to get a bank loan after 
bidding for a unit. For this reason, it is advisable to 
ensure before the auction that the bank has agreed to 
lend you enough to cover the purchase – to avoid any 
unforeseen circumstances in the short window of time.

   As long as I am purchasing a 
property for at least 30% below 
its market value, it is a guaranteed 
good deal.
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DRAW A SIMPLE PLAN OF THE ROOM
Sketch out the room by hand and where you will place 
the key items. Start with the cot first and then the other 
essential items like:

• Bassinet
• Change table
• Storage for nappies and changing accessories
• Feeding chair
• Storage for baby’s clothing and blankets 

Babies quickly accumulate possessions from birth, so 
think about including storage areas in the room like:

• Places to add shelves which are great for storing 
precious items you won’t want baby touching as they 
start toddling about.

• Toy storage – how much will be out in the room and 
how much will be stored in cupboards.

SAFETY IN MIND
Baby’s safety is paramount, so when you are planning 
your nursery take into account things like:

• Heating vents – you will not want the cot placed too 
close to them.

• Cords – from curtains and blinds – can be dangerous. 
Install proper safety devices to keep them out of the 
way. Electrical cords and power points can also be 
dangerous once your baby starts to move, consider 
furniture placement to cover them.

HOW TO PLAN FOR A NURSERY
Planning a nursery is an exciting time, but also a little overwhelming. There can seem 

to be hundreds of ‘must have’ products on the market. In reality, babies need very few 
items and with some planning, you easily can create a warm and inviting nursery for 

your child.

 
 
ZONE THE ROOM
When determining furniture in the room, a logical 
approach is to zone the room into activity areas like:

• Sleeping – keep it free from distractions.

• Changing – have the change table in an area that 
allows you to easily access baby without overreaching. 
Have your nappies and changing accessories near 
the change table so you do not have to leave baby 
unattended.

• Feeding – near the feeding chair, think about having 
a small table to sit a drink for mum and put items like 
burp cloths.

SETTING THE MOOD
For the most of their first year, a baby will be in the 
nursery to sleep. You do not want the room to over 
stimulate the little one.
 
Choosing calming colours when decorating the room 
is important, softer colours work well as a base. You 
can always add splashes of colour with accessories like 
bright rugs, wall decorations and the like as they grow 
older.

Lighting for the room is also important. At midnight 
feeds you won’t want glaring bright light, so include 
somewhere for a lamp or nightlight, to keep the mood 
of the room one for sleep.

Music can have a calming effect on the baby and can 
also provide white noise to block out the household 
noise for the baby during the day. Find a safe place to 
include a stereo device in the room to provide gentle 
music for baby.

This article was sourced from www.realestate.com.au
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 INTERNATIONAL  PROPERTY NEWS

Residential property prices in the United Kingdom 
(UK) showed a small increase in August. According 
to Acadata and LSL Property Services Plc, the price 
increase is a result of sluggish recovery following the 
UK’s tax increase as well as the Brexit outcome. Reports 
from Acadata and LSL Property Services PLC show that 
on average, residential property prices increased 0.1% 
to £292,921, matching the pace recorded the month 
before. Year-on-year, prices rose 4.3%, the weakest 
price growth in three years. 

In Europe, distressed real estate assets are being 
cleared at a slower pace. According to Evercore 
Partners Inc, investors delayed clearing up soured 
loans and troubled assets due to concerns surrounding 
the Brexit vote. In the year to August, 24.4 billion Euros 
worth of soured and troubled assets were sold, 39% less 
compared to the same time period in 2015, according to 
Evercore Partners Inc. However, Managing Director of 
Real Estate Portfolio Solutions at Evercore in London, 
Federico Montero, said real estate deals including loan 
sales might return to the market in H2 2016.

Sluggish growth in UK property prices; Europe’s distressed real estate assets 

According to CoreLogic, a leading global property 
information, analytics and data-enabled solutions 
provider, property prices in the United States rose 6% 
year-on-year in July 2016 and are expected to grow at 
a similar rate next year. 

Month-on-month values of homes rose 1.1% in July 
across the country. CoreLogic expects a further 
increase of 0.4% in August, and year-on-year home 
prices to increase 5.4% by July 2017. Chief Economist 
at CoreLogic, Dr Frank Nothaft, expects home prices 
to continue rising in the year ahead if mortgage rates 
stay relatively low while the number of jobs continues 
growing.

Housing prices in the US expected to continue rising in 2017; luxury residential 
units oversupplied

Despite optimism in the US housing market, luxury 
residential property in Manhattan is facing a different 
situation. To encourage the sale of luxury residential 
units, buyers have been offered discounts of up to 5%, 
and developers have been adjusting their sales plans 
to help their projects gain more traction. In 2016, New 
York will have launched 3,500 more new apartments, 
resulting in stiffer competition for sales. According 
to Corcoran Sunshine Marketing Group, the industry 
leader in planning, design, marketing and sale of new 
luxury residential developments, developers have 
delayed adding to the supply, as the number of units 
expected to enter the market this year is 38% lesser 
compared to January estimates.
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Transfer tax on non-Canadian buyers 
causes Vancouver’s market to shrink

Australia forces sale of 16 foreigner-owned properties 

According to Sothesby’s International Realty Canada, 
the number of property transactions in Vancouver of at 
least C$1 million plunged 65 % year-on-year in August 
after a 15 % transfer tax on property transactions by 
non-Canadian buyers was implemented by the city 
government on 2 August. On the other hand, the 
number of luxury residential units transacted in the 
suburbs of Toronto increased to 1,459 units, twice the 
number of transactions in the previous month. 

Sotheby’s said international investors are now moving 
their capital away from Vancouver to Toronto, and added 
that Montreal will see greater foreign investments. The 
newly-implemented tax had the greatest impact on 
the condominium market in Vancouver. Year-on-year, 
August sale of units priced at minimum of C$1 million 
dipped 49 % after increasing by 29 % in the 12 months 
to July. For residential units valued at C$4 million and 
above, the number of transactions in August reduced 
to 14 units, a 46 % dip. 

Toronto saw year-to-year transactions in August 
increase by 69 %, and the brokerage expects the luxury 
residential property market to perform the strongest 
among Canada’s cities.

Since May, the Australian government has forced 
the sale of 16 foreigner-owned properties that were 
purchased without required government permission. 
The cumulative value of the 16 units sold amounts to 
A$14 million, with the majority of the funds repaid to 
Chinese owners who owned seven units; all the owners 
were also fined. 

The United States (US) is the most searched 
destination for international property buyers in 
August, grabbing top honours for the sixth time in 
eight months according to TheMoveChannel.com. 
The Top of the Props report by TheMoveChannel.
com shows that the US attracted 8.1% of all inquiries, 
jumping from third place in July to reclaim the 
top spot from Spain. Dan Johnson, Director of 
TheMoveChannel.com, explained that the strong 
demand for US property stems from the country’s 
residential property market offering strong capital 
appreciation complemented with low mortgage rates 
as well as stable employment growth with limited 
housing supply. Buyer interest was further fueled 
by weakening of the pound and euro against the US 
dollar due to Brexit. 

Despite greater interest in US residential property, 
apartments in New York saw zero rent growth 
in August, an indication that landlords’ ability to 
increase rents has waned. In August median monthly 
rent for an apartment was US$3,399, one dollar 
less compared to 2015. Furthermore, data provided 
by appraiser Miller Samuel In. and brokers Douglas 
Elliman Real Estate show that the number of rental 
listings increased 40% compared to the year before. 
According to the President of Miller Samuel, Jonathan 
Miller, demand for rented apartment is still present. 

However, landlords are forced to give tenants more 
discounts to ensure their apartments do not end 
up empty as competition intensifies due to newly-
constructed towers adding more supply to the 
market. At the end of August, Manhattan’s rental 
market had 7,478 rentals – the second-highest in a 
month since April 2009. 

A further 5,675 units will be added to Manhattan’s 
rental inventory according to Citi Habitats, and rental 
prices can be expected to further decrease as a result.

The US the most searched 
destination for international 
property investors; Manhattan’s 
rental market slows

In Australia, foreigners need permission from the 
Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) to purchase 
property in the country. Since 2013, the government 
has forced 46 foreign-owned properties, with a total 
value of A$93 million and majority owned by Chinese 
nationals, to be sold.
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CapitaLand bought a 0.5ha prime site in Ho Chi Minh 
for S$70.4 million, the company’s third land purchase 
in Vietnam in the past 14 months. CapitaLand 
(Vietnam) Holdings, a fully-owned subsidiary of 
CapitaLand, will have full ownership of the site 
located in the Cau Kho ward of District 1, Ho Chi Minh 
City. The residential project, estimated to be worth 
S$143 million, will consist of two towers – a 17-storey 
residential tower as well as a 22-storey serviced 
apartment tower.

 The project is expected to be launched in Q4 2016 
and completed in 2018. The 302-unit development, 
CapitaLand’s ninth residential project and 19th 
serviced residence project in the country, will be 
Vietnam’s first residential development offering 
concierge services. In H1 2016, CapitaLand sold about 
460 residential units worth S$80 million, a 20% year-
on-year increase in terms of sales values and volume.  

CapitaLand buys 0.5ha prime site 
in Ho Chi Minh for S$70.4 million for 
residential development Middle-class Chinese investors are attracted to 

residential properties in Thailand due to their high 
rental yields and competitive prices that are up to 
five times lower than residential properties in first-tier 
Chinese cities. According to Cobby Leathers, Head of 
International Business at Sansiri PLC, Chinese middle 
class investors seeking good rental investments and 
planning for retirement are particularly interested in 
first hand units in Thailand. Popular Thai investment 
destinations for Chinese investors include Bangkok, 
Pattaya, Chiang Mai, Hua Hin and Phuket.

According to a Jones Lang LaSalle report, Global 
Market Perspective Q3 2016, 11 US cities ranked among 
the Top 20 Cities for direct commercial real estate 
investment, with New York coming out tops. The report 
showed that US cities with strong growth prospects, 
such as Los Angeles, Washington DC, Chicago and 
Boston, remain attractive to investors.

Chinese investors attracted to 
low-cost, high-yield property 
investments in Thailand

JLL list of “Top 20 Cities for Direct Commercial Real Estate Investment” 
dominated by US cities, with New York at the top

Although New York saw a 6% year-on-year dip in 
H1 2016 compared to H1 2015, it led all cities with 
US$24.4 billion worth of investment. London, which 
saw investment volumes reduced by 39% year-on-year 
compared to H1 2015, to US$13.2 billion, was ranked 
second. Los Angeles was ranked third with US$11.3 
billion, a 38% year-on-year increase compared to H1 
2015.
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Since it is quite the Singaporean dream to have 
a property to our name, it makes sense for us to 
understand the complicated terms bankers and 
mortgage brokers use when we take up a home loan. 
Having a basic understanding of the terms will help 
you understand what you are signing up for since it 
is probably going to be one of the biggest financial 
commitments you make in your lifetime.

Here are 15 important terms and acronyms you are 
likely to come across when taking up a home loan:  

1.HOME LOAN / MORTGAGE LOAN
It may seem like common sense, but some people 
neglect the fact that your home is used as a collateral 
when you take out a home loan. Missing repayments 
could result in losing the roof over your head.

15 MORTGAGE TERMS YOU 
SHOULD KNOW BEFORE 
TAKING A HOME LOAN

Jacqueline Conceicao, explains a few definitions and mortgage lingo 
every potential home buyer should know. 

Singapore is first in many things, but we aren’t quite 
sure we should be proud of the fact that we have been 
named as the world’s most expensive city once again. 
While we may not feel the pinch when buying daily 
groceries and eating at the hawker centres, the picture 
is a world of difference when it comes to owning a car 
and buying a property. 

Sky-high car and home prices here in Singapore 
are definitely shocking compared to those in other 
countries. However, those living here might already be 
so used to the situation of having to take out a loan 
when it comes to buying a roof over our heads. In 
fact, the little red dot has quite a good score of home-
ownership that’s over 90%. Obviously made possible 
only with the help of mortgage loans, as most of us are 
definitely not millionaires. 
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5.APPROVAL-IN-PRINCIPLE/IN-PRINCIPLE 
APPROVAL
Approval-In-Principle (AIP) is a non-binding pre-
approved loan amount given by the bank based on the 
credibility of the borrower. 

This amount indicates how much you will be able to 
borrow and is useful in helping you limit the type of 
homes you can afford. The AIP/IPA is typically valid for 
30 days. 

6. LETTER OF OFFER 
The bank will issue the borrower a Letter of Offer (LO) 
upon acceptance of the loan application. It is a contract 
that states the terms of the loan package offered.

7. LOAN-TO-VALUE (LTV) RATIO
The Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio is the amount you can 
borrow calculated as a percentage of the valuation of 
your property. LTV ratio may be up to 80% if you do not 
have any other outstanding loans. 

8. LOCK-IN PERIOD
The lock-in period refers to a set number of years where 
the borrower will need to stay with the loan package. 
There is usually a penalty should he/she decide to 
change the terms of the mortgage loan.

9. EARLY REDEMPTION
 An early redemption refers to the repayment of the 
home loan before the end of the loan tenor. 

10. VALUATION FEE
The bank will require a valuation of the property so 
as to calculate the maximum amount of loan they can 
lend. An independent valuer usually does the valuation 
and a valuation fee will have to be paid to determine 
the market value of the property. 

11. CONVEYANCE FEE
A conveyance fee is incurred for the legal and 
administrative work involved with the transfer of the 
ownership of the property from one owner to another. 
The lawyer will check through the details of the 
contract, ensuring that there are no restrictions on the 
ownership transfer. 

12. TEMPORARY OCCUPANCY PERMIT (TOP)
A Temporary Occupancy Permit (TOP) is issued when 
the building works are completed. The building can 
only be occupied when a TOP is granted.

13. JOINT TENANCY
Joint tenancy refers to a situation where all the owners 
of the property have an equal interest in the property; 
regardless of the amount of money each of them has 
paid for the purchase of the property. 

Married couples usually opt for joint tenancy as the 
property is automatically passed on to the surviving 
co-owner(s). 

2. INTEREST RATE
Interest Rate is the cost of borrowing. In terms of 
mortgage loans, they are usually classified as fixed, 
variable or board rate. 

A fixed rate loan charges the same interest rate 
throughout the duration of the loan.

A variable rate loan offers rates that are changed 
periodically to match the benchmark interest rate 
it is following. You should ask the bank about the 
calculation of the variable rate and which benchmark 
they follow. One of the most common benchmark rates 
is the Singapore Interbank Offer Rate (SIBOR). 

3. SINGAPORE INTERBANK OFFER RATE 
(SIBOR)
SIBOR refers to the rate at which banks here lend/
borrow funds from each other. It is quite common for 
banks in Singapore to use the SIBOR as a benchmark 
to price their home loans. For instance, your home loan 
rates might be the 3-month SIBOR plus a margin rate 
charged by the bank.
 
4. SWAP OFFER RATE (SOR)
Another benchmark rate used to price home loans is 
the Swap Offer Rate (SOR). Comparatively, it is more 
volatile than the SIBOR as it takes into consideration the 
exchange rates between the US dollar and Singapore 
dollar. The advantage of taking up a SOR-rate loan is 
that in a declining interest rate environment, the SOR is 
likely to fall faster than the SIBOR. 
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Jacqueline Conceicao
Associate Director
Redbrick Mortgage Advisory

Jacqueline is a veteran in the banking and finance industry having spent more than 25 years in
global banking giants such as HSBC and SCB. Her vast experience in this field has greatly
benefitted the team and of course the customers that Jacqueline has serviced.

	

14. MORTGAGE REDUCING TERM ASSURANCE 
(MRTA)
An MRTA is a mortgage insurance that protects the 
borrower’s family from losing the home should the 
borrower pass away or become disabled before 
the home loan is fully repaid. This can be especially 
important if the borrower is the sole breadwinner of 
the family or have dependents. 

While it is mandatory for all HDB flat owners to 
subscribe to the Central Provident Fund (CPF) Board’s 
Home Protection Scheme for those who are using their 
CPF to repay their housing loans, the same law does 
not apply to private property owners. 

15. REFINANCE/ REPRICING
Refinancing refers to applying for a new home loan 
with a different bank so as to replace the existing one. 
Most people do it so that they can take advantage of a 
loan with a lower interest rate. 

You should check for any penalties you might incur 
if you cancel your existing loan, especially if it is still 
within the lock-in period. 

You can also choose to reprice your loan by applying 
for a new loan with the existing bank if they currently 
have a better loan package for you. 

At the end of the day, it is important to note that 
taking up a home loan is not just about the interest 
rate. Neither is it about learning to understand 
the complicated jargon or overcoming the tedious 
paperwork process. Be sure to review them every now 
and then, or have someone who is an expert to get the 
job done for you!
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REA Group
Property Demand Index 

The REA Group Property Demand Index provides data and 
insights relating to demand for residential dwellings across 
Australia, at a national level and per state and territory 
according to site visit data on realestate.com.au. It calculates 
the number of online visits in the past month (including at 
least one interaction with a property) against the average 
number of property listings.

This metric is seasonally adjusted to negate the effect of 
spikes in any given month, and it is indexed to a point in 
time (February 2013). For the purpose of this report, the top 
10 Most In-Demand Suburbs refers to the suburbs with the 
highest ratio of people viewing properties in those suburbs, 
compared to the number of properties listed as observed on 
site.

Foreword
A common misconception among the plethora of offshore 
observers tracking the Australian property market is that the 
downturn in domestic mining and resources activity is having 
the same impact in Sydney and Melbourne, as it is in more 
traditional mining markets like Brisbane and Perth. However, 
many of the same experts are puzzled by the sustained 
strength of the Australian housing sector.

Yet, other international market analysts make valid 
observations of the local sector. Among those is the fact that 
Australian property is unaffordable based on average salary 
levels relative to median property prices.

Furthermore, the prevailing view is that Australian property is 
unprofitable based on rental yields. Yet demand keeps rising 
and prices continue to climb.

In virtually every developed country, sound economic growth 
means a strong residential sector. This is because people are 
employed, confident about their future and of their ability to 
re-pay loans. Markets like the US and Australia are experiencing 
growth and housing markets are strong. Contrast this to post-
Brexit Britain and the southern European economies where 
economic growth is weak.

Government policy also plays a role. The Chinese Government 
regularly introduces policies to calm speculation and over-
heating. Vancouver in Canada, recently introduced a 15% tax 
on foreign property buyers which led to a drop in property 
listings. Prices, however, have shown very little sign of 
declining.

In Australia, Australian Prudential Regulation Authority 
(APRA) has limited bank lending to property investors. To 
date, the impact on house prices has been immaterial. While 
housing demand remains high, it has come off slightly from a 
peak in April 2016. Nonetheless, REA Group analysis points to 
an overall rise in demand of 17% over the past 12 months.

Data & 
Insights
Demand at all-time high in NSW, Victoria, 
ACT, Tasmania; Subdued conditions prevail
for WA, NT.

The REA Group Property Demand Index for all dwellings in 
Australia increased 2.9% in September 2016, and 17% over the 
past 12 months supporting continual price growth. According 
to REA’s data:

• The REA Group Property Demand Index for housing 
increased by 3.1% nationally over the month and 1.9% for 
apartments as people viewing houses continues to outpace 
growth in the number of listings.

• Demand remains strongest in NSW and Victoria, and is at the 
highest level ever recorded by REA Group. Tasmania is seeing 
similarly high levels of demand.

• Demand has increased the most over the past 12 months in 
Tasmania, ACT, NSW and Victoria. Demand in WA continues to 
decline, dropping by 5.4% over the same time period.

• For houses, demand is strongest in Victoria, Tasmania and 
NSW. For apartments, it is NSW, Tasmania and Queensland.

• Since we commenced tracking the REA Group Property 
Demand Index in 2013, for houses, the index is now slightly 
below the level recorded in April 2016, primarily due to 
relatively soft conditions in Perth.However, for apartments, 
the index is now at its highest ever level recorded.

Nerida Conisbee, Chief Economist at REA Group details the key findings of 
the Index for the period of March to September 2016. 
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All Dwellings: National & State
2013 Ñ 2016
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• NSW, Queensland, Victoria, ACT and Tasmania are showing 
the greatest increase in housing demand over the past 12 
months, all exceeding 8% growth. For individual suburbs, 
Sydney and Melbourne dominate.

• The inner suburbs remain the top choices for houses and 
apartments, although there are some surprising additions with 
Warrandyte (Melbourne) now number one for houses, and the 
beachside suburbs of Bonbeach (Melbourne) and Narrabeen 
(Sydney) featuring among the top 10 for apartments.
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Over-supply of apartments? High demand suburbs show that some Sydney and Melbourne 
suburbs are bucking the trend. Based on REA Group’s data and insights:
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• The top 10 list from the previous period is quite different 
from the current list, which suggests the areas experiencing 
high demand in the most recent Index are also seeing an 
increase in listings. Some suburbs that ranked highly in the 
previous period continue to experience strong demand for 
houses: Brunswick, Northcote and Richmond in Melbourne, 
and Norwood in Adelaide.

• For apartments, the top 10 features a mix of Melbourne and 
Sydney locations: East Melbourne, Cremorne, Drummoyne, 
Parkdale and Manly. Despite the view that there is an over-
supply of apartments in some Sydney and Melbourne 
locations, this would suggest that demand is outstripping 
supply in the above-listed suburbs.
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New South Wales
• For apartments, high demand areas are primarily in inner 
locations with Narrabeen (Sydney) the only location which is 
some distance from the CBD.

Victoria
• Inner suburban locations feature strongly in areas seeing the 
most demand from buyers of houses. Warrandyte, which tops 
the list, is a notable exception.

• Warrandyte is a clear indicator that people are now looking 
for greater levels of affordability and bigger blocks of land 
– particularly young families. We know that buyers are still 
searching for houses with easy access to the city, but value for 
money and affordability are now major considerations.

• For apartments, the geographic locations are more varied. 
Inner Melbourne is seeing high levels of apartment supply so 
it is not surprising that few inner locations feature in the list.

• The bayside suburbs of Parkdale and Bonbeach recorded 
high demand for apartments. While the supply of apartments 
in Melbourne is on the rise, that data shows that in these areas 
more apartments are wanted.

South Australia
• Demand for houses in Adelaide remains stable and we are 
currently seeing elevated demand for inner, premium locations 
(Norwood).

Tasmania
• Tasmania has seen a rapid rise in popularity over the past 
12 months. It is the most affordable state in Australia and 
is attracting strong interest as a result. There is currently a 
national push for affordable housing.

Australia’s Most In-Demand Suburbs (REA Group data)
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Prahran, Vic
Hawthorn, Vic
Parkside, SA
Glenelg, SA
Brunswick, Vic
Ringwood North, Vic
Northcote, Vic
Richmond, Vic
Brunswick West, Vic
Norwood, SA

East Melbourne, Vic
Cremorne, NSW
Drummoyne, NSW
Manly Vale, NSW
Parkdale, Vic
Manly, NSW
Norwood, SA
Ferntree Gully, Vic
Artarmon, NSW
Wollstonecraft, NSW

Warrandyte, Vic
Richmond, Vic
Brunswick, Vic
Northcote, Vic
Norwood, SA
Ascot Vale, Vic
Yarraville, Vic
Thornbury, Vic
Paddington, NSW
Hawthorn, Vic

Manly, NSW
Elizabeth Bay, NSW
Drummoyne, NSW
Bellevue Hill, NSW
Parkdale, Vic
Cremorne, NSW
Randwick, NSW
Bonbeach, Vic
Narrabeen, NSW
East Melbourne, Vic
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Long-term decline in supply
Overall, the tendency to hold property for longer is not exclusive 
to the Australian residential market. Globalcommercial 
property transactions are tracked far better than global 
residential markets and we are seeing a similar dynamic in that 
segment of the market. Fewer people have been selling over 
the past 12 months and, given the relative ease of accessing 
finance, the apparent difficultly in redeploying capital is the 
main reason cited.

With strong residential market conditions, there are a number 
of reasons why people are not selling. This makes economic 
data as a proxy for changes in the number of listings difficult 
to interpret. For example, there is evidence in some quarters 
to suggest that listings go up when interest rates rise. Does 
that mean people seek to sell because they can no longer 
afford their mortgage repayments, or are they selling because 
economic conditions are generally better and they feel 
confident about upgrading?

When is supply likely to increase?
We know from the overseas experience that a major shock 
to the economy would likely lead to an increase in property 
supply – akin to what Brexit is doing in the UK and the impact 
of the GFC several years ago which pushed funding costs 
higher.

There is nothing to suggest that anything of this scale is on the 
immediate horizon. An increase in the number of residential 
property listings in Australia is more likely to be driven by:
• House prices in Sydney and Melbourne moderate and buyers 
see an opportunity to upgrade.

• Rental levels continue to fall and yields make them a less 
attractive investment, prompting owners to sell. This is likely 
to occur more quickly in areas where we have seen significant 
new supply, such as Melbourne.

• Property markets recover in Perth, Brisbane and Adelaide - 
prompting more sales. This is likely to occur more rapidly in 
Brisbane and Adelaide. Indeed, the rate of listing declines is 
lowest in those cities which might signal the beginning of a 
turnaround.

This report uses REA Group internal data that is current as at the time of publication. This report provides general 

information only and is not intended to constitute any advice or appraisal and should not be relied upon as doing so. 

If you wish to cite or refer to this report (or any findings or data contained in it) in any publication, please refer to the 

report as the ‘REA Group Property Demand Index (Sept. 2016)’.

Contextualising 
the Data
Why do people sell?
The decision to sell is a complex one and although the strength 
of the market is a factor one way or the other, there are also 
other dynamics at play. To understand why people are not 
selling, or in other words, why supply is low, it’s important to 
understand why they do sell. The main reasons are:
• Upgrading
• Downsizing
• Cashing-in
• Financial distress
• Divorce
• Deceased estate

The last two factors typically do not change significantly over 
a relatively short period. That is, the rates of death and divorce 
hold reasonably steady over a 12-month period. This leaves the 
other factors listed above, which means we are seeing fewer 
people upgrading, downsizing or cashing in on strong price 
growth, and there are fewer sales driven by financial difficulty.

Why aren’t people selling right now?
Overall, the tendency to hold property for longer is not exclusive 
to the Australian residential market. Globalcommercial 
property transactions are tracked far better than global 
residential markets and we are seeing a similar dynamic in that 
segment of the market. Fewer people have been selling over 
the past 12 months and, given the relative ease of accessing 
finance, the apparent difficultly in redeploying capital is the 
main reason cited.

With strong residential market conditions, there are a number 
of reasons why people are not selling. This makes economic 
data as a proxy for changes in the number of listings difficult 
to interpret. For example, there is evidence in some quarters 
to suggest that listings go up when interest rates rise. Does 
that mean people seek to sell because they can no longer 
afford their mortgage repayments, or are they selling because 
economic conditions are generally better and they feel 
confident about upgrading?
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 SINGAPORE  PROPERTY NEWS

The Real Estate Developers’ Association of 
Singapore (REDAS) has announced that the Urban 
Redevelopment Authority (URA) is changing the 
methodology used to calculate private-property price 
indices. Starting from September 2016, delicensed 
projects – projects that have completed construction 
with individual strata titles issued to property buyers 
– will have to submit their net prices rather than their 
overall transacted price.

Developers of licensed projects have been regulated 
to provide the same information since May 2015. 
This change takes into account discounts and 
incentives provided by developers. Prior to the 
change delicensed projects were not expected to 
provide sales data, such as a breakdown of incentives 
provided to buyers. As a result, quarterly indices 
calculated by the URA might have provided inflated 
prices since it does not factor in benefits offered by 
developers. 

According to a URA spokesperson, the amendment 
is aimed at ensuring that the property price index 
reflects property price movements more accurately. 
However, analysts that TODAY spoke to, including 
OrangeTee’s Head of Research and Consultancy, 
Wong Xian Yang and Chief Executive of Century 21 
Ku Swee Yong, said that the tweaks will unlikely have 
a big impact on the overall index. 

Wong mentioned that in Q2 2016, delicensed private 
home transactions made up approximately 27% of 
total resales (599 transactions) in the Core Central 
Region (CCR), representing a small percentage of 
the 4,550 units sold in the combined primary and 
secondary markets in the quarter. Ku added that it 
is still beneficial for the public to have access to net 
prices in order to make better-informed decisions.

URA tweaks methodology for 
calculation of property price indices 

An S&P Global Ratings report, titled ‘Is Singapore’s 
Real Estate Sector A Safe Haven In The Local Currency 
Bond Market?’, states that smaller property developers, 
with their high debt and weaker financials, are more 
exposed in an uncertain market. The report states that 
developers have turned to debt to finance their growth 
due to the low-interest rate environment over the past 
few years. 

According to S&P Global Ratings credit analyst Chan 
Kah Ling, there is a very high level of leverage among 
developers in Singapore, but the smaller players are 
more susceptible to financial suffering as they have 
limited operations, constrained financial flexibility and 
weak liquidity. She added that the ability to secure 
funding will be the main differentiator for such smaller 
developers in the current volatile market.

Real estate investment trusts (REITs), in comparison, 
are better placed due to their steady cash flows, lower 
leverage, and prevalence of unencumbered assets.

Furthermore, REITs have healthy margins and strong 
interest coverage and the Singapore regulatory 
framework for REITs is supportive of sensible leverage 
policies. According to the report, almost half of the 
more than S$10 billion corporate bonds maturing by 
2017 are accounted by the real estate sector. 

Some of the smaller developers that might be 
experiencing a liquidity tightening have almost S$1.4 
billion currently outstanding in bonds. The report further 
states that the influence of larger property players in 
Singapore should be able to mitigate the downside 
risk in the domestic bond market as they have better 
and flexible finances as well as more funding options to 
overcome the short-term market weakness. Overall the 
real estate sector in Singapore should be able to stay 
robust in the face of market volatility. 

Current volatile market increases 
vulnerability of smaller developers
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Demand for Singapore’s luxury residential units from 
wealthy Indonesians has seen a surprising increase. From 
the start of the year to August, Indonesian nationals 
purchased 30 homes priced at S$5 million or higher, 
an increase of almost four times the eight transactions 
registered in 2015. 

According to Cushman & Wakefield Inc, Indonesians 
purchased 189 properties of varying price groups in H1 
2016, a 23% year-on-year increase. 

Property agents believe the surge in purchase activity 
matches a recently passed law in Indonesia, providing a 
tax amnesty for tax evaders to declare their past income. 
Indonesians are purchasing property in Singapore to 
evade the authorities, hoping that the implementation 

Singapore’s luxury property market sees greater interest from Indonesians 
of new global tax reporting requirements by Singapore 
will require the country to report on assets held in banks 
and not other investments such as real estate.

Not all Indonesians purchased residential property in 
Singapore to evade taxes. Some buyers see the value 
of investing in Singapore’s prime property areas as 
property prices, especially for units along Orchard Road, 
reached a low at the end of 2015. 

According to Propnex Realty, a company handling 
sales for OUE Twin Peaks development located along 
Orchard Road, the developer sold close to half the 86 
units in the first batch at approximately S$4 million, with 
Indonesians accounting for the majority of transactions 
made by foreigners.

This year the Housing Development Board’s (HDB) 
annual construction awards recognised 23 projects 
by architectural consultants and building contractors 
for their excellence within their fields of design and 
construction. 

One of the winners was a project near Margaret Drive, 
SkyVille @ Dawson, which had community spaces 
designed to resemble parks, where residents could 
connect with other residents. 

Another award-winning project is Waterway Ridges, 
handled by Surbana Jurong Consultant, where the 

HDB Awards recognises design and construction excellence of public housing 
projects

site was undulated to form a terraced landscape by 
staggering the blocks in terms of orientation and 
height. This allowed more units to have a view of 
Punggol Waterway, as well as give the impression of 
“ridges”. 

This is also the first public housing project that 
incorporated “water-sensitive” design on a large scale, 
including a network of vegetated swales that are 
environmentally sustainable, bio-retention basins, as 
well as different features that assists in treating surface 
run-off.
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 SINGAPORE  PROPERTY NEWS

According to a Knight Frank LLP-compiled report, 
rents for offices situated on higher levels of Singapore’s 
skyscrapers dipped 7% in H1 2016 to S$775 per square 
meter. Older Grade A office buildings are feeling the 
pressure from newer, larger office spaces available at 
lower rents. Vijay Natarajan, an RHB analyst, said newer 
prime office projects such as Guoco Tower and Marina 
One have secured higher pre-commitment levels of 
more than 70% and 35% respectively.

However, Natarajan noted that the positive pickup 
rate for new office developments is the consequence 
of tenants shifting to capitalise on bigger and newer 
office spaces at a lower price. As a result, he expects 
older grade-A office buildings to deal with the current 
trend through asset enhancement initiatives or by 
leveraging on the strong performance of office building 
transactions by putting the building for sale.

Tenants opt for newer, bigger and cheaper office developments

Singapore has been ranked the best destination for 
expatriates for the second consecutive year according 
to HSBC’s ninth annual Expat Explorer survey. 

The survey reveals that approximately two-thirds 
of expatriates have seen their overall quality of life 
improve since relocating to Singapore. 60% said that 
they have higher earnings and savings in Singapore 
compared to their country of origin. 

On average, expatriates in Singapore are earning 
S$139,000 per annum. 23% of the respondents are 
earning more than S$200,000 per year. More than 
half of the respondents believe Singapore provides 
a conducive environment for the development of 
their careers – 62% believe Singapore provides 
opportunities for career advancement and 58% believe 
that the country provides a good environment to start 
a business. 

HSBC Survey: Singapore is the best expatriate destination for second 
consecutive year 

The Masterplan for the Housing Development Board’s 
(HDB) newest 700ha Tengah estate, approximately the 
size of Bishan, was announced by Minister for National 
Development Lawrence Wong on 8th September. The 
Tengah estate, dubbed as the “Forest Town”, will have 
Singapore’s first car-free town centre allowing residents 
to get closer to nature. 

The first batch of HDB units is expected to be launched 
starting 2018, and the entire estate is slated to be 
completely developed in 20 years. This estate has 
the potential to house approximately 42,000 new 
homes spread over five housing districts – Plantation, 
Park, Garden, Brickland, and Forest Hill, with roughly 
70% made up of public housing. These districts will 
be designed according to each town’s identity. The 
Plantation District will be the first to be developed, and 
will feature a community farm-way that stretches across 
housing precincts, as well as space for community 
gardening and urban farming. 

The HDB plans to construct an East-West corridor 
through the town, integrating with town greenery as 
well as certain existing vegetation, after conducting 
environmental, topological and hydrological studies on 
the area. Roads will be constructed beneath the town 
centre, with vehicles running underground. Once the 
estate reaches critical mass, the town centre will be 
car-free.

HDB reveals Masterplan for Tengah 
estate featuring Singapore’s first car-
free town centre
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AGENT’S ADVICE Before buying a commercial property: 
What do you do? 

the purchaser will only obtain legal possession as the 
owner of the property.

What are the pros and cons of investing in 
commercial properties?
Advantages
A) Higher rental income.
B) Longer lease period.
C) Solid growth in capital appreciation.
D) No other outgoing expenses.
Disadvantages
A) Higher tenant turnover.
B) Economically vulnerable.
C) Zoning laws and changing infrastructure in the area 
can be detrimental.
D) Higher interest rate with lower margin and tenure 
for the bank loan

I am a business owner looking for trade premises. 
Should i buy a commercial property or lease it 
instead?
You will have to analyse and compare the economics 
of leasing versus buying as well as the factors that 
determine which option is more feasible for you. 

By purchasing, you will get full control of the property, 
this includes free rein on modification of the unit’s 
internal layout to suit your needs. Besides that, there is 
the added advantage if the unit is in a strategic location 
with great capital appreciation potential, giving you the 
option to sell for a lucrative profit  in the future. Most 
importantly, planning for your business costing and any 
future expansion plans will be a lot easier when you 
know the exact figure that you will be spending each 
month.

Conversely, leasing results in possible restrictions in 
terms of modification and renovation. It is true that 
the initial outlay of cash required is generally less for 
leasing than it is for purchasing, however, there is the 
uncertainty of increase in rent over time, which will add 
to higher long-term costs. 

BEFORE BUYING A COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY: WHAT DO YOU DO? 
Franky Wong from Vestcom Realty shares a few things one should look out for 

before plunging into the commercial real estate. 

I am thinking of investing in a commercial 
property. What are some of the things i should 
think about/consider before i start searching for 
a property to purchase? 
Purchasing a commercial property can be a little 
more intimidating as it involves many considerations 
or factors to look at. Those that you must consider 
beforehand include:

A) There are 3 types of commercial properties, namely 
office, retail & industrial.

B) Commercial property generates higher returns but 
they are also riskier than their residential counterparts. 
C) It has a longer lease period of time which is around 
5 years, unlike residential property.

D) For a commercial property, the tenant usually pays 
most of the outgoings, such as council rates, insurance, 
repairs cost and maintenance fees. 

E) When purchasing a commercial property it is 
important to keep records right from the start. This 
is because if the property used in the running of a 
business is subject to capital gains tax, the owner can 
claim tax deductions for expenses associated with 
owning it, such as interest on a loan to buy the property 
and maintenance expenses.

F) You may also eligible to claim for Goods & Sevices 
Tax (GST), which is included in the purchase price. You 
can also claim GST on other expenses that are related 
to the property’s purchase.

What are some of the points that i have to look 
out for in the Sales and Purchase Agreement 
(SPA)?
A) Ensure that the property details are correctly 
described in the agreement.

B) The agreed purchase price.

C) Deposit 10% upon signing SPA and the remaining 
90% is to be settled within 3 months after signing the 
SPA.

D) Vacant possession for a sub-sale property normally 
takes 3-5 working days after the purchaser has settled 
the payment in full. If the SPA is subjected to tenancy, 

Franky Wong
Director
Vestcom Realty
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REENA KAUR BHATT speaks with some 
of Vivahomes Realty Sdn Bhd’s 
team leaders to find out what 

makes them tick.

LEADERS IN THEIR OWN RIGHT

How did you get involved in the real estate 
industry? Please do share with us your 
journey into the real estate market. 
My real estate journey began in 2012 - Previously, 
I was a small retail business owner bogged down 
by 12-16 work hours. My brother encouraged me 
to make the jump into real estate and I’ve never 
looked back. Since then, I have consistently 
achieved the top 30 sales award each year. On 
top of that, I have been building my own portfolio 
of investment properties. My success is driven 
by passion - I believe by loving what you do, the 
money will follow.

What are some of your leadership 
mantras?Do highlight one of your success 
stories. 
I always believe a good leader inspires others to 
DO MORE - dream more, learn more and achieve 
more. Rome was not built in a day and the same 
principle applies when building a multi-million 
dollar sales team. Most of my team members have 
zero experience in real estate - our one-on-one 
class training and on-the-field training has served 
well in equipping them with all-inclusive real estate 
knowledge, 100% motivation and most importantly, 
a good attitude. I am more than glad to say that 
most of them are now earning a 5-figure monthly 
sales commission.

What are your thoughts on the current 
property market? 
Buyers who held back on purchasing properties in 
Selangor thinking the softer market conditions will 
see prices reduce significantly are now wondering 
if this will ever happen. Statistics show residential 
property prices in the state have continued 
to rise in 2015, particularly in neighbourhoods 
with excellent transportation infrastructure and 

ZEON 
CHENG

BRANDON 
KHOO

How did you get involved in the real estate 
industry? Please do share with us your 
journey into the real estate market. 
I began my real estate career with Vivahomes in 
year 2013. After a year, I joined a local bank as a 
mortgage consultant. This step has made all the 
difference in stepping up my career as having a 
firm grip on the mortgage loan process has helped 
me service my clients better. 

What are some of your leadership mantras? 
Do highlight one of your success stories. 
My main focus is to enhance my team members’ 
knowledge and quality of service. Only then, will 
a negotiator possess the mandatory confidence 
and professionalism required to be a successful 
real estate negotiator. I sold my first property 
within the first week of me joining the agency - 
the purchaser was sold by my confidence, a strong 
sales presentation as well as my comprehensive 
knowledge of the area. 

What are your thoughts on the current 
property market? 
This year’s market is pretty slow, as many find 
it difficult to obtain home loans. In turn, most 
developers are focusing on building affordable 
homes and I believe this will be the trend for the 
next few years. 

What solutions can you suggest to potential 
buyers who are now apprehensive about 
buying or investing in the property market? 
For properties with a good potential of returns, 
you just need to do a little bit more homework or 
research before you buy it, the same applies for 
properties for own stay. Property prices will be 
seeing on uptrend in the next few years, so the 
best time to buy is always now.
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amenities. Nevertheless, owning a home is a basic 
necessity - hence, there will always be transactions 
in the market regardless of the current economy.

What solutions can you suggest to potential 
buyers who are now apprehensive about 
buying or investing in the property market? 
Purchasers must carefully consider what they can 
really afford and determine their budget based on 
what they can afford to repay at the moment and 
not the maximum amount that they are allowed to 
borrow. 

Other important deciding factors include 
location, future development of the area and 
market price.  My advice - opt to work with an 
experienced professional real estate agent. He or 
she will provide you with the latest scoop on the 
surrounding neighborhoods, schools, malls and 
will strive to get you the best possible price.

Clients do not understand the procedure and 
processes involved in selling, purchasing or renting 
a property - and that is where we come in. 

My professionalism and sincerity have served me 
well - I have clients who have become personal 
friends of mine. There is this one client who has 
been hiring my services for numerous transactions 
over the past 8 years as she is confident in my 
ability to deliver. 

I also always remind my team members to help each 
other out - only then can we help each one realize 
their true potential and create an environment that 
allows everyone to go beyond his or her capacities. 
Working closely together is key to achieving all of 
our targets. 
 
What are your thoughts on the current 
property market?
The current property market is a “buyer market” as 
there is more supply than demand, hence buyers 
have a wide range of properties to choose from. 
Potential purchasers should not delay buying any 
longer - your opportunity is NOW.

Whether it is a primary property, where most 
developers are offering special buyer’ packages 
or a sub-sale property, there are numerous good 
deals out there.
 
What solutions can you suggest to potential 
buyers who are now apprehensive about 
buying or investing in the property market?
There is no specific formula - whether you are 
planning to purchase for own use or for investment 
purposes, you will have to carry out your due 
diligence, including performing background 
checks on the developer.

There is no right or wrong time to purchase a 
property - when done right, it is the best form of 
investment out there.

How did you get involved in the real estate 
industry? Please do share with us your 
journey into the real estate market.
Prior to joining Vivahomes, I worked for a developer 
as a sales and marketing executive. Hence, I had 
a lot of experience and knowledge in developing 
a project and market strategies for different 
properties/locations. After a few years, I decided 
that I will like to explore the real estate industry 
further and made the jump to  join an agency. 

What are some of your leadership mantras? 
Do highlight one of your success stories.
Sincerity is probably the most important 
characteristic for a leader to have. I have always 
claimed myself as solution provider for clients. A 
negotiator is actually selling his/her service to a 
client.

SIMON 
TAN
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I have a reputation for treating all clients with 
respect, loyalty and professionalism. Everyone 
deserves an agent that they can rely on and, most 
importantly, trust. Regardless of the property value, 
I am committed to working with all price points that 
suit my clients’ needs.

Areas : Mont Kiara, Solaris Dutamas, Sri 
Hartamas, KL

Email : chrisjun38@gmail.com
Contact No. : (6017) 378 0505 

My prior mortgage banking experience has provided 
me with a strong foundation in the property industry. 
I always keep updated with the developments in 
Southern Klang Valley so that I can assist in providing 
my clients with the most accurate and latest 
information.

Area : Bandar Sungai Long, Cheras South, 
Cyberjaya and Putrajaya

Email : khaikent928@gmail.com 
Contact No. : (6016) 607 8168
Website : http://newpropertylaunchmalaysia.

net/

Being a leader, my goal is to search for the right 
property for my clients in the shortest period of 
time. Knowing their needs is crucial. My motivation 
stems from the support and satisfaction shown by 
my clients.

Areas : Butterworth, Bukit Mertajam, 
Simpang Ampat, Penang

Email : davidang@inlandhousing.com
Contact No. : (6017) 440 5587
Website : www.davidang.housing.com

VIVAHOMES REALTY VESTCOM REALTY

INLAND HOUSING

Christine Cho Li Hua
Senior Team Manager

I have been in the real estate industry for more than 
15 years. Sincerity is a value that i uphold at all times 
when it comes to my clients. I always ensure that I 
am  able to provide the best solutions for my clients’ 
needs.

Areas : Seberang Perai, Penang
Email : elynn@inlandhousing.com
Contact No. : (6013) 4211 123
Website : www.elynnlim.com

INLAND HOUSING

ELYNN LIM 
Senior Negotiator

Kent Kong 
Project Group Sales Manager

DAVID ANG 
Group Leader
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REGULARS HBA

It is not feasible and somebody must have told the 
Minister the wrong facts. It is obvious that the Minister 
of Urban Wellbeing, Housing & Local Government was 
ill-advised by parties with vested interest.

HBA views with grave concern on the statement by 
the Minister of Urban Well-being, Housing and Local 
Government, YB Tan Sri Noh Omar that eligible housing 
developers can now apply for moneylenders licenses to 
provide loan facilities of up to 100% to property buyers.

Instead of assisting housing buyers to get a ‘soft loan’, 
it seems that house buyers are dragged into deeper 
debts unwittingly.  Such a ‘scheme’ will only bring more 
harm than good and we will attempt to elaborate why.  

HOUSING MINISTER ILL-ADVISED ON 
THE ISSUANCE OF MONEYLENDER 

LICENSE TO HOUSING DEVELOPERS
The National House Buyers Association (HBA) has labelled the proposed issuance of 

Moneylender License as an “ill-advised” proposal.

INTEREST RATES
The effective interest rate for a conventional housing 
loan, from Banks and Financial Institution, ranges from 
between 4.6% to 5% depending on various factors, such 
as amount borrowed, the risk profile of the borrower, 
duration of the housing loan and type of property.  It 
must be noted that the interest rate for housing loans 
are based on the ‘reducing balance’ as the interest rate 
is calculated based on the actual principal amount 
outstanding. 

The Minister was quoted to have said that the “interest 
rate for loan taken under the scheme varies from 
maximum 12% with collateral and up to 18% without 
collateral.”  This interest is more than double than what 
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is typically offered by banks and will greatly burden the 
borrowers of such a ‘scheme’.  As it is, many borrowers 
are already struggling with housing loans of 5%, taking 
a housing loan with interest of 12% is just plainly asking 
for trouble.

Developers offering such a ‘scheme’ must also clarify 
whether the interest rate offered are based on a 
‘reducing balance’ or is actually a fixed rate loan which 
is permitted under the Moneylenders Act, 1951. This is 
because loans given under the Moneylenders Act such 
as personal loans and hire purchase, the interest to 
be repaid is fixed upfront and does not reduce as the 
principal is being repaid over the tenure of the loan.  

Hence, such fixed rate loans quoted at say 12% for a 
tenure of 20-years, the effective interest rate is actually 
much higher at 16.34%. This is more than 3 times higher 
compared to a conventional Bank at 4.6% to 5%.

ACCELERATE PROPERTY BUBBLE 
Being a licensed moneylender aka licensed ‘Ah Long’ 
is capital intensive and housing developers, to sustain 
their business, would continue to price their products at 
ridiculous and unsustainable prices. This can accelerate 
a housing bubble like what happened to the USA 
during the “sub-prime crisis”.  Property developers will 
be driven by greed to approve loans to borrowers who 
does not meet their minimum lending criteria just to 
close the sale and there will be a very high chance that 
these borrowers will default on their loan, especially 
given the high fixed interest rates of 12% to 18%.

As more and more borrowers default, this will trigger a 
domino effect that will burst the property bubble and 
trigger a larger widespread economic recession for 
the entire country. House buyers who indulge in this 
scheme will be facing a double jeopardy in having to 
‘service’ 2 loans inevitably – the licensed ‘Ah Long’ loan 
and the legitimate bank housing loan. Question: How 
long can he sustain?

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT PROJECT ACCOUNT
The Housing Development Project Account requires 
all transaction to via the said account under the law. 
If the developer gives loans to buy its own houses and 
if it fails to complete the house, what would happen? 
Will it release the loan amount to itself? Isn’t there a 
conflict of interest in this scenario? Will they exercise a 
fiduciary duty of care their customers cum buyers cum 
borrowers?

PROFITS PRIVATISED – LOSSES NATIONALISED
Banks have invested large amounts of resources in 
developing the necessary tools to carry out proper 
credit assessments, collection monitoring, and 
recovery. Developers simply lack the resources and 
without the required economies of scale, cannot find 
the resources to investment in required hardware, 
systems or training.  This means that the chances of 
default of such borrowers are very high and developers 
will not be able to face the financial implications if too 
many borrowers start to default on their loans. 

These developers could go ‘belly-up’ and property 
market being the catalyst engine of growth would 
affect our economy nationwide. There may be a 
possibility that eventually housing developers may 
approach the Government for bailout money, claiming 
that this loan scheme was a form of “National Service”.  
It will be another case of “Profits Privatised – Losses 
Nationalised”.
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WAS BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA CONSULTED?
Bank Negara, Malaysia (BNM) has played a central 
pivotal and important role in ensuring a sustainable 
financial sector.  Banks are strictly regulated and 
have to comply with various regulations ranging from 
Financial Services Act and also other laws such as Anti-
Money Laundering Act, etc.  HBA would like to ask the 
honorable minister if he has consulted with BNM prior 
to announcing this proposal and whether BNM has 
given its blessing as the failure of such a scheme as 
highlighted above can have wide ramifications for the 
economy and country at large. 

BALANCING THE RISK BETWEEN ‘BUYING” 
AND ‘RENTING’
Buying and owning a house is a riskier proposition 
for households compared with renting. Buyers take 
on enormous debts, sign multi-year loan agreements 
and become responsible for homeowners’ cost of their 
homes whilst renting is a much easier undertaking. The 

Government should, in fact, encourage potential house 
buyers to rent if they do not even have the ‘up-front 
seed money’. 

Be mindful that foreclosures can devastate a family’s 
economic and social standing, leaving them poorer 
instead. Making sure households have sufficient 
personal financial management skills is more than a 
supplementary issue. Financiers, local authorities, and 
communities benefit from homeowners being better 
informed of their rights and responsibilities as house 
owners and borrowers. Support for potential house 
buyers and owners is crucial otherwise they end up 
‘house poorer’.

CONCLUSION
HBA humbly appeals to our Prime Minister who is also 
the Minister of Finance to intervene in this unfeasible 
proposal as it does not address the root cause of high 
property prices which is due to excessive speculation. 
Even worse, it actually encourages developers to 
price their properties even higher and giving loans to 
undeserving borrowers.  

This scheme if implemented will even result in higher 
property prices and further exacerbate the housing 
crisis that Malaysia is currently facing. The best solution 
in this current climate condition is for developers to 
built and buyers to rent first with the options for the 
house buyers to buy at a later date.

NATIONAL HOUSE BUYERS ASSOCIATION [HBA]
No. 31, Level 3, Jalan Barat, Off Jalan Imbi, 55100, Kuala Lumpur

Tel: 603-2142 2225 | 012-334 5676  |  Fax: 603-2260 1803

Email: info@hba.org.my  |  Web Site: www.hba.org.my

Striving for House Buyers Rights and Interest
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With extensive property trade sites and the rising 
cost of domestic real estate, we would not sweat 
on considering second-home purchases in foreign 
countries now too. It really could be anywhere along 
your flight of fancy, from Los Angeles beach houses to 
Hong Kong high-rise apartments. 

If you’re thinking of investing in one for yourself, do 
bear in mind that despite the fingertip convenience, 
purchasing a property overseas does entail far more 
complex processes as opposed to snagging up a unit 
domestically. This isn’t even about the suitability of the 
property, from a Feng Shui perspective. It is shocking 
how people would rush into signing on the dotted 
lines without a good deal of research and analysis 
beforehand. Do your homework. It will always be 
worthy of your effort. 

So now, how are we going to assess the Feng Shui of a 
property that’s located thousands of miles away on the 
other side of the globe? Hold your flight booking just 
yet. Here are some tips to make sure that your property 
assessment is just a walk in the park, even from afar. 

THE BIGGER PICTURE 
One of the most important must do’s that gets left 
out during property researches is an analysis of the 
landform surrounding the property. Such an easy task 
this is with the help of the World Wide Web. 

With an influx of easy-to-use and geographically 
accurate navigation sites like Google Earth and Street 
View, you don’t have to be personally present in Tokyo 
to assess the surrounding natural features yourself. 

Good Qi always flows from good external landforms. 
Look for the existence and the proximity of favourable 
natural formations like the mountains, hillside, or higher 
ground around the area. This is to ensure you have 
good sources of Qi around your property. Also, find out 
where does the natural water flow towards, and ensure 
it heads in an auspicious direction. 

A flat terrain allows Qi to meander before being 
redistributed to the property, so make sure one is in 
close proximity to your house. 

REMOTE ASSESSMENT FOR 
PROPERTY ABROAD 

DATO’ JOEY YAP provides the lowdown on how to efficiently assess the piece of 
foreign property you have your eye on from afar.
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KNOWLEDGE IS KING 
Always demand for more information from the 
developers. And we are not talking about the blueprint 
of your unit alone, as it takes more than that for a 
comprehensive Feng Shui assessment to be made 
off-site. So if it’s possible, get the neighbourhood’s 
house plan, floor level arrangement, and location of the 
property in relation to the vicinity. 

Bear in mind that it is your right as a buyer to know 
more about the property, so don’t be afraid to make 
requests and exercise this full-fledged. 

Make a comprehensive analysis of the information 
provided. Find out the location and orientation of the 
door to your property, the roads formation around your 
property, the floor level of your unit, your neighbour’s 
house, and also if there are any glaring negative 
features outside your property. 

Sometimes, this information needs to be cross-
referenced with your BaZi to derive more accurate and 
tailor-made results. 

BON VOYAGE 
If all those assessments render insufficient to your 
liking, you can always board the next flight to perform a 
Feng Shui assessment personally at the actual location. 
Though a remote assessment may seem to consume 
a little more resources and time, it is undoubtedly the 
most effective way to gauge the Feng Shui and Qi flow 
of your property. 

Determine your personal compatibility with the 
property, find out the positive features available within 
the unit that you may use to your advantage, and 
other minor or glaring potential problems within the 
property that you need to keep an eye on. Your trip 
will not be wasted, as you will have a clearer picture 
of the suitability of this property to you as a potential 
occupant. 

So if you are planning on expanding your property 
portfolio, why not include the possibility of purchasing 
a property on foreign land too? With a little research, 
things wouldn’t be as uncertain as they may seem. 

Be sure to visit www.joeyyap.com to be sufficiently 
equipped with the necessary tools before you expand 
your portfolio!

Dato’ Joey Yap is the leading Feng Shui, BaZi and Face Reading consultant in Asia. He is an international speaker, 
bestselling author of over 160 books and master trainer in Chinese Metaphysics. He is also the Chief Consultant of 
Joey Yap Consulting Group and founder of the Mastery Academy of Chinese Metaphysics.

Joey Yap Research International & Mastery Academy of Chinese Metaphysics
19-3, The Boulevard, Mid Valley City, 59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: (603) 2284 8080  |  Fax: (603) 2284 1218
Website: www.masteryacademy.com / www.joeyyap.com
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Please visit iProperty.com.my for more home services listings now.

Air Conditioning 
& Ventilation
Acson
Website: www.acson.com.my
Tel: 603-7964 8388

York
Website: www.york.com.my
Tel: 603-7718 8388

KDK Fans (M) Sdn Bhd
Website: www.kdk.com.my
Tel: 603-7785 5011

Air Purifiers
Alen Corp Asia
Website: www.alencorpasia.com.my
Tel: 6013-388 1967

Audio/Visual Equipment
WNM EShop.com Sdn Bhd
Website: www.wnmeshop.com
Tel: 603-2144 2288

Ceramic Tiles
Malaysia Mosiac Bhd
Website: www.mmosiacs.com
Tel: 1300-88-8182

Curtains
SSF Sdn Bhd
Website: www.ssfhome.com
Tel: 603-6140 2020

Eco/Energy Saving
CSR Climate Control 
(M) Sdn Bhd
Website: www.csrcoolbatts.com.my
Tel: 603-3341 3444

Monier Sdn Bhd
Website: www.monier.com.my
Tel: 1-800-88-0865

Feng Shui
Studio 212 Sdn Bhd
Website: www.studio-2-1-2.com
Tel: 603-7885 8280

Prosperity Feng Shui Sdn Bhd
Website: 
www.prosperityfengshui.com

Kitchens
Artset Design Sdn Bhd
Tel: 603-6156 3763

Signature Kitchen Cabinet 
Sdn Bhd
Website: 
www.signaturekitchen.com.my
Tel: 603-6286 7000

Fiamma Sdn Bhd
Website: www.fiamma.com.my
Tel: 603-6279 8888

Pest Control
Antipest Management 
Services Sdn Bhd
Website: www.antipest.com.my
Tel: 603-8023 1888

Security Systems
Sensorlink Sdn Bhd
Website: www.centrixsecurity.com
Tel: 603-7983 7270

ADT Services (M) Sdn Bhd
Website: www.adt.my
Tel: 1300-88-0228

Solar Water Heater
SolarMate Sdn Bhd
Website: www.solarmate.com.my
Tel: 603-5569 1688

Monier Sdn Bhd
Website: www.monier.com.my
Tel: 1800-88-0865

Window, Curtains 
& Blinds
Hunter Douglas Window Fashions 
Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Website:
www.hunterdouglas.com.my
Tel: 603-5191 2020

Water Purifiers
Nesh Marketing Sdn Bhd
Website: www.nesh.com.my
Tel: 603-8060 3668

Oriental Wisdom 
Metaphysic Academy
Website: 
www.orientalwisdom.com.my

Mastery Academy of Chinese 
Metaphysics Sdn Bhd
Website:
www.masteryacademy.com
Tel: 603-2284 8080

Flooring
Floor Depot
Website: www.floordepot.com.my
Tel: 1800-88-7585

Furnitures & 
Customised Furnitures
Deep Living Sdn Bhd
Tel: 603-6141 6159

LPE Interior Gallery Sdn Bhd
Website: www.lpegallery.com
Tel: 03-7783 3188

XZQT Home Store Sdn Bhd
Website: www.xzqt.com.my

Home Accessories
Expressions Entertaiment Sdn Bhd
Website: www.expressions.com.my
Tel: 603-4270 3372

Universal Cable (M) Bhd
Website: www.ucable.com.my
Tel: 603-7845 6699

Insect Screens
Elegant Home Decor Sdn Bhd
Website: www.elegantscreens.com
Tel: 603-9172 3126

Interior Design
B&N Design Associate Sdn Bhd
Website: www.bnndesign.com
Tel: 603-4142 6344

Structure Rhythm Sdn Bhd
Website: 
structurerhythm.blogspot.com
Tel: 603-9205 6209

Oceana Ventures Sdn Bhd
Website: www.oceanaventures.com
Tel: 603-7877 0048
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Technilai Estate Agents was formed with the objective of 
providing quality, passion, knowledge, energy, enthusiasm, 

integrity and professionalism to our valued client. The company 
directs its undivided in Development Project Launch and 

Secondary Market. Currently we have more than 10 projects 
launching which are including outstation. We provide various 
Training, Seminar, Coaching and Awesome Compensation to 

our Real Estate Negotiators. Grow with us and excel in your Real 
Estate Career!

We Work Together
We Learn Together
We Grow Together

We embark on the Road to Success Together.

Tel: (603) 6250 3699
Fax: (603) 6250 4699

Email: technilai1@gmail.com

CODY 017-3131 660 HEAD OF SALES & 
MARKETING

Ampang Mr. Yap 012-345 2181 Team Manager
Kepong Ms. Carol 017-668 0899 Team Manager
Hartamas Mr. Joseph 012-337 7630 Team Manager
Klang Mr. Lim 012-941 7909 Team Manager
Petaling Jaya Mr. Eric 012-399 9496 Team Manager
Segambut Mr. Erwin 017-382 0007 Team Manager
Setapak Ms. Ang 016-347 3590 Team Manager
SetiaAlam Ms. Ann 016-360 6456 Team Manager

Full Homes Realty has been in this property industry for 10 years 
since 2005 and currently has 9 branches in major areas throughout 

Peninsular Malaysia. We always believe that good leadership and 
good company culture are the key factors to succeed. On top 
of that, we recently won 2 awards, “Most Dynamic Real Estate 
Agency” & “Star Real Estate Agency – Kota Kemuning” during 

iProperty.com Malaysia Agents Advertising Awards 2015. 

We are constantly expanding and always looking for the right 
person with strong passion & highly ambitious to join us. Not only 
do we train and share with you what real estate is all about and 
how to be an effective Negotiator, we also lead and build your 

career path too. 

If you are ready and dare to take up the challenge together with us 
in this property industry, do not hesitate to contact us: 

Kepong – (603) 6277 3344 Hannah   |  Sri Hartamas - (603) 2382 9688 
Wendy   |  Puchong – (603) 8071 5314 Meena 

Kota Kemuning – (6016) 222 2552 Harry Low   |   Johor Bahru – (6012) 
616 9225 Danny 

Bukit Jalil – (603) 8994 9277 Michelle, (6010) 784 7997 William   |  
Project Launch (1) – (6012) 606 0993 Andrew   

Kuchai Lama (603) 7971 8587 Malar   |   Aman Suria (603) 7497 1823 Ken

Project Launch (2) – (6017) 224 4106 Ms Tan 

Full Homes Realty Sdn Bhd 
(E)1501

Dare to dream big, and pursue greatness with IQI Realty, an international property and investment company. We pride 
ourselves in working in diverse sectors including property sales, portfolio reviews, project evaluation, and international sales. 

Integrity and trust forms the core values of our company, and in everything we do, we do it flawlessly, dynamically and 
passionately. Be part of this winning team, build a rewarding future and pushing the limits to achieve your dreams. 

Join us, travel the world of endless possibilities with IQI Realty, your global real estate partner. Dream big, we dare you! 

COME ONBOARD. JOIN OUR FAMILY TOWARDS A BETTER CAREER!

Tel: +603 9076 7177
Fax: +603 9076 9177

Mobile: +6012 686 6749
Email: hello@iqirealty.com

Website: www.iqirealty.com

IQI Realty Sdn Bhd
E(1)1584 (1113417-U)

Technilai Estate Agents
E(3)1527
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IMPIANA HILLS CHERAS
Property Type: Condominium 
Land Title: Residential 
Tenure: Freehold
Built Up: 1172 - 1425 sq.ft.
Land Area: 4.85 Acres 
Total Units/Lots: 292
Price per sq ft: RM450psf
Expected Date of Completion: 2019
Location: Cheras, Selangor
Developer: Land Pacific Development
Phone: (601) 8 383 8866/ (603) 9107 3886

DAMAI CIRCLES BUSINESS SUITES, ALAM DAMAI
Property Type: Shop-Office
Land Title: Commercial
Tenure: Leasehold
Built Up: 4,207 - 11,671 sq ft
Listing Price: From RM1,936,000 - RM5,090,000
Total Units/Lots: 54
Bumi Discounts: 5%
Expected Date of Completion: Aug 2018
Developer: I&P Group Sdn. Berhad
Phone: (603) 9102 3980 / 9100 3859
Website: www.inp.my

DENAI SUTERA
Property Type: Apartment
Land Title: Residential
Tenure: Leasehold
Built Up: 1,141 - 1,884 sq ft
Listing Price: From RM605,800 - RM902,800
Total Units: 182 (Low Density)
Expected Date of Completion: June 2017
Developer: I&P Group Sdn. Berhad
Phone: (603) 9058 7600
Website: www.inp.my

PUISI 4, ALAM SARI
Property Type: 2-sty Terrace/Link House
Land Title: Residential
Tenure: Freehold
Built Up: 1,816 - 2,043 sq ft
Land Area: 1,870 - 4,758 sq ft
Listing Price: From RM680,800 - RM1,074,800
Total Units/Lots: 51
Bumi Discounts: 7%
Expected Date of Completion: Sept 2017
Developer: I&P Group Sdn. Berhad
Phone: (603) 8926 7500
Website: www.inp.my

Cheras, Selangor

Cheras, Kuala Lumpur

Bukit Jalil, Kuala Lumpur

Kajang, Selangor

unfold new possibilities

DAMAI  CIRCLES
B U S I N E S S  S U I T E S
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EMERALD BOULEVARD 88 (2 STOREY SHOP OFFICE)
Property Type: Shop-Office
Land Title: Commercial
Tenure: Lease for 129 (exp 2141)
Built Up: 3,003 sq ft
Land Area: 8.8 Acres
Listing Price: From RM1,500,000 - RM2,000,000
Price per sq ft: RM499 - 666
Completion Date: 2018 (expected)
Developer: Sunway Iskandar Sdn Bhd
Call Now: (607) 509 6575

PRECINCT 12
Property Type: Semi-detached House
Land Title: Residential
Tenure: Freehold
Built Up: 3743 - 4190 sq.ft.
Land Area: 3,600 sq.ft (40’x90’)
Price per sq ft: RM433 - 528
Total Units/Lots: 94
Expected Date of Completion: January 2016
Developer: Plenitude Tebrau Sdn Bhd
Phone: (607) 356 0333a

Medini, Nusajaya, Johor Johor Bahru, Johor

NEUVO CENTRO
Property Type: Shop-Office
Land Title: Commercial 
Tenure: Freehold
Built Up: 1,650 - 4,950 sq ft
Total Units/Lots: 33
Developer: UDA Land (South) Sdn Bhd 
Phone: 1800 1800 89 or (607) 237 4944

Johor

ZONE SERI TERATAI – PHASE 6.1A(1)
Property Type: 
2 storey Semi-D & Bungalow
Land Title: Residential
Tenure: Freehold
Land Area: 40’ x 90’
Listing Price: From RM798,000 – RM1,853,000
Total Units/Lots: 80
Expected Date of Completion: February 2017
Developer: Pinji Botanics Sdn Bhd
Phone: (605) 323 6622

Ipoh, Perak
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Cyberjaya, HYVE SOHO Suites, Apartment, RENT, RM 1,500, 
Studior1b, BU450sqf, Vanny Lum, 012-383 8317, E(3)0465/1, 

UP4928131

Damansara Perdana, 
Metropolitan Square 
Damansara Perdana, 
Condominium, SALE, 
RM 440,000, 3r2b, 
BU888sqf, Bryan 

Hooi, 6012-612 5713 / 
6012-253 2618, E(1)1307, 

UP4622692

PROPERTY
BELOW RM500K

PROPERTY @ 
KLANG VALLEY

Gombak, Amara Boulevard 
and Service Residences, Batu 
Caves, Serviced Residence, 
SALE, RM 320,000, 3r2b, 

BU857sqf, Jeff Chong, 016-937 
9828, REN:17783, E(1)1321/8, 

UP3583009

Cheras, Grandeur tower , 
ampang, Apartment, SALE, 

RM 350,000, 3r2b, LA968sqf, 
Simon Chong, 6014-666 

6659, REN:13279, E(3)0465/1, 
UP2570541

Cheras, TMN muda, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 

368,000, 2r1b, LA14x50sqf, 
Simon Chong, 6014-666 

6659, REN:13279, E(3)0465/1, 
UP3270900

Shah Alam, Prima U1, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

400,000, 3r2b, BU1150sqf, Keny 
Lim, 017-364 6444, E(3)1508, 

UP3441991

Pandan Indah, tmn kencana, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, 
RM 430,000, 3r2b, LA15x55sqf, 

Simon Chong, 6014-666 
6659, REN:13279, E(3)0465/1,  

UP3206393

Petaling Jaya, Sunway Indah 
Villa Condominium, Subang 
Indah, Condominium, SALE, 

RM 460,000, 3r2b, BU1100sqf, 
Joyce Lee Shu Hui, 6016-

9660011, REN:12242, E(3)1508 
UP4698315

Cheras, Taman Rakan 
22x75, 2-sty Terrace/

Link House, SALE, 
RM 498,000, 4r3b, 

BU1650sqf, LA22x75sqf, 
BT Ong, 6010-566 
8926, REN:06752, 

E(1)1307 UP3018859

Selayang, Emerald Avenue, 
Service Apartment, RENT, RM 
1,100, 1r1b, BU612sqf, LA612sqf, 
Jensean Loo, 6012-391 6670, 

REN:13377, E(3)1451,
UP4917855

Batu Caves, Casa Venicia 
Greenview, Selayang, 

Apartment Duplex, RENT, RM 
1,200, 3r2b, BU1217sqf, Pauline 
Tong, 012-682 0892, E(3)1141, 

UP4955032

Ampang, Tijani Ukay, Bungalow 
House, RENT, RM 12,000, 

5+1r6b, BU3778sqf, LA3821sqf, 
Linda Ooi, 012-236 3065, 
E(1)0501/14, UP4943407

Tropicana, Casa Tropicana, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 1,600, 
2+1r3b, BU1217sqf, Calvin Seak, 

012-349 6133, E(3)0050/12, 
UP2468085

Tropicana, Casa Tropicana, 
Petaling Jaya, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 1,900, 2+1r3b, 
BU1188sqf, Calvin Seak, 012-349 
6133, E(3)0050/12, UP441545

Bandar Kinrara, 8 Kinrara, 
Bandar Kinrara Puchong, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 

2,000, 3r2b, BU1096sqf, Shem 
YK, 012-331 7294, REN:19316, 

E(3)0050/7, UP4669587

Tropicana, Casa Tropicana, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 2,350, 
BU1538sqf, Calvin Seak, 012-349 
6133, E(3)0050/12, UP2381891

Country Heights, country villa, Kajang, Townhouse Condo, RENT, 
RM 2,500, 3r2b, BU1432sqf, LA1432sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-777 1395, 

REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP4716820

Ara Damansara, Verde, Serviced Residence, RENT, RM 2,800, 
3+1r3b, BU1759sqf, Lee Vivia, 012-213 6688, REN:18188, E(1)1584/2, 

UP4953988

Ara Damansara, Verde, Serviced 
Residence, RENT, RM 3,100, 
3+1r3b, BU1759sqf, Lee Vivia, 

012-213 6688, REN:18188, 
E(1)1584/2, UP4920414

Batu Caves, Jalan SG, Sri 
Gombak, Shop-Office, RENT, 
RM 3,200, 3r2b, BU3000sqf, 

LA1585sqf, Jamie Yong, 012-332 
3134, E30631, UP4606987

Petaling Jaya, 9 Bukit Utama 
Condominium, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 5,000, 4+1r3b, 
BU2522sqf, Grace Lee, 012-379 
1298, REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 

UP4879801

Petaling Jaya, petaling jaya old 
town, Bungalow House, RENT, 
RM 7,000, 5r3b, BU4000sqf, 

LA10000sqf, Frank Wang, 016-
222 0642, E(3)1487, UP4543140

Bangsar, One Menerung, Bukit 
Bandaraya, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 12,000, 3+1r, 
BU3200sqf, Linda Ooi, 012-236 
3065, E(1)0501/14, UP4916752

Country Heights, Country Heights, Kajang, Bungalow House, RENT, 
RM 14,000, 5+1r5b, BU7500sqf, LA20000sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-777 

1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP738133

Damansara Heights, Bungalow House, RENT, RM 18,000, 5+2r8b, 
BU7000sqf, LA9000sqf, Goh Sock Sin, 019-381 8081, E(3)1055, 

UP4825134

Damansara Heights, Bungalow House, RENT, RM 18,000, 6+1r7b, 
BU7291sqf, LA9000sqf, Goh Sock Sin, 019-381 8081, E(3)1055, 

UP4909929
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Cheras, Monte Bayu, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

505,000, 3r2b, BU1135sqf, Mico 
Law, 016-665 1654, E(3)1644, 

UP4925428

Cheras, Cheras New Residence, 
Damai Hillpark, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 508,000, 3r2b, 
BU1020sqf, F.T Lim, 012-283 
1018, E(3)0868, UP4462638

Sungai Besi, The Leafz 
@ Dedaun Sungai Besi, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
510,000, Studior1b, BU750sqf, 

Franky Ng, 016-280 0660, 
E(1)1670/3, UP4839513

Sri Petaling, Endah Ria, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

528,000, 3r2b, LA1380sqf, Lina, 
019-326 6551, REN:01028, 

E(1)1584/1, UP4926965

Bandar Menjalara, kepong , 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, 
RM 550,000, 3r2b, BU880sqf, 

LA16x55sqf, Jensean Loo, 6012-
391 6670, REN:13377, E(3)451, 

UP4917220

Jalan Ipoh, The Pano, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

562,000, 2r2b, BU692sqf, Hoo 
Ming Kiat, 010-546 8836/017-
768 5636, REN:0512, E(1)1672 

UP4894398

Kuchai Lama, Spring Avenue 
New Condo,Kuchai Lama,Old 

Klang Road,NSK, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 580,000, 3r2b, 

BU986sqf, F.T Lim, 012-283 1018, 
E(3)0868, UP4605056

Jalan Kuching, Kiara East , 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

592,000, 3r2b, BU911sqf, F.T 
Lim, 012-283 1018, E(3)0868, 

UP3527429

Petaling Jaya, Pelangi Utama, 
Bandar Utama, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 610,000, 3r2b, 
BU920sqf, Grace Lee, 012-379 
1298, REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 

UP4677875

City Centre, Sri Emas, Bukit 
Bintang, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 599,000, 3+1r2b, BU1211, 
LA1211, Vicky Kam, 012-216 

5857, REN:01159, E(1)0452/2, 
UP1453850

Cheras, Bandar Mahkota 
Cheras, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 630,000, 
4r3b, LA230, Lee Kok Hong, 
012-288 8729, REN:14600, 
E(1)0452/8, UP4028260

Sungai Besi, The Leafz 
@ Dedaun Sungai Besi, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
650,000, 2+1r2b, BU1025sqf, 
Franky Ng, 016-280 0660, 

E(1)1670/3, UP4839492

Bandar Sungai Long, palm walk, 
2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, 
RM 650,000, 4r3b, LA20x65sqf, 

Simon Chong, 6014-666 
6659, REN:13279, E(3)0465/1, 

UP4025767

Puchong, BP3 Bandar Bukit 
Puchong, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 688,000, 

4r3b, BU1900sqf, LA22x75sqf, 
WM Seet, 6012-981 3350, 

REN:04389, E(1)1652, 
UP4853533

Subang Jaya, Regina USJ 
1, Condominium, SALE, RM 
699,000, 3+1r3b, BU1313sqf, 

Grace Lee, 012-379 1298, 
REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 

UP4876036

Cheras, Bandar Mahkota 
Cheras, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 699,000, 

4r3b, BU2400sqf, LA20x70sqf, 
Catherine Chong, 6017-352 
0898, E(1)1307, UP4675889

Ara Damansara, Maisson, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

700,000, 2+1r2b, BU1020sqf, 
Ma xue hai, 013-352 4009, 

REN:17532, E(3)1445, 
UP4937051

Segambut, Scenaria @ North 
Kiara Hills, North Kiara, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
720,000, 3r2b, BU1019sqf, Rosie 
Ang, 012-321 3607, REN:04805, 

E(1)1589, UP4921133

Cheras, Bandar Damai Perdana, 
Bandar Damai Perdana, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 

775,000, 4r3b, BU2600sqf, 
LA20x65sqf, Selina Yu, 6016-

233 0466, REA:04133, E(3)1663, 
UP4954306

Kepong, Menjalara 18 
Residence, Kuala Lumpur,      
Condominium, SALE, RM 

788,000, 3+1r3b, BU1316sqf, 
LA1316sqf, Catherine Wong, 

012-492 9657, E(3)1046, 
UP4441717

Damansara Heights, bukit damansara, Bungalow House, RENT, RM 
18,000, 4+1r6b, BU9000sqf, LA8000sqf, Goh Sock Sin, 019-381 

8081, E(3)1055, UP4011555

Ampang, Taman Kosas, 
Bukit Indah, 2-sty 

Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 520,000, 
3r3b, BU1300sqf, 

LA16x60sqf, Francis 
Yong, 012-387 8777, 

REN:00138, E(3)0196, 
UP4844467

Ampang, One 
Ampang Avenue, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 560,000, 3+1r2b, 
BU1400sqf, Francis 
Yong, 012-387 8777, 

REN:00138,,E(3)0196 
UP4058802

Country Heights, Country Heights Villa, Townhouse Condo, SALE, 
RM 580,000, 3r2b, BU1453sqf, LA1453sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-777 

1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP843179

Country Heights, country villa, Kajang, Townhouse Condo, SALE, 
RM 598,000, 3r2b, BU1450sqf, LA1400sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-777 

1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP2531943

Kajang, Cypress Condominium, Bandar Sungai Long, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 657,000, 3+1r3b, BU1490sqf, Jeslyn Goh, 012-288 8372, 

REN:09364, E(3)1546, UP4413385

Puchong, Skypod Residence, Bandar Puchong Jaya, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 690,000, 3r2b, BU1248sqf, Jeslyn Goh, 012-288 8372, 

REN:09364, E(3)1546, UP4341423

Kota Damansara, 
subang 2/u5/Sg buloh/ 

s.alam/ mahsing Id, 
Factory, SALE, RM 

699,900, LA1600sqf, 
Raymond Chong 
CM, 012-319 9666, 

REN:01186, E(3)1204, 
UP4669234

Cheras, Bandar Damai 
Perdana, Bandar 

Damai Perdana, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 780,000, 
4r3b, BU2600sqf,  

LA20x65sqf, Selina 
Yu, 6016-233 0466, 

REA:04133, E(3)1663, 
UP4954288
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Subang Jaya, USJ 3, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 

820,000, 4r3b, BU2800sqf, 
LA24x75sqf, Grace Lee, 012-379 
1298, REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 

UP4706101

Jalan Ipoh, Lakeville Residence, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

838,000, 3+1r2b, BU1234sqf, TS 
Low, 6017-382 2039, E(1)1307, 

UP4951057

Sungai Besi, The Leafz 
@ Dedaun Sungai Besi, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
850,000, 3r2b, BU1430sqf, 
Franky Ng, 016-280 0660, 

E(1)1670/3, UP4839481

Kota Kemuning, 2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, RM 850,000, 

4r4b, LA24x75sqf, Catherine 
Chong, 6017-352 0898, 
E(1)1307, UP4848666

Ara Damansara, Verde, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

870,000, 3r2b, BU1383sqf, Jack 
Heh, 012-911 6580, REN:06604, 

E(1)1670 UP4907793

Cheras, Tmn Connaught, Cheras, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 750,000, 3b, BU2500sqf, Simon Yin, 6012-266 6666, 

REN:07459, E(3)1663, UP4151486

Segambut, Viiia Orkid Condominium Prima Pelangi, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 850,000, 3+1r3b, BU1893sqf, Simon Yin, 6012-266 6666, 

REN:07459, E(3)1663, UP2065068

Ara Damansara, Verde, Condominium, SALE, RM 874,000, 3r2b, 
BU1500sqf, Vanny Lum, 012-383 8317, E(3)0465/1, UP4914849

Bandar Botanic, Bandar 
Botanic, Angsana 

Conner, Klang, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 938,000, 
4+1r3b, BU1933sqf, 

LA2702sqf, Ng Pack 
Wai, 010-800 6755, 

E(1)1481/2, UP4831172

Bandar Utama, Bella 
Damansara, Townhouse, 

SALE, RM 1,050,000, 3r3b, 
LA2035sqf, Ling Yean, 6012-235 

2168, REN:01244, E(3)1204, 
UP4833739

Bandar Sri Damansara, kepong, 
kuala lumpur, 2-sty Terrace/Link 

House, SALE, RM 1,080,000, 
4r3b, BU1650sqf, LA22x75sqf, 
Jensean Loo, 6012-391 6670, 

REN:13377, E(3)1451, UP4917428

Taman Tun Dr Ismail, taman tun 
dr ismail, abang haji openg , 

ttdi , taman tun dr ismail , 1-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,160,000, 3+1r2b, BU1600sqf, 

LA22x80sqf, Zyta, 012-778 3121, 
E (3) 0705, UP4564882

Petaling Jaya, 9 Bukit Utama 
Condominium, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,355,000, 4+1r4b, 
BU2286sqf, Steven Fam, 017-

792 5855, REN:06873, E(1)1439, 
UP4892410

Ara Damansara, verde, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,400,000, 3+2r3b, BU2102sqf, 
Jack Heh, 012-911 6580, 
REN:06604, E(1)1670, 

UP4907851

Ampang, Ampang 
Putra Residency, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 950,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU1915sqf, Francis 

Yong, 012-387 8777, 
REN:00138, E(3)0196, 

UP4842542

Damansara Perdana, Armanee Terrace, Bandar Damansara Perdana, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 1,090,000, 3+1r3b, BU2395sqf, Grace 

Choo, 012-366 3456, E(1)1492, UP4888827

KL City, Hampshire Place, KL 
City Centre, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,100,000, 1+1r2b, 
BU915sqf, LA915sqf, Naomi 

Thing, 019-330 7892, E(1)1197/8, 
UP4953434

Country Heights, Country Heights, Kajang, Bungalow Land, SALE, 
RM 1,100,000, LA5272sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-777 1395, REN:15650, 

E(1)1584/1, UP842579

Ara Damansara, Verde, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,146,000, 3r2b, BU1818sqf, Jack 
Heh, 012-911 6580, REN:06604, 

E(1)1670, UP4907812

Setia Alam, Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 1,200,000, 5+1r6b, 
BU2835sqf, LA32x70sqf, Jackson Lim, 017-926 6658, E(3)0256, 

UP4950437

KL Sentral, Suasana Sentral 
Loft, Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,250,000, 2r2b, BU1119sqf, 
Carmen Roselyn, 017-226 5678, 

E(1)1584/2, UP4917030

Bandar Utama, 1 Bukit Utama, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,250,000, 3+1r3b, BU1916sqf, 
Peter Gan, 6019-315 0257, 

REN:00086, E(1)1431, 
UP1279744

Bukit Jelutong, shah alam, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,250,000, 6r6b, BU2600sqf, 
LA2160sqf, Yap KS, 6019-271 

5180, REN:13520, E31289, 
UP4927183

Kota Damansara, Laman Impian Garden Villas, Mutiara Damansara, 
Tropicana, Townhouse, SALE, RM 1,250,000, 3+1r4b, BU2300sqf, 
LA25x80sqf, Grace Choo, 012-366 3456, E(1)1492, UP4774357

Selayang, PERDANA 
RESIDENCE 2 Selayang 

kepong, 3-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 1,438,000, 

6+1r7b, BU3168sqf, LA22x80sqf, 
Rich Valley Properties, 012-306 

0177, REA:E1960, E(3)1455, 
UP4430368
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Kota Damansara, Jalan 
Rimba Riang Section 9, 2-sty 

Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,700,000, 4+1r3b, BU3000sqf, 
LA7500sqf, Grace Lee, 012-379 
1298, REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 

UP4705665

KL City, Mirage Residence, KL 
City Centre, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,800,000, 2r2b, 

BU1424sqf, LA1424sqf, Naomi 
Thing, 019-330 7892, E(1)1197/8, 

UP4953031

Bukit Jalil, Seri Jalil, Bandar 
bukit jalil, 3-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 1,800,000, 
6+1r7b, BU3600sqf, LA23 x 

85sqf, Naomi Thing, 019-330 
7892, E(1)1197/8, UP4776023

KL City, Mirage Residence, KL 
City Centre, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,850,000, 2r2b, 

BU1277sqf, LA1277sqf, Naomi 
Thing, 019-330 7892, E(1)1197/8, 

UP4951957

Damansara Heights, Twins 
@ Damansara Heights, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,850,000, 4+1r5b, BU2078sqf, 

Chan Soo Wai, 012-502 
6698, REN:19947, E(3)1521, 

UP4756765

Sungai Buloh, Sunway Rahman 
Putra,Sungai Buloh, 2-sty 

Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
1,900,000, 4+1r5b, BU4000sqf, 

LA40x100sqf, Sally Han, 
6017-297 8378, REN:08595, 

E(1)1670/2, UP4131249

Setia Eco Park, Setia Eco Park, 
Jalan Setia Tropika U13 , Semi-

detached House, SALE, RM 
2,150,000, 4+1r5b, BU3520sqf, 

LA3910sqf, Ling Yean, 6012-235 
2168, REN:01244, E(3)1204, 

UP2262041

Ampang, Taman Ukay Perdana, 
Semi-detached House, 

SALE, RM 2,200,000, 5+1r6b, 
BU4500sqf, LA7450sqf, 

Linda Ooi, 012-236 3065, E (1) 
0501/14, UP4564076

Ampang, Beverly Heights, Semi-
detached House, SALE, RM 

2,300,000, 6+1r7b, BU5214sqf, 
LA3600sqf, Lynn Saw, 012-478 

9811, REN:16126, E(1)1283/2, 
UP4600110

Ampang, Taman Kelab Ukay, 
Bukit Antarabangsa, 2-sty 

Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
2,300,000, 4r5b, LA5025sqf, 
Linda Ooi, 012-236 3065, E (1) 

0501/14, UP4653784

Mont Kiara, Kiara 1888, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,418,000, 4+1r6b, 
BU2723sqf, Grace Choo, 012-366 3456, E(1)1492, UP4340630

Country Heights, Kajang, Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 
1,450,000, 5+1r5b, BU3000sqf, LA4000sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-777 

1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP564473

Cheras, Taman Sinar 
Mahkota, Mahkota 

Cheras, Bandar 
Mahkota Cheras, 

Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 1,480,000, 

5r5b, BU3400sqf, 
LA40x85sqf, Simon 
Yin, 6012-266 6666, 

REN:07459, E(3)1663, 
UP2344695

Subang Jaya, Isola, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,500,000, 3r4b, BU1927sqf, 
James Wee, 016-980 2733, 
REN:08949, E(1)0452/2, 

UP4669045

Petaling Jaya, 9 Bukit Utama 
Condominium, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,500,000, 4+1r4b, 

BU2286sqf, Grace Lee, 012-379 
1298, REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 

UP4072031

Cheras, Tmn Sinar Mahkota, Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 
1,550,000, 5r5b, BU3400sqf, LA40x85sqf, Simon Yin, 6012-266 

6666, REN:07459, E(3)1663, UP2065270

Bandar Bukit Tinggi, klang, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 1,550,000, 
8r8b, BU4500sqf, LA6100sqf, Jackson Lim, 017-926 6658, 

E(3)0256, UP4950415

Setapak, Semi-D @ 
Danau Kota, Taman 

Ibu Kota, Jalan ibukota 
kiri, taman Ibukota, 

Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 1,570,000, 

5r5b, BU2000sqf, 
LA3500sqf, Sky 

Say, 012-695 4336, 
REN:05766, E(3)0119, 

UP4930627

Ampang, Hevea Kemensah, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, 

RM 1,580,000, 5r5b, BU1490sqf, 
Linda Ooi, 012-236 3065, 
E(1)0501/14, UP3706317

Bandar Kinrara, Palmiera, Semi-
detached House, SALE, RM 

1,600,000, 4+1r5b, BU3138sqf, 
LA40x80sqf, CJ Lee, 012-269 

9214, E(1)1321, UP4940710

KL Sentral, Suasana Sentral 
Loft, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,660,000, 3+1r4b, BU1598sqf, 

Carmen Roselyn, 017-226 5678, 
E(1)1584/2, UP4909791

Bandar Utama, Bandar Utama 
BU7, 2.5-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 1,680,000, 5+1r4b, 
BU3000sqf, LA22x85sqf, Grace 
Lee, 012-379 1298, REN:03996, 

E(1)0452/9, UP3315351

Bandar Bukit Tinggi, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 1,700,000, 7+1r8b, 
BU4500sqf, LA6146sqf, Jackson Lim, 017-926 6658, E(3)0256, 

UP4950422

Kajang, Ros Residence, Taman Desa Ros, Zero-Lot Bungalow, SALE, 
RM 1,780,000, 8r8b, BU4289sqf, LA52x66sqf, Y.H.Chong, 6012-343 

8000, REN:12240, E(3)1508, UP1459329

Bandar Sungai Long, Sungai Long, Cheras, Bungalow House, SALE, 
RM 1,780,000, 6+1r6b, BU5000sqf, LA4600sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-

777 1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP1630174
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Taman Melawati, Sunway 
Montana, 3-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 2,500,000, 

4+1r6b, BU3584sqf, LA2153sqf, 
Christine Chua, 6012-314 2864, 

E(1)0501/2, UP4512666

KL City, Panaroma, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

2,520,000, 3r3b, BU1819sqf, 
LA1819sqf, Naomi Thing, 
019-330 7892, E(1)1197/8, 

UP4950124

Puchong, Qaseh 2, Bandar 
Kinrara, BK8B, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, RM 2,580,000, 

5+1r7b, BU4178sqf, LA4499sqf, 
Shem YK, 012-331 7294, 
REN:19316, E(3)0050/7, 

UP4888009

KLCC, Suria Stonor, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

2,633,300, 3+1r, BU3098sqf, 
Christine Chua, 6012-314 2864, 

E(1)0501/2, UP2127579

Mont Kiara, SENI @ Mont 
Kiara, Condominium, SALE, RM 
2,650,000, 4+1r6b, BU3541sqf, 

Mareta Ganiyeva, 012-271 
2530, REN:00207, E(1)1652, 

UP4945640

Mont Kiara, Sunway Vivaldi, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 

2,800,000, 4+1r6b, BU3466sqf, 
Mareta Ganiyeva, 012-271 

2530, REN:00207, E(1)1652, 
UP4782876

Taman Desa, Lingkungan 
Desa, Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 2,800,000, 5+1r3b, 

BU3150sqf, LA45x100sqf, 
Ling Yean, 6012-235 2168, 

REN:01244, E(3)1204, 
UP4754802

Gombak, gombak residence 
126, gombak, Shop-Office, 

SALE, RM 2,826,000, 
BU4710sqf, LA21*58sqf, Ma xue 
hai, 013-352 4009, REN:17532, 

E(3)1445, UP4842094

Bukit Jelutong, Bidai Bungalow, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 
2,900,000, 6r7b, BU5100sqf, 
LA6700sqf, Johnny Lee, 010-
225 7090, REN:00851, E31289, 

UP4909682

Jalan Klang Lama, Desa 
Gembira, Klang lama, Semi-
detached House, SALE, RM 

2,950,000, 4+2r5b, BU6800sqf, 
LA4850sqf, Naomi Thing, 
019-330 7892, E(1)1197/8, 

UP4949914

Mont Kiara, SENI @ Mont 
Kiara, Condominium, SALE, RM 
3,000,000, 4+1r6b, BU3541sqf, 

Mareta Ganiyeva, 012-271 
2530, REN:00207, E(1)1652, 

UP3877803

Glenmarie, Factory, 
SALE, RM 2,390,000, 

BU3000sqf, 
LA30x110sqf, Janet 

Khong, 012-239 3365, 
E(1)1448, UP4646424

Petaling Jaya, section 
14, Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 2,780,000, 
4+1r4b, BU6600sqf, 
LA8800sqf, Francis 

Ng, 011-4032 
7336, REN:14049, 

E(1)0452/10, 
UP4627101

Country Heights, Country Heights, Kajang, Bungalow House, SALE, 
RM 2,800,000, 5+1r6b, BU5000sqf, LA6550sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-

777 1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP1582101

Bandar Sungai Long, Sejati Hill Villa Sg Long, Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 2,880,000, 8+1r8b, BU7500sqf, LA8200sqf, BT Ong, 

6010-566 8926, REN:06752, E(1)1307, UP4805987

Mont Kiara, MK 10, Jalan Kiara 
1, Condominium, SALE, RM 

3,000,000, 4+1r5b, BU3667sqf, 
Mareta Ganiyeva, 012-271 

2530, REN:00207, E(1)1652, 
UP4636847

Petaling Jaya, Petaling Utama 
Avenue, Old Klang Road, 
Taman Sri Sentosa, Taman 

Petaling Utama, Shop, SALE, 
RM 3,000,000, BU6009sqf, 
LA22x76sqf, Jay Teoh, 6019-

309 9339, REN:01667, E(3)1436, 
UP4950051

Mont Kiara, 10 Mont Kiara @ 
MK10, Condominium, SALE, RM 
3,200,000, 4+1r5b, BU3720sqf, 

Mareta Ganiyeva, 012-271 
2530, REN:00207, E(1)1652, 

UP3470553

Sri Hartamas, Galeria Hartamas, 
Desa Sri Hartamas, Mont 

Kiara, Shop-Office, SALE, RM 
5,600,000, BU5520sqf, Grace 
Lee, 012-379 1298, E(1)0452/9, 

UP4538760

Cheras, Mesera Bukit Segar, 
Masera @ Bukit Segar, Cheras, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 

6,200,000, 8r7b, BU8000sqf, 
LA10000sqf, Simon Yin, 6012-

266 6666, REN:07459, E(3)1663 
UP3125085

Country Heights, Country Heights, Kajang, Bungalow House, SALE, 
RM 3,200,000, 6+1r7b, BU7000sqf, LA10582sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-

777 1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP1211197

Mont Kiara, 10 Mont Kiara @ 
MK10, Condominium, SALE, RM 
3,303,360, 4+1r5b, BU3702sqf, 
Carmen Roselyn, 017-226 5678, 

E(1)1584/2, UP4687991

Kuala Selangor, IJOK, 
Agricultural Land, SALE, RM 

3,380,000, BU144880sqf, 
LA3.36 Acresqf, Steve Yong, 
017-369 0202, REN:12330, 

E(3)1487, UP4914796

Damansara Heights, Semi-
detached House, SALE, RM 

3,400,000, 4r4b, LA3700sqf, 
Savitri Rajagopal, 013-358 7136, 

E(3)1310, UP4926168

Bukit Jalil, Semi D Seri Jalil, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, 

RM 3,500,000, 5+2r7b, 
BU4162sqf, LA45 x 125sqf, 

Naomi Thing, 019-330 7892, 
E(1)1197/8, UP4785220

Bangsar, The Loft Bangsar, 
Duplex, SALE, RM 3,600,000, 
4+1r5b, BU3891sqf, LA3891sqf, 
Naomi Thing, 019-330 7892, 

E(1)1197/8, UP4954400

Bangsar, Jalan Terasek bangsar, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, 

RM 3,600,000, 3+2r3b, 
BU3570sqf, LA85x42sqf, Elison 
Fong, 012-213 1063, E(3)1200, 

UP4930933

KLCC, Binjai on the Park, 
The Binjai , Condominium, 

SALE, RM 4,050,000, 3+1r4b, 
BU2250sqf, Daniel Ng, 012-227 

8283, PEA:1492, E(3)1227/1, 
UP4381701

Klang, Kapar Industry Park 
Jalan Kapar, Semi- D factory, 
SALE, RM 4,300,000, 1r3b, 
BU13550sqf, LA23973sqf, 

Eric Lim S.H., 012-366 5261, 
REN:3158, E(1)0452/7, 

UP2656594

Cheras, One Legenda, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 4,500,000, 
7+1r7b, BU6754sqf, LA11071sqf, Simon Yin, 6012-266 6666, 

REN:07459, E(3)1663, UP3936355

Cheras, Masera @ Bukit Segar, Cheras, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 
12,800,000, 5+1r6b, BU7500sqf, LA16500sqf, Simon Yin, 6012-266 

6666, REN:07459, E(3)1663, UP3358896
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Country Heights Damansara, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, 

RM 11,300,000, 6+r10b, 
BU16000sqf, LA11700sqf, 
Winson Wong, 010-239 

2396, REN:18544, E(1)1344/3, 
UP4911672

City Centre, Jalan Gollaway, 
Shop-Office, SALE, RM 

12,000,000, BU11500sqf, 
Frankie Leong, 6012-371 6869, 

E(1)1537, UP4540567

Klang, West Port North Port 
Kapar , Factory, SALE, RM 
12,500,000, BU40000sqf, 

LA108900sqf, LC Chieng, 019-
262 4811, REN:3154, E(1)0452/7, 

UP4852806

Pulau Indah ( Pulau Lumut), 
West Port North Port Telok 

Gong Klang, Factory, SALE, RM 
15,500,000, 1r1b, BU58800sqf, 

LA91476sqf, LC Chieng, 019-262 
4811, REN:3154, E(1)0452/7, 

UP3233760

Shah Alam, Jelutong/Sg Buloh/ 
K. Dsara/glenmarie, Industrial 
Land, SALE, RM 17,733,276, 

LA118222sqf, Raymond Chong 
CM, 012-319 9666, REN:01186, 

E(3)1204, UP4956412

Puchong, Taman Nusaputra, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, 
5r4b, BU3300sqf, LA3551sqf, 

Linda Ooi, 012-236 3065, 
E(1)0501/14, UP4743555

Taman Melawati, Hevea 
Kemensah, Semi-detached 

House, RENT, 5+1r, BU3600sqf, 
LA3848sqf, Christine Chua, 
6012-314 2864, E(1)0501/2, 

UP4451168

Seri Kembangan, Mines, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 6,500,000, 
8+r9b, BU11000sqf, LA7767sqf, Elaine Ding, 6017-777 1395, 

REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP2219922

Country Heights, Country Heights, Kajang, Bungalow House, SALE, 
RM 10,000,000, 7+1r9b, BU20000sqf, LA20000sqf, Elaine Ding, 

6017-777 1395, REN:15650, E(1)1584/1, UP878928

Bandar Kinrara, BK6B, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 4,500,000, 
6+1r6b, BU5500sqf, LA13500sqf, Terry, 016-262 9218, REN:06538, 

E(3)1249, UP4075865

PROPERTY 
OUTSIDE KLANG 

VALLEY
Johor Bahru, Larkin Heights, 
Larkin, Apartment, SALE, RM 

350,000, 3r2b, BU916sqf, Jenny 
Tee, 016-779 8048, REN:16136, 

E(3)0002, UP4819479

Johor Bahru, Indah Samudra 
Condominium, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 1,350,000, 4r4b, 
BU2450sqf, Jane Lee, 6010-933 
9431 / 6012-773 9389, E(3)1329, 

UP1823752

Permas Jaya, bayu 1, 
Townhouse Condo, SALE, RM 

338,000, 3r2b, BU1256sqf, 
Nicholas Sia, 010-532 4161, 

REA:17074, E(1)1491, UP4910399

Iskandar Puteri, Afiniti 
Residence, johor, Condominium, 

RENT, RM 3,000, 1+1r1b, 
BU790sqf, KGV International 
Property Consultants, 07-224 
2022, E(1)0593/1, UP4945836

Kempas, EcoBusinessPark 
1, Cluster Factory, Link 

factory, SALE, RM 1,850,000, 
BU4878sqf, LA70x120sqf, 
Desmond Fong, 016-768 

1822, REN:02897, E(1)1465, 
UP4346184

Masai, JALAN MERSAWA X 
SENIBONG VILLAS, MASAI, 

Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 1,380,000, 4+1r5b, 

BU3222sqf, LA50X75sqf, 
Samantha Koo, 6019-689 1689, 
REN:17431, E(3)1571, UP4657658

Johor Bahru, Bukit Kesenangan, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 

3,900,000, 7+1r6b, BU6800sqf, 
LA10586sqf, Carly Khoo, 017-
223 3226, REN:17847, E(3)1571, 

UP4867202

Nusajaya, Ledang Heights, 
Bungalow Land, SALE, RM 

2,319,090, LA16805sqf, 
Desmond Fong, 016-768 

1822, REN:02897, E(1)1465,  
UP3325271

Johor Bahru, Setia Tropika, 
Cluster Homes, SALE, RM 

1,180,000, 4+1r5b, BU3087sqf, 
LA38x70sqf, Desmond Fong, 

016-768 1822, REN:02897, 
E(1)1465, UP3370162

Johor Bahru, Seri Alam, Masai, 
Shop, SALE, RM 1,150,000, 

LA24 x 80sqf, Willy Yau, 012-
737 3899, REN:15931, E(2)1621, 

UP4127514

Setia Indah, 2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, RM 

530,000, 4+1r3b, BU2100sqf, 
LA1540sqf, Nicholas Sia, 010-
532 4161, REA:17074, E(1)1491, 

UP4866707

Johor Bahru, Tmn perling, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 

625,000, 5r4b, LA3200sqf, 
Angel Yong, 016-728 9534 
/ 010-719 6866, REN:12958, 

E(3)1482, UP4924302

Johor Bahru, Scott 
Towers @ Larkin JB, 
Service Apartment, 

RENT, RM 1,300, 3r2b, 
Nicholas Sia, 010-532 

4161, REA:17074, 
E(1)1491, UP4867723

Johor Bahru, 
Grandview360, 

Taman Bayu Puteri, 
Condominium, SALE, 
RM 710,000, 3+1r2b, 

BU1541sqf, Edwin 
Dass, 013-776 1385, 

REN:18657, E (3) 0581, 
UP4907597

Tampoi, Jalan Bayu, 
Detached factory, 

RENT, RM 105,000, 
BU87000sqf, 

LA204000sqf, KGV 
International Property 
Consultants, 07-224 

2022, E(1)0593/1, 
UP4010530

Johor Bahru, Senai, 
Warehouse, RENT, RM 
71,260, BU71260sqf, 
KGV International 

Property Consultants, 
07-224 2022, 

E(1)0593/1, UP3373363

Johor Bahru, Jalan 
Petri, Residential Land, 
SALE, RM 5,000,000, 

LA32700sqf, KGV 
International Property 
Consultants, 07-224 

2022, UP3258816

Johor Bahru, Jalan 
Abdul Samad, 

Residential Land, 
SALE, RM 1,200,000, 

LA8000sqf, KGV 
International Property 
Consultants, 07-224 

2022, E(1)0593/1, 
UP3422161

Johor Bahru, Jalan 
Abdul Samad, 

Residential Land, 
RENT, RM 10,000, 

LA1sqa, KGV 
International Property 
Consultants, 07-224 

2022, E(1)0593/1, 
UP4006057

SierraMas, Sierramas 
East, Bungalow House, 
SALE, RM 9,380,000, 
4+2r8b, BU18800sqf, 

LA8232.65sqf, Amanda 
Goh, 016-263 2288, 

REA:E2202, E(3)1379, 
UP3207011
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KLEBANG UTAMA, SEMI-D, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, 

RM 1,200,000, 5r4b, BU4728sqf, 
LA4000sqf, Christine Chan, 

016-6619 998, E(3)0256, 
UP4923772

Seremban, seremban,bukit 
kepayang,seremban 2,taman 

permai,bukit galena, Seremban, 
seremban, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 436,000, 

4r3b, BU2001sqf, LA20x70sqf, 
Andy Loke, 012-620 1215, 
E(1)1481/2, UP4344572

Bentong, KARAK LENGKONG 
6.7812 ACRES DURIAN FARM, 
Agricultural Land, SALE, RM 
1,254,522, LA6.7812sqa, Teh 

Leng Eng, 012-229 7749, 
REN:10347, E(3)0050/3, 

UP4917759

Bayan Lepas, Summerton 
Bayan Indah, Apartment, 
RENT, RM 2,800, 3+1r3b, 

BU1840sqf, Cane Low, 6012-559 
2122, REN:08286, E(3)0262, 

UP3449776

Georgetown, The Light 
Collection III, Gelugor, 

Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,800,000, 3+1r5b, BU18551sqf, 
Eugene Saw, 012-487 0006, 

E(1)1475, UP4848159

Persiaran Gurney, Gurney 
Paragon, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 3,100,000, 3+1r4b, 
BU3132sqf, Eugene Saw, 
012-487 0006, E(1)1475, 

UP4890278

Nusajaya, Gelang Patah, 
Bungalow House, 
RENT, RM 30,000, 

8+1r6b, BU10000sqf, 
LA50000sqf, Priscillia 

Lim, 6016-721 3737, 
REN:03118, VE(3)0181, 

UP4077918

Nusajaya, Impiana Condominium, Condominium, RENT, RM 1,800, 
1r1b, BU614sqf, KT Got, 6012-288 6036, REN:00137, E(1)1605, 

UP4944488

Johor Bahru, Grandview360, johor bahru, Serviced Residence, 
RENT, RM 1,500, 2r2b, BU1250sqf, Mr. Lee, 016-744 2422, E(1)1525/1, 

UP4914677

Nusajaya, East Ledang, Semi D House 45 x 90, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, RM 1,680,000, 4+1r4b, BU3868sqf, LA45 x 90sqf, 

Willy Yau, 012-737 3899, REN:15931, E(2)1621, UP4623842

Johor Bahru, Taman Desa Tebrau @ Princint 12A, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, RM 1,680,000, 5+1r6b, BU3878sqf, LA40 x 85sqf, 

Willy Yau, 012-737 3899, REN:15931, E(2)1621, UP4683909

Johor Bahru, desa tebrau, johor bahru, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
RENT, RM 1,200, 4r3b, BU1430sqf, LA22x65sqf, Amy Fong, 019-717 

2329, REA:911150, E(1)1307/4, UP4786216

Labu, Bandar Enstek, 
Industrial Land, SALE, 

RM 15,681,600, LA9sqa, 
Darren Khor, 012-423 

0121, REA:2360, 
E(3)1488, UP2016084

Labu, Bandar Enstek, 
Industrial Land, SALE, 

RM 19,166,400, LA11sqa, 
Darren Khor, 012-423 

0121, REA:2360, 
E(3)1488, UP3648905

Masai, Taman Megah Ria , 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 
150,000, 3r2b, BU800sqf, LA770sqf, Edwin Dass, 013-776 1385, 

REN:18657, E(3)0581, UP4901746

Labu, Bandar Enstek, Industrial Land, SALE, RM 3,724,380, 
LA2.25sqa, Darren Khor, 012-423 0121, REA:236, E(3)1488, 

UP2016070

Tanjung Bungah, permai garden, 3-sty Terrace/Link House, RENT, 
RM 3,500, 4r5b, BU3200sqf, LA1440sqf, Daniel Teoh, 014-385 6332, 

E(1)1503/1, UP4933405

Bayan Baru, 
Arena Residence, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 690,000, 3+1r2b, 

BU1300sqf, Jenny 
Khoo, 6019-576 7903, 
REN:10881, E(1)1516/2, 

UP4249173

Sungai Ara, One 
Imperial, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 640,000, 
3r2b, BU1300sqf, Jenny 
Khoo, 6019-576 7903, 
REN:10881, E(1)1516/2, 

UP4741880
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Bayan Lepas, Tree 
sparina, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 780,000, 
3r3b, BU1300sqf, 

Samuel Yeoh, 012-458 
2179, E(3)0256/3, 

UP4917617

Ipoh, Thompson, Thompson 
Road, Bungalow House, 

SALE, RM 3,500,000, 7+1r7b, 
BU4000sqf, LA8990sqf, Jackie 
Ang, 012-598 5119, REN:10649, 

E(3)0050/21, UP4926865

Ipoh, Ipoh Garden, 1-sty 
Terrace/Link House, RENT, 
RM 800, 3r2b, BU1000sqf, 

LA1560sqf, Ben Ng, 6017-466 
1566, VE(3)0261, UP2973423

Butterworth, Ocean 
View Residences, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 380,000, 3r2b, 
BU938sqf, Samuel 

Yeoh, 012-458 
2179, E(3)0256/3, 

UP4923672

Bayan Lepas, skycube residences, Condominium, SALE, RM 
695,000, 3r2b, BU1873sqf, Chris Chang, 016-422 7737, REN:13176, 

E(3)1291, UP4910450

Batu Maung, Low-Density Semi Detached, My Sakura 28, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 2,068,000, 5r4b, BU3500sqf, 

LA2624sqf, Kevin Ooi, 016-421 4688, REN:08524, E(2)1483, 
UP4539238

Tanjong Tokong, Straits Quay (The Suites at Waterside), Tanjung 
Tokong, Condominium, SALE, RM 750,000, 1r2b, BU853sqf, Gordon 

Choo, 6012-520 0450, E(3)0952, UP4951818

Tanjong Tokong, Simfonia, Seri Tanjung Pinang, 3-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, RM 1,700,000, 5+1r5b, BU3600sqf, LA1848sqf, 

Gordon Choo, 6012-520 0450, E(3)0952, UP4735335

Ipoh, Medan Lapangan 
Lagenda, Semi-

detached House, SALE, 
RM 590,000, 4+1r3b, 

BU3322sqf, LA2800sqf, 
PWP Properties (N) 

Sdn Bhd, 012-525 8116, 
E(1)1172/2, UP4412151

Ipoh, Golf View 
Residence @ Tmn Golf, 
Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 1,503,800, 
5+1r6b, BU4600sqf, 
LA3500sqf, PWP 

Properties (N) Sdn Bhd, 
012-525 8116, E(1)1172/2, 

UP3092078

Tanjong Tokong, The Tamarind, Condominium, SALE, RM 985,000, 
3r2b, BU1372sqf, Eugene Saw, 012-487 0006, E(1)1475, UP4811047

Ipoh, Mansion Park, 
Bungalow House, 

SALE, RM 850,000, 
4r3b, LA5600sqf, PWP 
Properties (N) Sdn Bhd, 
012-525 8116, E(1)1172/2, 

UP4312040

Paya Terubong, Suria Vista Apartment, 3-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 770,000, 4r3b, BU1719sqf, Ken Ung, 017-441 2615, 

E(1)1525/2, UP4911285

Persiaran Gurney, Sunrise Gurney, Soho, SALE, RM 1,250,000, 2b, 
BU830sqf, Jenny Yeap, 013-293 8373, E(3)0952, UP4880249

Bukit Mertajam, New commercial hub main roan, Bukit mertajam , 
Office, SALE, RM 1,350,000, 4b, BU2500sqf, LA1320sqf, Alan Ng, 

012-524 5565, REN:18223, E(3)0256/3, UP4954064

Bayan Lepas, Elit 
Heights @ Bayan 
City, Bayan Baru, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 650,000, 3+1r2b, 

BU1500sqf, Jenny 
Khoo, 6019-576 7903, 
REN:10881, E(1)1516/2, 

UP4940456

Sungai Nibong, Semi-
detached House, SALE, 

RM 1,700,000, 4r3b, 
BU2300sqf, LA2450sqf, 

Eugene Saw, 012-487 
0006, E(1)1475, 

UP4918707
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